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Preface to this edition

Two years have passed since the first publication of this translation. Many
things have happened with TRIZ theory. It has grown rapidly beyond its
original Russian boundaries reaching the United States, Europe, India China
Taiwan and more.
Several companies with Russian scientists andTRIZ experts have set their

roots in the United States becoming very successful in applying TRIZ
technology. A list of American companies providing TRIZ services is located
in Appendix 3.
Invention Machine, lnc. (IM) from Cambridge, Massachusetts, was the

first Russian company to promote TRIZ in the US in 1991. Today IM offers
TRIZ computer software and training. They also provide TRIZ services to
companies for solving technical problems.
Ideation International, Inc. (111) based in Southfield, Michigan, was

the second US company formed with Russian TRIZ experts. III provides
training and consulting, and have developed three Windows-based software
solution systems.
Technical Innovation Center, Inc. (TIC) another Massachusetts

company, in conjunction with the Center for Technology
Commercialization, a NASA technology transfer company became the third
major source for TRIZ consultation, training and publications.
Several Russian TRIZ experts - Victor Fey from Detroit Michigan and

Zinovy Roysen from Seattle Washington - have also formed their own TRIZ
consulting groups providing training and problem solving services.

American companies have begun including TRIZ training for engineers.
GOAL / QPC, based in Methuen, Massachusetts, and Detroit-based
American Supplier Institute (ASI) are active training organizations
promoting TRIZ. ln Novembeq 1995, more then 200 people attended an ASI
sponsored TRIZ symposium in Detroit. The symposium reaffirmed TRIZ as
an important tool for systematic innovation.
Since the initial publication of this book qlrvvxcm and Machine Tzesign

magazines have published adicles on the prosperous application OG RIZ theory
inAmerican industries.
Finally, a plan to establish the Altshuller Institute for Technical

Creativity has been born. The Institute, to be Iocated in Massachusetts, will
be a center for the translation and development of TRIZ research and
publications. It is hoped the Institute will coordinate certification of TRIZ
experts and trainers, and will help develop curriculums to bring TRIZ into



American academic institutions. It will also promote new research OnTRIZ tn
continue its growth in the West as well as develop new applications in 1mt,11
technical and nontechnical areas.
Thanks to Steven Rodman and Robyn Cutler fer their hard work in editing

and redesigning this new edition. We are positive that this book will become
an even more widespread introduction to TRIZ in the western world.

Lev Shulyak
Y/orcester, slassachusetu
January, 1996



Preface from the original
1994 edition

*nMy only intention in this liot)k is to show that fàe process of solving
tecltnical problems is accessible to anyone. important to learn crld very
eadfïng fo work f/lroug&''
H.Altov (Genrich Altshuller)

KEventlting should be made as simple as possible, but not sïmplene
Albert Elusteln

Today technical progress is changing the face of the earth at an ever
accelerating pace. Scientist,s are Gnding ways to learn more in less time to
remember more and longer to de things fasterk and so on. This creates an
enormous need for a constantly growing supply of new ideas and solutions.
Moreover, the body of knowledge and the application of this kaowledge to
solving technical problems is expanding rapidly How can we manage all this
new information and make it useful?
Unfortunately one of the entrenched beliefs many people hold is that

ilwentiveness is innate and therefore cannot be taught or learned. But we
are not consistent. While we resist or ignore teaching technical inventiveness
we do have music and az't courses - and schools which take in a1l sorts of
studenta, notjust $he extremely talented nr artistic.
Thus, we a1s0 need schoob and courses of study that will teac.h us to become

more irzventive or innovative and will teach us haw to solve technical as well
as nontechnical problems more creatively We can do this by providing a new
theory for solving teclmical problems that is based on the experiences of penple
who have solved real problems. This theory exists and has been used
suceessfully by many people in many countries since it was originated by
Henry Altshuller of the USSR in 1946. The system has spread te over 300
schools, teaching many persons of a1l ages in the former USSR, Finland,
Great Britain Hungaz'y and other countries.
Evidence of it's importance can be found in the fac't that, in 1978. student.s

of Dnepropetrovsk University and other colleges in the fonner USSR were
required to pass a test on this Theory of Solving Technical Problems.
The system's youngest students are fifth and sixth graders. It is too

dimcult for youngsters below these grades to learn a theory, since it requires
some knowledge of physics to solve the given prnblems.

The author, HenryAlkshullerk is the president of the Invento/sM sociation



of Russia. In 1984 he published the bookArld Suddenly f/le InventorAppeared
t'1'he Art of Inventing) in which he described the basic parts of his theory in
simple language.

Ifyou are an inventor or a person who likes to work out technical problems
then this is the book for you.
You will Iearn the basic concepts of the Theory of Solving Inventive

Problems, I'.IAIZ in the Russian abbreviation). You will find 78 real problems
and 27 practical tonls to solve them in this book.
This is the first practical book for those inAmerica wh0 want to wet their

feet in the ocean of inventing. This is why I decided to translate it.
ln stlme of the answers to the problems, the author refers to inventions

that wereupatentedNin the USSR.These are not real patents as we understand
the term. They are so-called GAuthor's Certificatesp - patents only valid in
the USSR.

In the translation l tried to presenre the flavnr of the original text.
Sometimes it was impossible. To adapt this book to American readers I had
to make some changes. Three appendices were added.l'he first appendix has
answers to a11 the text's problems. rl'he second contains all the methods and
tricks the author described in his book in order to solve those problems. The
third explains some elements of tbe author's theory.
My first experience in learning the thet)l'y came around 1961. I was

designing a vezy sensitive transducer and was stuck with a problem that did
not allow me to make a final formulation of the design. Then the first small
book of Henryœ tshullerksbtç Tb Become an Inventor came out on the market
and this book helped me to solve the GunsolvableM problem in a short time.
Since that time I have patented over 20 inventions - many of which were
developed because of itis theory

TodayWayne State University in Detroit is the firstAmerican institution
to offer courses teaching the Theory of Solving Inventive Problems using
Altshuller's concept. SeveralTRlz-based computer soRware products are now
available in English.

Those who want to perfect their knowledge in problem selving can do so
through courses that are naw available at theTechnical lnnovation Center of
Worcester, Massachusetts.
I am positive that yeu will enjoy reading this book and I wish you great

success.
It ls tlme for our coxmtry to regaln tbe leadershlp in the technical

world.
My special thanks to Henry Altshuller who allowed me to translate his

book. to Edith Morganj Richard Langevin and Alexander Roghach - my copy
editors - and to my wife for her patience and her appreciation of the importance
of this work.

Lev Shulyak
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Part 1

The Beginning
of the Theory
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Chapter 1
It's Impossible
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The first time I saw an inventor was before the Second World War. We
lived in Baku, where I was a student in the fourth grade. One day, coming
back from school I saw some repairmen sadly smoking cigarettes next to a
broken electric transformer booth.rrhe repairmen were looking at a big black
transformer standing on a high brick foundation. The foundation was more
than one meter tall and the transformer looked like an impressive monu-
ment. People were waiting for a crane to take the broken transformer down
and install a new one.

Later. I did my homework by the light of an oiI Iamp. We had no electric-
ity that evening, nor the second evening, nor the third. A crane in those days
was considered very rare and valuable equipment and getting one was not a
simple matter. The electricians complained about the situation, and did not
know when they could finish theirjob.
I did not realize that an inventor lived in Apartment #11. There were

rumors that this neighbor, who was a bookkeeper, on the next day would
bring the transformer down from the foundation. Every tenant in our build-
ing had a nickname. Some of them were named very respectfully likeuuncle
Kostyalor uuncle Vlad'' - but the bookkeeper was just GBookkeepen''
On the next day I skipped my last class because I was curious to see how

Bookkeeper would lower that heavy transformer. I arrived just in time. At
the entrance to our back yard stood a horse carriage f'ull of ice. Workers werf
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unloading the ice and putting it next to the foundation of the transformer.
I must first explain something: ln those times we did not have electz'ic

refrigerators. Every day, spring to fall a horse carriage drove from house to
house deliveringbluish ice bloclts. Families purchaged the ice arzd fllled wooden
boxes with it. Sometimes they f'zlled just pails and pots with the ice.
As the workers carried the ice bloclts to the transformer Bookkeeper

stacked them next to the foundation. When the new foundation made of ice
reached the same height as the brick one, Bookkeeper placed a wooden board
on top of the ice. The workers using pry bars, slowlyk centimeter by centime-
ter, mnved the transformer from the brick foundation onto the ice founda-
tion.
The ice squeaked. However because the ice blocks were placed vez'y accu-

rately the frozen foundation did not fall apaz't. Finalls Bookkeeper person-
ally covered the ice with a piece of cloth. We a11 stood and watched. Soon a
small stream of water appeared on the ground from the melting iee. In the
beginnlng the flow was small. Soon it grew bigger and bigger -because the
September sun in Baku is still as strong as in summer.
Everyone in the yard even a scandalous old man with the nicknamelrrrea-

suren (he was sure that he knew where the greatest treasures were hidden
but there wu one problem: He did not have money to get there) said that the
ice was a very good idea. Uncle Michael - everybody now called the book-
keeper by his first name - sat on his folding chair reading the newspaper.
F'rom time to time he would open the side of the c10th to look at the melting
ice.
The next morning I ran out into the yard. The transformer was already

halfway down. Although it was Sunday the workers were there. A river of
water ran from beneath the c10th cover. I was dumbfounded. Evezyone knew
that ice melts and I knew it as well. Nobody had sgured out that a trans-
former could be moved onto a bloc,k of ice - and the ice would lower the
transformer to the ground. How had Uncle Michael and no one else figured
it out?
Befere, the ice had beenjust regular ice used only to cool things. But now

ice could replace a crane. 'Whyk ice could probably do other thingg - and not
only ice! Suddenly the idea struck me that perhaps anything could be used
for purposes other than that for which it was created.
A word occurred to me: Inventing. I figured that Uncle Michael had

created an invention and therefore he had become an Inventor. Maybe some-
body would write an article about him in a newspaper. especially if he could
find a way to liA a new transformer onto the brick foundation.

On Monday however the crane arrived. n e new transformer was put on
the foundation and the old one was taken away. The electricians connected
the new transformer the carpenter rebuilt the booth and the painters painted
it. The jnb was finished. But I would always remember that under any cin
cumstances, includinglhopeless' cases. a solution to a problem could be found.
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Something could be invented and that something could be very simple and
surprisingly wonderful.

I received my tirst patent while in the tenth grade. Later there were other
inventions. I worked at the patent oflice and had meetings with different in-
ventors, I became more and more interested in the mechanics of creativity:
How were inventions made? What happens in the head of the inventor'? Why
does a solution pop-up suddenly?

Do you want t.o become an inventor? If so. try to solve the following problem;

Problem 1
To break or not to break?

(lncetthe director ofa pla nt pro- .
ducing electric light bulbs called his .
enlneering stafftogether for a meet- .
ing. He showed them a bundle of Iet-
ters '*' ''

. n .X *' These are customer complaints 6
. . o' si)..,ypyr -. .he said. mrrhey are dissatisfied with

our light bulbs. We have to increase -wo = .v.x
the quality of our product. l think
there is a problem with the pressure inside the bulbs. Sometimes the pres-
sure is higher than normal sometilnes it is lower. Can anybody think how to
measure the pressure inside the bulbr
'tlt is very simple * one of the engineers said. cake the bulb break it and...C
''Break it?lD exclaimed the director.
i'To have quality control we will break only one bulb out of' a hundred '

replied the engineer.
'$We have to test epcr.v bulb '* said the director hopelessly He turned to his

engineers and said, wrrhink it oven''
And stztfcfczk/v tlte fnt?erl/or appeared.
'irfhis problem is for school childrenl he said. i'Open the text book....>
And he explained where to find an almost complete answer to this prob-

lem.
What can you suggest? Do you have any ideas on how to measure the

pressure inside the light bulb?
After a couple hours of thinking. it is possible to make a list of five to ten

solutions for this problem. Usually these ideas are very weak. Often people
ofrer to weigh the lamp. Theoreticallyt this is possible if you know the weight
of the empty Iamp and the volume of the glass bulb. You can weigh the bulb
with the gas and thus calculate the amount of gas.
In practice this solution is unworkable.There is s'ery little gas in the bulb

-  one tenth. or even one thousandth of a gram. lt takes a special scale to
measure this kind of weight in order to measure deviations from normal. It
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would take a lot of time to go through these measurements and calculations.
It might be good in the lab but not in the manufacturing plant.
Even an experienced inventor will not find the optimum solution at once.

Dissatissed with a solution. the inventor will continue to analyze idea after
idea. n e inventor will think about the problem day and night. Everything
the inventor sees will be used in a mental attempt to solve the problem.
If it snows, the inventor thinks of cold. W/lcf if we cool the lamp? Gas will

become liquid and it will be easy to measure its volume.
A bus fu11 of people goes bytNoise, sound.... What ifwe use Izlfrcsouzld/lrsc

speed of the sound depends on the density ofthe gas.
There is a soccer game on '1''V What ifa small ball is placed in the bltlb?

The speed with which it falls depettds on the density ofgas.
And so on day after day month after month year after year - sometimes

a1l through life. Sometimes the life of the inventor is not long enough, and
other inventors must pickup the problem and continue to search for a solu-
tion. R'What if we do it this way'?'' asks the next inventor.
It often happens that halfway to the solution the problem is put aside

I with the conclusion that it cannot be solved that there is nothing we can do.
You can imagine a scientist saying: *êTo achieve a speed above the sound

barrier we have to study runners and sprinters. How does a good sprinter
differ from a bad one? What is the secret of fast running? These are things I
need to know.r
Runners are all difrerent and more importantly the result of such a study

cannot be used to build a supersonic machine. Different principles are needed.
This method of trial and error has its roots in ancient times. In essence, it

is as old as mankind. Everything changes over time but the method of trial
and error remains the same. One famous scientist of our time Professor B.
Ginsburg, said: t*My inventions were the result of sorting out difrerent ideas.''
At the end of the 20th century the professor looked for answers by sorting out
different ideaslThis is exactly as it was done two thousand twenty thousand
two hundred thousand years ago.
S0 we must look for a better way to solve technical problems.
Technical evolution has its own characteristics and laws. This is why dif-

ferent inventors in differont countries working on the same technical prob-
lems independently, come up with the same answen n is means that certain
regularities exist. If we can find these regularities then we can use them to
solve technical problems - by rules, with formulae, without wasting time on
sorting out variants.
Of course many skeptics scoft uWhat you are saying is that we can teach

everybody to inventln I have studied the theory of solving technical problems
not one yeark not two years, but a11 my life. In the beginning I worked alone
then others joined me. Through our effbrts a new theory has been developed.
Books have been publisbed textbooks written, problems classified seminars
started and schools opened.At the present time this unique problem solving
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technique is taught in more than 300 schools in Russia.
The theory of inventing can be taught at any age - but.just as in sports.

the earlier the better. We found that professional engineers were the easiest
group to teach in the beginning. Because the theory was in its formative stage,
experience helped in solving problems. As the theory grew stronger, we began
teaching younger engineers. and then students. We later invited high school
seniors to participate in college groups. In 1974 a magazine for youngsters
started to publish inventors' problems.Theywere real-life technical problems
ver'y similar to the problem of measuring the pressure inside an electric light
bulb. The publishing company received thousands of letters with potential
solutions. We analyzed them made comments on typical mistakes explained
small parts of the theory. and published a new problem in the next issue.

We cannot teach children in kindergarten yet. Our limit has been stu-
dents in the fifth and sixth grades. To learn the thenry of inventing one needs
to know a little bit of physics and chemistry and this is not taught in kinder-
garten. To overcome this barrier we need to oflbr fun problems instead of
serious ones.
As an example, Iet's imagine an empty room with only a doll Iying on the

window sill and two ropes hanging from the ceiling. Our task is to connect the
lower ends of the ropes. Taking the end of one rope, a person cannot reach the
end ofthe other rope. Somebody, or something, must help to swing the end of
the second rope. This task is set for one person only and there is nobody to
help,
The solution could be worked out by children who have no knowledge of

physics. The second rope must be moved - but it is too light. It needs some
weight at its lower end to develop a pendulum effect. The doll can be the
weight. That's all. The problem is solved.
This problem can be made more difficult if we place two balloons with the

dtlll in the room. Balloons are no good as weights because they are too light.
Balloons would attract the attention of the child, and the doll would not be
considered for a while.
We can even further complicate the task. Let's take all the objects from

the room and see if the child can sgure out how to use a shoe as a weight. Y()u
can see that, an the one hand, this problem is not inventive.Yet, on the other
hand. it resembles an inventive problem.We will talk about these similarities
later. We can only say now that there are no barriers separating these prob-
lems.
ln this book we will talk only about technical creativity and inventive-

ness. This book is n0t a text bot)k of course. My only intention is to show that
the process of solving tcchnical problems is accessible to anyone that the
process is important to learn and that it is very exciting.

ts



Chapter 2
Several sim ple exam ples
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ln spite of difliculties I am going to convince you that some of the follow-
ing problems are really inventive and the solutions that inventors have found
are classised as inventions.You can solve these problems now without learn-
ing the theoryYou already have enough knowledge and experience to work on
them.

Problem 2
There is a ç'trick'' involved

It was a younggirl's birthday One of the guests brought a big box t)f choco-
late candies.'rhe candies were shaped like small bottles filled with thick rasp-
ben'y syrup. Everybody liked them. One of the guests said, GI wonder how
these candies are made'?''
GFirst they made the bottles and then they 5Iled them up with syrupl

explained another guest,
''The syrup would have to be very thick othenvise the candy would not be

sturdy enoughc said the third guest. GAt the same time, the syrup would be
very dimcult to pour into the bottle. It is possible to warm the syrup making it
more liquid. The prablem now is that the syrup would melt the chocolate
bottle. We would gain in quantity and lose in quality. There would be many
defective candies.''



And sltddenlv l/lt, Inventor appeared.
''I have an idealM he exclaimed. ''I ltnow how to make this type of candy

quickly and without defects. The trick is to ....n
He explained everything. Of course the candy could be produced simply.
Think it over. What did the inventor suggest?
This problem was published in the youth magazinelsor/eerk I'ruth.Tttere

were thousands of letters in reply, and almost all of them had the right an-
swer. You probably have already figured out what the trick is: The syrup should
be poured into a mold frozen and then dipped into the melted chocolate. Icy
syrup in warm chocolate is the invention. It was done in the Institute of Chem-
istry in Estonia.
There is another magazine called The O/'/ic/cl Gazette. Thousands of in-

ventions are publishcd in this magazine every two weeks. The descriptions of
these inventions are sometimes very lengthy but contain in the end the es-
sence of the invention, In any issue of the magazine three to five percent of
the inventions could be developed by school age children. These inventions do
not require special knowledge in physics or chemistry. They are small inven-
tions, of course, but theyarc inventionslThese ideas are both new and useful.
What would happen if we gave the children evenjust a little bit of knowl-

edge?!

Pcoblem 3 1 V. .:Wh
at place should ; i 1 * IY1?

ùwe choose? . -i 
I 4 : #! . * O > W

There was an old tower in the E ? * * * ' '
tral square of a tosvn one day C . 7' '' ' - 'cen . ,

Concern SN'aS exprelsed that the --- '
tower was sagging. A committee
was established to study whether
or not the tower was really sag- ''
ging. All members or the committee agreed that in order to take measure-
ments, they needed to find a fixed point - one that would not mtwe and was
visible rrom the tower.
It was possible that the square itseltl and the buildings around it were

sagkring as well. A park about fifteen hundred feet away had several ledges
that were not sagging. However. you could not see the park ledge from the
tower because of tall buildings.

t'A very complicated situation O said the chairman of the committee pon-
dering t14e question, ''Maybe we should ask our academiciansr
And suddenly the fnrf?nlor appeared.
*'Don't bother theml'f he said. Ropen the sixth grade physics textbook and

you will find that....>
And he explained what to look for.



Do you have any ideas?
Probably you have already Iigured it out. If not, don't be disappointed.

Open a physics textbook and find the section on watenleveling devices.
Let's take two glass tubes, set one in the tower and the other in the park

on the ledge. Connect them with a flexible hose, and fi11 the system with wa-
ter. Because this is a water-leveling device, the level of the water will stay at
the same height relative to sea level. Let's mark the levels. lf the tower is
sagging, the level of water in the tower glass tube will eventually rise above
the original mark.
A very smart invention and only the knowledge of sixth grade physics

was used.
Let's work on a problem that is more complex.

Problem 4
'tA'' and t'B'' were sltting on a fence

In one of the chemical laboratories, engineers were building a machine to
produce a new fertilizer. Two liquid components were to be dispersed sepa-
rately int,o a fine mist by this machine. Let's call these liquids uA'' and uB.''
DropletsuAr are supposed to move towards dropletsuB * forming new droplets
'*AB,'' the new fertilizer according to the chemist's plans. When the machine
was turned on droplets uA.* contacted other droplets GA'' and droplets ahK
were produced.'rhe same thing happened with dropletsuB.' But the chemists
did not want droplets UAA'' and *'BB.'
uMaybe we should mix liquids ah' and GBO before we make dropletsj' said

one chemist.
'*No, we cannot mix them up before dispersion D said another chemist. G1

don't know what to dol
And suddenly l/lc Inventor appeared.
Grrake the physics textbook.You will find the law that you need in order to

solve this problem.'
What law do you think he was talking about?
If you look into a physics book you can easily find this simple law. Pan

ticles with the same charge repel each other and particles with a difrerent
charge attract each other. Let's charge droplets uAM positive, and droplets UB''
negative. When the two streams of droplets come together we will have only
droplets*AB.nYou can see that ingenuity plus some knowledge of physics will
help to solve about 5ve to ten percent of real inventive problems. What ifl in
addition we use some special techniques?
Every profession has its own rules techniques and tricks that help do the

job betteç faster and easier. The same is true of solving inventive problems.
By the way, we have already learned some of them.
Do you remember Problem 72 with the candy and syrup? The inventor

said,uhe trick is...lrrheutrickmis the method, the way to solve the problem. The



problem with the candy had two tricks. The
first was thateverybody wanted towarm the
syrup. Howevec the Inventor ofrered the op-
posite action - cool or even freeze it. The
second trick was knowing that frozen syrup
melts at room temperature. The object
changed the state of its physical prop-
erty. The same transformation happened in
the problem that the Booltkeeper solved.The
ice melted and the transformer was slowly
lowered.
Many methods are based on the application of physical efrects and laws.

Methods diFer from physical eFects and laws because methods aim at solving
technical-inventive problems. Physical law states that matter can be transformed
from one state into another. The method specifies that during such transforma-
tions. the physical properties ofthe matterchange dramaticallyand these trans-
formations can be used to solve many specific technical problems.
These are two very powerful methods:
Method #1: Do it inversely, and Method #2: cbange the state of tbe

physical property.
In any given issue oîTlte Official Gazette we can find inventions made using

these methods. Fur example, Patent #183122: ''Method for unloading raw trranu-
lated sugar from tankers.r'ro speed up the process, the sugar is fi1'st mixed with
water to make it liquid and then pumlx!d into a storage silo. n e liquid sugar is
then dried back to granulated sugar.
Another example, Patent #489938, is a method for restoringthe free-flowing

characteristic of bulk material in storage. n e inventor suggested further freez-
ing it with liquid nitrogen instead of the usual method of heating it with steam.
The nitrogen breaks the ice between particles and then evaporates as a gas.
The inventor used two methods. First. Do it inversely - freeze the mate-

rial instead of heating it. Second.change tbe state of the physical property
of nitrogen. n tl nitrogen is at Erst liquid and then becomes a gas.
Now try a problem that you can solve yourself
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Problem 5
lt can disappear by itself

In the past, people used unspillable inkwells. If we till such an inkwell
with sand how can we remove the sand from the inkwell later? Foundry engi-
neers once faced a similar problem. Forged metal parts needed to be cleaned.
Sandblasting machines were used for this purpose. Sand cleans parts - and
Iodges in cavities. Now we have t() remove the sand from the parts. When the
parts are big and heavy, it is inconvenient to turn them over and shake the
sand out.

1 0



uMaybe we can somehow cover all the holesrsuggested 0ne engineer. gN0
it's too much extra work. I cannot see the solution. The sand does n0t come out
of the cavities by itself ''
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
''Yes.' he said Rthe sand can disappear by itself What we have to do is

make sand particles 0ut of ...n
What should the sand particles be made of?
Notice that a11 the previous problems belong to difrerent technological fields,

but inventors used the same techniques to solve them: Method #1: Do it
inversely and Method #2) Cbange the state of the physical property.
Here is one more problem:

Problem 6
There is a patent

There is a need to make many holes lomm in diameter in a rubber hose. It
is not hard to punch or drill the holes except that the hose is very flexible. It
stretches compresses and bends. So making the holes accurately is a compli-
cated task. The supenrisor tried to burn the holes with a heated iron rod but
the edges of these holes were uneven and brittle.
uNothing can be done! How annoyingln exclaimed the supervisor, almost

crying.
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
GDo notcrylMhe said.Rlt is very simpleln ere is an English 17at(mt;:#.1268562

where the inventor ofrered...l
What was in this patent? Think about it.
You have familiarized yourself with only a couple of methods. There are

about a hundred of them some surprising and ingenious. You will agree with
me after you solve another problem.

Problem 7 ....-
0It -What kind of detectives are they?
,y' o

A company purchased sunflower oil.
Z J. ' r.' ' 'The delivery was arranged by tank-cars. . 

' 
. . . - - -- + ?! >

Evex'y tank-car had a capacity of 3000 ' * *'
liters (750 gallons). The buyer suddenly # *

- - 4k - -discovered that every time the tank was -

unloaded there was a shortage of almost ---3
30 liters.'l'he buyer checked the measur-
ing devices and al1 were in order. He ''
checked out the seals on the upper hatch and the leakage of the tank. Noth-
ing was wrong. He even considered the thin film oi- oi1 on the inside walls of
the tank as well as changes in the oil's temperature. There was nothing that
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could account for the difrerence.
Some experienced detectives were asked to investigate the problem and

they found nothing. The truck never stopped during delivery and the driver
never poured oiI out of the tank. Even the detectives were puzzled.
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
'iWhat kind of detectives are you'?u he asked. ult's aIl vevy simple. We have

to think for awhile.' Then he explained what was happening.
What do you think was happening?
This problem was published in a youth magazine. The publisher got thou-

sands of Ietters from students in schools and colleges, and even from engi-
neers. The authors of two letters were policemen. There were mountains of
letters, but none had the right answer.
The detectives could easily have discovered the secret had they known

one of the inventor's tricks: lf it cannot be done now, it should be done in
advnnce.

It turned out that the driver hung a bucket inside the tank when it was
empty The vendor lilled the tanker with oil.At the same time.the bucket was
ûlled. The truck went to the buyer's site and was unloaded. The bucket full of
oi1 was still hanging inside the tank, and the driver of the truck removed it
later.
This is Method #3: Do it in advance. lt is often used by inventors.
taet's look at a problem in medicine. A plaster cast is very dimcult to take

off without touching the skin. An inventor offered to insert a rubber tube
containing a thin saw blade underneath the cast. When the time comes to
remeve the cast the doctor takes a handsaw frame connects it to the ends of
the blade, and cuts the cast from the inside out.

W lï /#@&/z#<f
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Chapter 3
Technical Contradictions
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We have learned three methods or procedures, s() rar. You may think that
this is going to be simple - just learn hundreds of methods and you can
solve any problem. Unfortunately it is much more complicated. Considor the
following example:
There are machines that make welded steel pipes t)f a large diameter. In

the shop, workers hang up big rolls of steel ribbon. The end of this ribbon is
inserted into the machine which turns the ribbon into pipes. Welded pipe
comes out of the machine at a speed of two feet-per-second. Everything is
fine, except that the pipe must be cut to a specific length.

Let's say that we need to make pipes that are 12 feet long. This means
every six seconds a pipe must be cut. A rotating cutting disk blade starts to
cut the pipe as soon as the pipe reaches 12 feet. The blade travels along with
the pipe as it comes out of the machine. After it cuts the pipe, the blade
returns to its starting point. This entire process needs to be accomplished in
less than six seconds.
ln order to cut the pipe f'aster a very powerf'ul cutting mechanism is

needed. Because such a mechanisnz must be large and heavy, it will lose
speed traveling alonp the pipe. lf we make the cutting mechanism lighter
and smaller in order to gain speed it cannot cut the pipe as fast as needed.
This forms a vicious circle.
To solve this kind of problem. engineers usually use a compromise solu-
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tion. As a result of such a compromise the cutting mechanism neither cuts
fast nor moves fast, so the pipe comes out of the machine 1.5 times slower
than it should - a very disappointing situation.
You have probably already found the solution: Do it in advance - cut

the steel ribbon before it reaches the machine. However this will not solve
the problem because now we will Iose time feeding the machine for each pipe.
The high output of this pipe-welding machine depends upon a continuous
unbroken process.

This problem remained unsolved Ibr a long time. By using various tricks.
engineers increased the speed of the cutting blade but lost the accuracy of
the pipe lengths. Some pipes came out lnnger, others shorter. A complicated
electronics system was designed and the accuracy rose - along with produc-
tion costs and maintenance.
Tlte fnrt>n/or appeared. of colzrm and offered to tzse tlt'o rucl/lol,s.' Method

#3: Do it in advance and Method #4: Do a little less.
The meaning of the fourth method is: If an action cannot be done

completely, it must be done partially. This means that the ribbon should
be notched not cut. After the pipe is welded to its required length a slight
jerk will be enough to separate it from the next pipe. It is a wonderful solu-
tion, isn't it? The ullying' disk blade is eliminated completely The pipe goes
through an electric magnet. An impulse of current a sharp break and the
pipe is separated.

As y'ou can see, the 'ttrick'' is to have a combination of two methods. Sepa-
rately, the two methods will not produce the necessar.v result.
Ten thousand two-method combinations can be produced out of one hun-

dred individual methods! You can imagine the number of solutions we can
get if we use a combination of three four or five methods. So let us stop
solving problems by sorting out different solutions or using the trial-and-
error method.
Some methods of solution were known even at the end of the 19th cen-

tury. Various specialists have since made itemized lists of'20 to 30 methods.
lf we go one step further - not only adding new methods but classifying and
combining them - we can solve many more problems.
It was found that single methods can only be utilized in limited areas.

Therefore. it is still difEcult to get rid of the trial-and-error method.
What if we try to look at technical problems from a difrerent angle in

order to understand how the problems came about?What is the detinition of
an ''inventive problem'' or a Gtechnical problemrr'
Let us look again at the problem of the pipe-making machine. It is a

complicated machine with many mechanical systems and parts.As emciency
in one system is increased - the machine welding the metal pipes - the
whole became more productive. However immediately a technical contradic-
tion appeared: The machine welds the pipe much faster than the cutting
mechanism can cut the pipe.
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To solve this new problem - the faster the welding process, the more
dimcult the cutting process - an attempt was made to increase the capacity
of the cutting mechanism. Again a technical contradiction appeared: In or-
derto gain speed in cuttingthe pipe,a more cemplex and heavy cutting mecha-
nism is needed. Of course this heavier and more complex cutting mecha-
nism is slower to move down the pipe, again slowing the process as a whole.
Technical systems are similar to living organisms. They consist of inter-

related parts. Changing one part of the system may have a negative
effect on the system's other parts.
An improvement in one part of a system that impairs other parts of the

system or adjacent systems creates a Technical Contradiction - and mak-
ing an invention requires removing Technical Contradictions.

An inventive solution always has two requirements:
(1) lmprove a single part or characteristic

of the system without
(2) impalring other parts or characterlstics of the system

or adjacent systems.

Problem 8
Vehicle for the planet Mars

In a science fiction story about space exploration an expedition to Mars
was described. The space ship landed in a rocky valley and the astronauts
promptly prepared their vehicle for a trip on the planet surface. 'rhis special
vehicle was designed with big inflated tires. On the very first steep slope the
vehicle tipped over.
And suddenly... No. unfol-tunately the Inventor could not appear in this

story What do yau think the Inventor would have offered?
Keep in mind that the astronauts had no way of changing the tires.
This problcm was also published in a youth magazine. In the majority of

the Ietters received the answer was to suspend a heavy weight underneath
the vehicle. The center of gravity of the vehicle would become lower and in-
crease the vehicle's stability.
Do not rush to express your idea yet. Let's Grst make an analysis of the

other suggestions. Now we have a criterion for our evaluation. Was the tech-
nical contradiction removed or not?
The weight suspended underneath the vehicle will increase stability but

at the same time will impair its mobility to travel.'rhe clearance will be less
and cause the weight to strike rocks and the ground more often.A technical
contradiction!
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Here are some of the other ideas and suggestions:

a. Partially deflate the tires, so they will be half-full.
b. lnstall an extra tire on each side of' the vehicle.
c. Have some members of the crew lean out t)f the vehicle to maintain
balance....

It is not so difricult to see that in each of these ideas we gain something
while we lose something else. Deflating the tires reduces the speed of the
vehicle. Additional tires make the vehicle more complicated - and we have
no means of doing that on Mars. Asking the astronauts to do acrobatic tricks
is not a justifiable risk. Because of the difriculty of avoiding contradictions
one of the readers wrote: WNothing l can think of' can be done. Let the astro-
nauts walk.n

Can you imagine a sailor who does not know that it is necessary to avoid
reefs and cliffs?rrhe inventor is like that sailor when he does not know that he
must removfz a technical contradiction.
Do you remember the problem about measuring the pressure inside the

electric light bulb?rl'he idea to break tho bulb was patented, although in real-
ity an invention was not created because the contradiction was not removed
The more bulbs we break the more accurate the test will be and the more
broken bulbs we will get.

Before you say, ç'I have solved an Inventive probleml''
ask yourself, ç'What klnd of contradiction have I removed?''

It is not difficult to suspend a weight underneath a vehicle. The idea is to
suspend it as low as possible. Now we have another problem.A l()w suspended
weight will reduce clearance between the vehicle and the m'ound. The desire
to solve this problem without using 'iinventive tricks' will not improve the
mobility orthe vehicle.
Let us tl'y a new method. a new trick: We will place the weight very low in

fact. right next to the ground - not outside the vehicle but inside. We will
hide the weight inside - the tires! We will insez't steel balls or round stones
and they will roll oven...
This is Method #5, called RMatreshkar Matreshka is a doll that has a

smaller doll inside it, and another doll inside of the second doll, and so on. To
save space it is possible to place one object inside another.
A patent to this effect was issued in Japan to improve the stability orfork

trucks and autocranes.
The problem and the answer are like two banks of a river. An attempt to

guess the answer is like jumping from one bank of the river to the other
Technical contradictions and methods to remove them work as a bridge. The
theory orsolving technical problems is similar to the science of building invis-
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ible bridges that carry thoughts leading to new ideas.
By the way contradictions and methods should be compared to support

columns of the bridge. It is not easy tojump from one column onto another. ln
addition to columns we need t0p panels so that we can walk from one side to
the other. We need a special approach to get from task to contradiction and
from contradiction to the method (trick). Then we can walk step-by-step from
the problem statement to the answer.
We will talk more about the parts of the bridge latenW hat is very impon

tant to understand is:

The inventor must find and remove technical contradlctlons.

The theory of solving technical problems begins with this very simple
statement.
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Chapter 4
Think For Yourself
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So far you have learned five methods of solving different problems:

1. Do it inversely
2. Change the state of the physical property
3. Do it in advance
4. Do a little Iess
5. GMatreshkr

You have also Iearned that physical effects and phenomena can be used in
the methods described above. And finally you have a very reliable indicator
by which to evaluate your idea. A good inventive idea will certainly remove
contradictions.
I will give ytlu several problems as an exercise. Remember do not sort out

ideas. Use the methods you have Iearned' i.e. physical effects and knowl-
edge about contradictions.

Problem 9
One as good as many

Once upon a time in a laboratory. a device was built to study the move-
ment of droplets of liquid fertilizer ttl be sprayed from an aircraft. Air rushed
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through a pipe carrying millions of droplets. However, this device produced
only ver.y small droplets.

Duringthe experiment it was found that droplets of larger sizes should be
tested as well.
ç'luet's purchase several devices '' ofrered one of the engineers.
ç'lt will take more time than we have. Besides, it is too expensivec contra-

dicted another engineer. *Twenty tests will require twenty difrerent spray-

And, ofcourse, the Inventor suddenly appeared.
Gone sprayer will work as well as many different sprayersl he said.ul'he

dimensions of the droplets could be changed if ...''
He explained what should be done.
W hat do you think?
Probably problem #9 looks simple to you.Although the next few problems

are more complicated 1 think you will work them out.

Problem 10
To make water softer

Once. a famous coach - a former champion diver - complained to his
colleague: uIt is difricult to work today Dives are becoming more and more
complicated. We have to think of new combinations, and try them. The prob-
lem is that the large number of unsuccessful landings has increased diver
injuries.The water is not so soft when you fall from a tall tower. Sometimes I
feel that a diver could make new dives. but oAen is afraid to get injured and
not able to enter the competition.''
U here is nothing we can do,'' his colleague said. uThis is the nattzre of the

sport we are committed to. There are injuries in my team as well during un-
successful dives.'
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
N'here will be no more injuries. We will make the water softer. What we

have to do is....*
What do you think we have to do with the water to make it softer and

eliminate injuries during dives?

Problem 11
Everlasting palnt

The president of a furniture company said to his engineer: gDuring the
last year we sold one hundred sets of furniture to kindergartens. Unfortu-
nately the customers are complaining that the kids have stripped or scratched
the paint offthe furniturel
u'Phis is not our probleml said an offended engineer. Wou can scratch the

hardest of paints. This has nothing to do with us. Maybe they should buy
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unfinished furniture.n
i*No,* said the president. AIt is good to

have colorful furniture in kindergartens. QJ .
Perhaps we can find a paint that will pen- w , x.

,, z ' &etrate deeo inside the wood? .
u 

- 
. oThis is a fantasy! laughed the engi-

neer. X housands of times people have tried
to impregnate wood with paint with very ..J-
poor results. You know that.o
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
:6No, this is not a fantasyl''he exclaimed. ..

'Klt takes some ingenuity and bravery to '
solve this problem. n e trick is....M
What do you think the trick is?
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Chapter 5
Super-lm pose That W hich is Not
Super-lmposable (Join what is not joinable)
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The htmtedfox,ifru will lxlEeve Bamn Mtmchausen,found away tojumpout
of its own sldn. Let's leave this huntmg' story to the Baron's comqcience.At the same
O e,ase rs/cupmne VthM lvene gpmblem.WesY ohc tforie
anmveqwe folmdtechnical contratlictiorus andjtustwhen itseemed thatthe answer
was at hand - suddenly the answer disapmared!
Even ifyou hold the tCVIIZUCZ confzadidion w1t.11 strong hands,there Ls no guan

antee tl4at you will Md the answen 'Phe same tC'CIUUC.AI contmdiction muld be re-
moved by usingdiFerent methods.
w M e en- a,'e oM - dedvv A mpbyie Yne a.'e o- .hoier

woG atiehe- ofeveceànlc/œn- ieonlhddenapàxslalœnHieon.
It looks like this: One part of a teCIZIZiC,aI system should have the characteristic'Aoto
perfonn a certain action, and it should also have the contradictory charaderistic
uanti.Aeto mdbrm the oppxsite action.

A Technlcal Contradlction usually relates to the whole system,
or to several parts of the system. A Physlcal

Contradlctlon relates only to one pad of the system.

Undemtandingthissotementwl signiNcantlyincre.aseyourchantmsofm>'
to the corred ariswer
Ixt's lœk at Problem #s- removingsand from the forged par4a'rhe physical
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contradiction in t,141 problem isri'fkarticles shotzld be hard in orderto clean pmts, and
at the same time not hard (liquid or gaseotlst in onler to be removed from the area
inside of the partslits soon ms this ldnd of contratliction is fbnnulated, the answer
becomes obviotmWe have to apply Methtd #2: Chnnsdng the state of physical
properties - and nothing else! Let's make particles out of dry ice. Hard particles
will clean the parts, and Iaterttun :1:0 gas and evawratxs
In Problem 0 , how to make holes in the rubYr hose, the physical contmdic-

tions are almost the same. The pipe should be hard in order to dri11 holes in ik and
should be solt to preserve elasticity The methcd is the smne. We have to freeze the
pilx!. or lill it with water and fIVX!Z,e the waterAfter the holes are madesthe pilx or
water should be heated.
There are certain rules that allow us, dtuing the analysis of the problem, to go

from a teclmical contradiction to a physical one. In many cases the physical contra-
diction could be fonnulated liom the description of the problem itself

Problem 12
Droplets on the screen

The welding process was studied in a reseamh laboratory. Sdentists were inter-
ested to fmd out how a metal rod would melt in an electric am lmd how this arc
changes during this prccems. They tarned the mwer on, set the arc and Elmed what
happened. When they reviewed the moùe they found that only the arc was visible.
The arc is brighter than the droplets of metal. and therefore the droplets could not be
seen. It was decided to repeat the ev riment. ln the new exwriment a second arc
was ignited to light up the clropleGA movie was taken again. Now only the droplets
were seen on the screen. n e original arc wms not visible on the screen at all. The
scientists mndertxi.qvhat should we doT'

Azld suddmtlv l/lc lnventorapimared.
dA typirxal physical cmntradidionlhe said. 'The problem is...J
What kind of physical contradidion is it, arid haw mem we mmove it?
lfyou have read carefullythe conditions ofthe problem you can easily fonnulate

the physical contradiction. n e second arc should be there in order to see the metxal
droplets. and it should not be there in order to see the lirst arc.
Techle ontraidio> m cuallyfo= ulae invel mildterms.Forexample

in order to increase the sreed ot- a truck we need to reduce the cargo weight. 'l'he
sreed is incontlict with the weight. Howeveq it îs mhsible to anive at a compromise
solution. In physical contradidiorls the conflict is veo' strong. Fortunately the world
of inventing has iks 0w1: nzles: 'fhe Mgher the degree of tbe connicto the easier
it is to detennine and remove itw
The arr that lighted up the drzp?etsshould be and shouldnt be. 'lhis means that

it should l)e there for some peritxl of tùne, and it should not be there for another
mriod of tkne. On and ofr on and oft On some frames we will see droplets on others
-  only the am During the 51.m demonstration ixlth objeds Avill come out on the
screen, and we will see the arc and the droplets.
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Doyou remember the problem ahmtthewelded piyes?n esteel ribhm wms cut

partially in some areas and was n0t cut in other areas. There is a trickier way to
sumrimpose that which Ls not sumrimm sable: Give one chnm eteristic to the
whole object, and the opposite chnmcteristlc to its parts. At first, it seems
that this is imptssible. Indeed, how c.an you build a white tower out of black bricks?
'lbke, for example. the chain drive for a bicycle. Each of it,s elements Ls rigid, but

the whole chain Ls flexible. In short, physical eontradictions that reqtzire tus to super-
impxse thatwhich is not sumrimmsable do not Iead fzl a dead end. 0n the contrmy
they facilitate and make easierthe procerxs of senrching for the best solution.

For another example, corksider Prvblem #10 - How to make water softer.
This is a dimcult problem. It is not clearyet how to start. Iaet's fizst try to formulate
the physical contradidion.'l'he 1. 1 should lx SIIGI with wateq and at the same time
the - 1 should be fllled with something that Ls softer so the diverwill not lye injured
during the jump. What Ls softer thnn water? Gas or air. The concllzsion 1: The - 1
should lx tilled with....

It seems thatwe have come to a dead end.'f'he watersupports the diveqbut it Ls
'Ymgh.hanrduringthe dive.'l'he gas isusor butyou cannotjtunp 1r1t0 a - 1 SIGI
onlywithgaserairtthe- l is arqa.nlly*empty'') Nomwhenwe revealthecontzadic-
tion.we can see a spark of the aruswer Let's have IX)f.II water and gas in the px)l. Let
the diverjump 1:1f,0 a mivftu.e ofwater and gas-gaseotlswaten'lhts is exadlyhow
Soviet inventorsgot their Patent#llz7604. In this patentwater Ls saturated Vt.II air
bubbles Yfore thejtunp. The contradidion Ls removed. (7m9e0% water is still waterk
even though you don't feel it in the same way

Notice the zipzagpath made on otzrway to the solution.n e pre-existingcondi-
tion for the problem is only the existence of water- and therefore the answer is not
cler Wee koneslpba& % mwalrlM ti-wa/rlo ,irl.ltsœme the problem
became morecomplicated.'l'he nextstep isvery immrtant:combinewaterandanti-
water (water and airk hatd and soit, rigid and fleible, hot and cold).
As we said before it can be done - in a time or a space frame.

Problem 13
Thick and thln

A factory received an order to manufacture a large quantity of glass sheets
of oval shape one millimeter thick. First rectangular plates were cut and
then the corners were ground to the required oval shape. Because the glass
was very thin there were many broken sheets.
*We should make the sheets thickerM said the worker to his supervisor.
uWe carftc said the supervison uWe have orders only for sheets one mm thickl
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
uphysical contradictionlr he exclaimed. xdour sheet glass should be both

thick and thin. This contradiction can be separated in a time frame. The
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glass stock will be thick during the machining periodl
What do you think about it?

Problem 14
How to get out of a dead end

Acompany started the pnxiuction ofa new machine.very soon the shopfaced an
unex problem.onecompmentof this machinewasto be madeoutofa slxucial
steel plate.'f'he plate stxxk should be eledrically heated to 12000 C.n en the heated
plate would be placed under a press to shape it into its required form. Duling this
process it was fotmd that when the steel plate was heated over 801 C it lxwcame
dtunaged due to the harmful efrect of aic
The suxrvisor called for a meeting immediattlly
C'he situation isjust like in a faior tale. Cvoing t,o the right is getting 1:1t0 tznuble;

going to the Ieft is getting into even more trouble.'l'he plate sttx:k should be heated tzl
120?. C otherwise it cannot I:e fonned, and at the same time it cannot l:e heated over
80(r C in order not to damage the surfacerhe said.

'4lt is very simplelosaid one of the youngest engincxelxuWe will heat it to 1001 C
the intermediate temmratuzu''
Xhat's no goodl objected the old masten Nhe plates Nvill be damaged becattse

they still will l>e heated Yyond their acceptable temperature, and fonning cannot be
done to use the temmrattuv is not high enoughc
ult is an intricate task 'said the supervison'Ve've got to solve this problem nouc
And the fnrcrllor apAared àem
i.I have the solutionl he said.
What do you th1* the Inventor ofrered?

Problem 15
Stubborn spring

Imagine that you have to compress a spiral spring 4'' long and 2'' in diametm
place it inside a IXK)K and close the bcok in such a way that the spring will not
unwind and yet still be ready to expand at any time. A similar situation hapmned
when engineels were assembling a deNrice. lt wms n to eompre-ss a spring,
place it irkside the device and close the cover. How can this be done?
iKWe will tie it with a stringl said one of engineers. tgthenvise you cazmot do

anythingwith this stubborn springl
çR sisnoe ,''obje ieoieren#nœn* espegH ideiedeùœshold

And slzckfezt!y tlw fz?owl/or apptnred.
Vverything is fmelphe said.url'he springshould l:e free and it should not be free.

complvssed and not comprerxsed. Once we have a contradiction we have an inven-
tive taskc

How would you solve this problem?
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Chapter 6
Boat + Boat

4 + j.4 + y + i' + 4
# + $ + $ + $ + ' % +
# + M + # * $ Y * ', ' +
# + # + 4 + # + 4 v

In many books about the histor.v of technical evolution the 19th century
is called R'l'he Century of Steam.' Historians in the first half of this century
called this G'l'he Century of ElectricitycWhat name is appropriate in Iight of
developments in the second part of our century? So far we do not have just
one opinion. It could be: 'The Century of theAtom M oruq'he Century of Space
Exploration.' Maybe tKrf'he Century of Chemistoc' Or... ê'Electronics'?'
If an engineer living at the beginning of the 20th century could see our

life today that engineer probably would be surprised at the number of famil-
iar machines. These machines would differ primarily in scale compared with
their ancestors. Cars the size of horse carriages have become bigtractor trailer
trucks. An airplane that could only carry two or three people has become an
airbus carrying 300 to 400 people. Ships have become tloating cities. Tun
bines, cranes, buildings, research laboratories - everything has become ten
times bigger.
Dozens of o1d trucks in the past are now equal to one super-truck carry-

ing their combined loads. Yes the gross weight is the same but senricing and
maintainingone supertruck takes fewer people. Loading and unloadingtrucks
take much less time as well. Many of today's inventive problems have ap-
peared because of this development.

Let's Iook at a related problem:
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Problem 16
Aler an emergency Ianding

Ahuge fmnqmltairplane made an emergencylandingon afeld 200 milcxs from
the aixw zt'l'he airplanewms unloaded and irïslxzcted. Cmcks.dents and damage to
theoutsidewerefotmd. Itwasnecerxsaryto movethe airplanetotheshop forrepairs.
Because the airplane weighed more than one hundred tons, it had to l:e bmught to
the shop carefully to pzwent additional damage. The exw rts got together It would
not be suc,h a bigproblem ifonly the airplane was smaller
Wou should not think so muchlrsaid a student-apprentice.
Nov y had asked him to tlle meeting, but he had come anyway He had an idea,

andhewantedl presentit.* ereis nothingwecan dowithoutadirigible.We have
to hœk the airplane to the dirigible and ....n
qbtmg fello< one of the exwzts sadly said. uWe do not have a dirigible of tlmt

carkacity M ides, we cannot liA the airplane 1r1t0 the air. Sq forget the dirigible.''
ArlW suddenly f#e Inventorappeaa
Wou're wrong; he said. t'We do need a dirigible, and we tfo not need a dirigible.

We have to lilt the airplane - and we don't have to lift itl
He then explained howwe œuld rvsolve these contradidozy rmuirements.
Can you guess what the Inventor oFered?

The sizes of machines have increased rapidly They lmve iIZCI'eaSGI by factom of
hvo, ten, and even a hundred times.
Growth,howeveq Lq not unlirnite 'l'he

timecomeswhen furthergmwth Lq lxlth un-
eulnolnilnlandnona nefdal.zttthatpnlt
if two machines arejoined togethen a new
svstem apxazs. Thks new system then lxp.
gias to grow and evolve like the individual
machines before it.
Ixfsreceàllthelzistzla =diedevelop

ment of the ship. 'rhe srst boat wms mw.
ered bytwo paddlexrfhe O tshiphad one
rowofoam Then Iargnrshim hadtsm tluw
and fourmws ofoan
In andent Rome.a shipwms built with

thirty rows ofoars! It wms very diëcult for
oarsmentoctylrdinntef,heirlxlwiTv.M id%
the Iladdles were long and heavy 'lhe (11.
tancelxt- nthe upm nncstmwsandthe
waterwas more than 60 feet.
lxatxhrlxxoplestartswdtoblaildshim œm.

prisedofpaddles andasail.zkstimepassed,
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the sizeofthe shipsincreased and the nttmlr and sizeof sails increased insteadof
the number of paddles. Gradually paddle-sail vasels were hU'IIGI 111t0 sail-paddle
vesselw and Iater 1nt.0 .qnsling ships. Then snilinfr equipment stazted to evolve. Fizst
therewasonemast,and thentwomasts andso on.'l'he size ofsails increased as did
the ntunlxrof sails on each mast.
Then came the next step: The steam engine was develoe  and the srst sail-

steamshipwas built. Sam the pnxess reyeated again. Sail-steamships were tUI'I::SII
into steam-sail vesselsj and later 11%  steamships.
Every time system A combines with system B a new system AB emerges. This

new systemM  hasyin principle,new characteristics - new qualitiesthatneitherA
nor B had before. Even when a new system Ls formed out of the simple A + & the
result is not equal to ZX. but to something bigger For example: One lxlat plus one
boat combined 1nt.0 a system is not cxqual to two boats. It is a catmnaran. n e system
Q'atamuran is more sGble thanjtlst two sepal'ate hlats.
'Ihis vel.y immrtant feature orsystems can ixl easily traced in the next problem

ahmt weevils.

Problem 17
A thermometer for weevils

Once upon a time. scientists got together to dis-
ctsss a problem ahmt weevilq. It wmq found that the
conditions of existence for this small beetle had been
studied very little. Nov y knew, for example, what
the lxxly temperature of a weevil was.
* e weevil is very smallcmaid one sdentistqbu t; % 19cannot use a regktlar thennometxmb 1:

. . rYe have to design a special devicer'' agreed an- ! , I
other scientist. iq'izks w111 require a 1ot of timec j pj(' é' tAnd suddenly //le Inventor cppecmtf. r, .. 

. j,j$.1t is not necessary f.o develop a new devicec he . l , fsaid N'ake an ordinary '' '''N*'*' : t'. ... ,,r
m mt do you think the Inventor osbrt'd? ' '
This problem wms published in Pioneerlbuth magazine and only one word was

added in the description of the problem. glass. The Inventor said: u'Pake an ordinazy
glm%....*
Halgof the artswers ofrered by readez's were: 'Take a glass, 51I it up with watzm

throw the weevil intoit and measttrethe temxruturewith aregularthennometeno
This ks not the c'onwt aruswen One small weevil cannot change the temlxfrat'ure of
thewatern e confusion wlls in the wordRglar oncewe have aglasvs.it should lx!
tille with œclerlm attse this is its prime pttrmse.
lne goxlvelvenuvepmblem YoM.% mHx efoxdoen.suGwoe

lead you to wrong ideas. Therefore in the Theozy of Solving Inventive Problerns
iexloneveoe m- tM e:M - M t-- RmM o mp- e G e ple
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wordan isisMethod #7.
For irustance, if aumicro-adjtlstable screw' is mentioned in the pmblem, it should

be replaced with words like Gadjtustnble rtxi that hmq a very prwise movementT'rhe
worduscwwrdiqaprears, and immediately it Ycomes clearthat the solution may not
be connected with the screw motion orthe devit'e.
Meanwhile let's rettu'n to our problem. lt is neces-sary to take a glass (()r small

hm or plastic bag), 5ll it up with weevils, and measure the temmratare with a
conventional thennometen A hundred wemils Avill create a system that has new
characteristiœ. The size of that system is much greater than the size of its separate
pads. Therefore it Avill not be dimcult to meastuv the temmrature of the weeùls.
In every issue ofne Omcial Gczcffc we can Iind technirxal innovatiorus that were

done by incotwrating similar or dilrerent objeds into one system.
Tl'iis is Methcd #8: Incorwrating similar or tlilerent objects into one

ee %
Forexample, let's corksider Ratent #408586. Yeazs ago boilez's were lined up sepa-

rately Nowtheyare placcdintoone blockn econstrudion became simpleqthe pipe
length wms redueed and the blcvk needed only one chimney
/2n0th er exzuxzple: Ckninaal fee:l in a silo gives off a 1ot of heat therefo re it is

necessary to (1001 the silo. Barns for domestic nnimaks need to be heated. ln Patent
#251801 the author ofrered to combine the two enclosures. Heat from the silo now
heats the barns.

.' z

i rz g . time. It uses only one engine. the one pom the
J' ( 'A' snowmobile. 'rhis is a ?u,!t, system.k k . 

j, .y! ' tttj' ' A hkmtert on some occasions. would like to(g ; N. i
, . I - . have two rifles with diflbrent charges-bullets
4 . 1. and pellets.'ro go htmtingwith two ritles is not., r r /

- . ..u - .,k . convenient. The htmter nfxxds to use one rilleX ' . ' - ' '' imd then suddenly needs to use the other. Of-
ten, the hunter doesn't haveenough time to sadtc.h them.maat if the two rifles w'ere
tied together? In the past, that is exadly what people did. lyater they sgured out that
two ritles tied together share many common ykarks - and these parts could be elimi-
nated. Indeed, why does th1-% double rifle need two rifle butts? After the extva parts
were eliminated, the result was the double-barreled gun.
Onemore ingeniotts example:Waste materials- ash and clinker- arecreated

at metallurgical plants and are eliminated thmugh pipes by water A hard m ust
develolxs on the inside walls of these pipes. This crust mtlst usually be removed by
hand. Enginee!s tried to solve this problem for a long time. Other engineers tried to
solve the difrerent problem of protecting the inner sud'ace of t'oal-wmste pipes h'om
excess wear. Sharp particles of coal scratch the metal making the pims diflicult to
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Another example: If' we take a motorlxmt
and install a snowmobile 4or motorcycle 1 on it
there is no new invention. Howeveri an Ameri-
can inventor got Patent #3935832 for a vehicle
that is a boat and a snowmobile at the same



protat. Inventor M. Shampov ofl'ered to fonn a conunon single system out of these
pipelines. Fizst the line woktld pump ash and clinker sluny that would develop a
crust inside tlze pipe-s, then it would switch to the tx)al waste sluny that would clean
the pixs. 'rhe cycle then repeafs. The problem is solved.

To form a new system, one should unlte objects in such
a way that a new feature appears.

Now we will olrer another problem as an exercise.

Problem 18
The other way around

A plant got an order to manufadure glass f11f,e1.s of one meter in diameter and
two meters high. Holes were to be made evenly tlmmghout the Elter Ertgineezs
looked atthedrawings andwere shocked.Thoursands oftiny holeshad to i:e madein
every filter.
qlosv should we make these holesF' the chief engineer asked his subordinates.

w v we going to drill themr
GMaylxl we should make them wit.h long red-hot needlesrayotmgengineer said

uncertainly
vknlzl .f?t* zl/J' tlte fzl œrl/o?' ap)wa rrt/.
''We need neitherdrill bits nor needles. Eve ' shouid be done the otherway

aroundMhe said.tqhke...l
What do you thirik the Inventor oFered?
Here is a hint: Do it the other way arotmd.We will not make holes in the cylinden

but makethetylinderoutof ..hole.a'lhke
glass tulxs, bundle them, and there is a
cylinder urith holes. Oq txake glmss rpds,
bundle them and there is a filter with -x ' ' ' '- ', j:A . ). .A x.
imple to a- mble and disa- mble. J. ' . $ l lS
By the way notice that in this ex- 1 '

ample two methods were used.nesolid R!' n
t'ylinder was replaced with many small W : 111 I :A 1, I etuYs or rods, bundled togethec 1 ' , l' I'IA: l IA' 'This is Methe #9: enta- #. I I Fq1 l : F! ltion and/or consolidation. C I t jWj 1: 

l : ë1 . l l ,Fragmentation and consolidation . 1 j #. l1 ftl ! I jû l 1 : j -(also
, prxess and anti-process) are tssed r : : l e ! : d ,I,. ' ,,' 11 ! )olten in solving inventive problems. I : I I ol l ' 11 ', l 'When there Ls a two-part contradiction : I j I 1 )i1 I l j .t I ' : l ; ' I .-  something should be, and should not t l l , I ! jI I j I .be- there Ls a two-partuke/'to solve it. ' ' '
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Chapter 7
Something About theSystems
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If the amoeba could speak, it would say:iMy single-cell ancestors lived on
the Earth billions of years ago. Now, everything consists of single-cell combi-
nations. Wood for example is a combination of cells. A human being is also a
combination of cells. This means that the Era of Cells is continuinglm
With a11 due respect to the single-cell speaker, we should object. Wood and

human beings have different characteristics than single cells. rrhe wood as
well as the human being, are systems of cells.n ere is no longer an actual Era
of Cells, there is an Era of Systems.
Growth of systems by development and complication is a universal law. In

the technical world development goes from a cell to a system.An automobile
is a cell the automobile industry is a system. h telephone is a cell the tele-
phone industry is a system.
When a single cell becomes part of a system it performs more emciently

and develops faster. At the same time, the cell depends on the system and
cannot exist without it.
Contemporary technology is a technology of systems. Its Gcellsn are differ-

ent devices machines and equipment.n ey function inside the system.n ere-
fore, some people in the second part of the 20th century call thisdtThe Century
of Technical Systems.''
There is a strict subordination inside a technical system. An electric bulb

in a car is subordinated to the electrical system of the car. The car is subordi-
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nated to the car industry which includes millions of cars roads gas stations
and repair stations.

Ever.y technical system has a usuperiore system above (supersystem ) and
a Rsubordinate' system below (subsysteml. Any change in a hierarchical sys-
tem effects both systems. A technical contradiction emerges because some-
body forgets this law. One part of the system gets an advantage over itsusupe-
riorH or GsubordinateM system. Therefore it is necessary to cnnsider the inter-
ests of not only the system that needs to be improved but also the interests of
the subsystems and the supersystem.

Let's look at a specific problem to learn how to consider these interests.

Problem 19
Let's do it without telepathy

Once, a new car stalled on a highway. The confused driver was trying to
explain to the passenger: <It is bad luck. l ran out of gas. I forgot to look at my
gas gaugel
<It happenslosaid the sympathetic passengenuBesides, those gauges never

work accurately. The tank is emptyk but the needle is rar from the zero mark.
It would be good to have a gas tank that would send a telepathic signal some-
how' when the gas is almost gonel
And sutfdezl/gv the inventor appeared.
*It could be done without telepathy;' he said. 'KI have an idea....*
What did the inventor offer?
Let us make an analysis. The automobile in our case is a supersystem.

Our solution should notjeopardize any winterest'' of that system. This means
that nothing should be changed or redesigned in the automobile. This is typi-
ca1 for any supersystem as long as the problem does not require drastic changes
or replacement of that system. We will consider this a requirement.
Subsystems also have their own requirements. The car's fuel control sys-

tem (our central system) consists of four subsystems: gas, gas tank some-
thing that makes a signal duxf- what we
are going to flnd). and the driver's head.
To begin with. any Gmodificatianr of the s rzpke
driver's head is not acceptable. We also
cannot consider any changes in the gas. -= = - -
There are two subsystems Iet't:uxo and the //

-gas tank. -2Q!:L-
Now, Iet's examine the condition when

there is no gas in the tank - or almost
none - and there is a signal fromuxl Re-
member, the gas tank has a very simple
requirement: It cannot be changed. So the
conclusion is thatGxnshould almost equal
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nothing othenvise the gas tank or the automobile must be modified. For ex-
ample '4X' cannot be an X-Ray device because it would make the car more
complicated.
By this time the requirements for the supersystem, the system and the

subsystems have became so clear that we can determined:xcwith mathemati-
cal accuracy A little later I will show you how it can be done. Think it over
yourself for now. The empty, or almost empty, gas tank should send a signal to
the head of the driver. When the tank is full of gas, there is no signal. Onlyc '
can help us to achieve this. i'X'' should be so small that neither the car (the
supersystem) nor the gas (the subsystem) would require any changes with its
introduction.

:t). .
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Chapter 8
Four Periods of the System
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Every new system has to pass a test. A very strict jury checks out the
results of this test. The jury consists of ''Iuife'' and Rpracticel The jury asks:
uWhat is it? Ah, it's an engine! Let's see how it works in the system. Well it' is
not bad. We will give it a mark of 3 (on a scale 1-5). And what is this? Ah, is
this a power transmission?Yes. This transmission is very good, we will give it
a .5. Where is the control system? Is it only two buttons? What if the condi-
tions of work are changed? What if we had an emergency? We will give this
system a jprrade of 2.,9
The rules of the jury are very simple. Only systems that do not have a

mark of ?2> can pass the test. It does not matter what marks the system has
so Iong as they are not u2.*' The main requirement from the jury is that a1l
subsystems should work together even if they have lower marks. It may ap-
pear strange, but aIl contemporary Systems at the beginning of their develop-
ment had low marks.The first steamboat had a gluttonous steam engine.rrhe
transmission from the engine to the paddle-wheels devoured almost a11 avail-
able energy. The paddle-wheel itself did not work efficiently. Even in that
form. the system had a big future because it was a ver'y good combination.
Although al1 the parts worked inefficiently they did work together.
A technical System is similar to an orchestra. lt is enly as good as the

musicians' synchronized playing. Therefore the inventor's efrort should be
concentrated in the beginning on finding the best combination of a system's
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parts. This is the First Period in the life of a System.
There are Four Periods and each has its own problems and methods for

solutions.
Let us learn about these stages from the history of the development of the

airplane.

The Flrst Perlod:
Selectlon of Parts for the System
The development of airplanes started about one hundred yeazs ago. Inven-

tors were interested in determining, uWhat is a fyng apparatus? What parts
should it consist of'/ Should it be wings with an engine or wings without an
engine? What type of wings should be used - stationary or ilexible like a bird's
wings? What ldnd of engine - muscles, steam, electrical or gas powered'?'

Finally the airplane's formula was found. The wings were stationary and
the engine was of internal combustion.

The Second Period:
Improvements of Pans
This staled with theucorrectjon of bad marks.nlnventors were imprtwing

different parts of the System. They were looking for better shapes and how to
optimize their relationship. They were looking for the best materials, sizes
and so on. How many wings should an airplane have? Should it be a triplane,
biplane or monoplane?Where should the controls be placed - in the front or
in the rear?Where should the engine be placed?What kind of propellers should
be designed - to pull or to push? How many gears should an airplane have?
At the end of the Second Period, the airplane looked quite familiar to us.

The Third Period:
Dynamization of the System
The parts immediately began losing their own image. Parts that used to

be permanently connected changed into parts having Ilexible connections.
People invented retractable landing gear. n e wings now can change their
prosle. n e front part of the fuselage can be moved up or down. Airplanes
were developed with swivel engines that produce a vertical lift. Sectional aim
planes have been patented where part of the fuselage can be removed loaded
and placed back.

The Foudh Period:
Self-development of the System
This has not yet been revealed. We are just beginning to witness a few

very shy steps into the fourth period -  rocket and space systems. Spaceships
can reorganize themselves during operation. 'rhey can get rid of rocket boost-
ers, open solar panels while in orbit and deliver satellites into orbit. These
are only the tirst steps in the development of systems that can adapt them-
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selves to a changing environment. All futuristic systems initially are seen as
fantasy, but when new technologies materialize these fantasies become real-
ity. After all, when Jules Verne wrote his stories about space flight they were
also Sjust'' fantasy.

Nom let's review the Four Periods:
1. Selection of parts for the System.
2. Improvements of parts.
3. Dynamization oi-the System.
4. Self-development of the System.

One has the right to ask:uWhat are we gainingby hasring knowledge about
these periodsr
Let's look at a specitic example:
A long time ago. inventors developed a device to weigh or measure diffen

ent types ofobjects - steel balls, nails screws and so on. The device was very
simple: A funnel and a cylindrical container with two gates. The balls to be
measured were loaded through the funnel into the containenWhen the upper
gate was opened, the balls fllled all the space, then the upper gate was closed
and the bottom gate was opened to discharge the balls. This device was called
a batcher. With this batcher, the balls are w...-
measured by volume. The volume of balls .-..%
er batch equals the volume of the cyl- ECNNEIp
inder between two gates. z,=.- . .

-. 

,--.,y. ,. ,jAlthough this is a simple system. it /1
is a realistic one. In 1967 this system was J(7-
improved.Three inventors got the patent ---...-

.jj rf 2. . . . .trights on a new batcher where the me- .
chanical gates were replaced with elec- .- cytlnRtcnti <'-- cosrnfstptromagnetic ones. When the power is
turned offfor the upper magnet the balls
will fall down and fill the space between the gates. Now we can turn the
upper magnet on and the lower magnet off. The measured balls will dis-
charge from the batcher.
There is a new task now: Make an invention to improve the batcher.

Without a knowledge of the laws of System Development you might be lost.
Nothing in the task indicates that the magnetic batcher is bad. I am certain
that you can solve this problem very easily.
This System is in the Second Period of its development. The next inven-

tion should bring this system into the Third Period.
The Third Period is Dynamization. This means that the fixed magnets

should become moveable. Now when we have to change the volume of the
measured material we can simply move the upper magnet up or down along
the pipe. The batching system has gained a new quality! The batcher with
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moveable magnets, Patent #312810 was invented five years after the mag-
netic gate was invented. This system could have been invented much earlier
-  literally the minute after the magnetic gate was invented. Five years were
lost! Maybe this is not too much of a Ioss but there are thousands and thou-
sands of cases just like this! To make the system more dynamic is Method
#10: Dynamization.

Problem 20
There is a catamaran/there is no catamaran

In the ship repairing dock a new steamboat-catamaran was built.
RIt is a wonderful shipc said the o1d master.
dqres, it is a beautiful ship,H agreed the engineer. G'rhe main advantage of

this ship is that it is very stable. This ship will go through many different
conditions - partially on rivers, partially on the ocean. It is relatively calm
on rivers, but on the ocean....'
And suddenly the R nenlor appears.
iKThis ship is indeed vevy wonderful nobody will argue that *' he said.

uBut it needs one more improvement. It should be a catamaran and not a
catamaran.H
What kind of improvement do you think the lnventor had in mind?
When you work on this problem keep in mind that the system ''catamaran

+ river* is part of a supersystem - uriver transportationqo This means that the
catamaran should consider the interest,s of a1l parts of the supersystem.
Now we will offer you a special problem. This problem is different f'rom

others. It is possible to come up with something new - a solution that could
be an invention. In other words this is not a textbook problem. lt is a real
inventive task. Do not rush the answer. Think it over find an interesting solu-
tion, and try to develop it.

Problem 21
The law is the Iaw

One day the president of a toy company invited his engineers to a meeting
and asked them: tfan we invent a new doll based on Vanka-vstankar
The engineers said that Nevalyashka (a doll weighted on the bottom so that

it always returns to an upright positionl and thevanka-vstanka were invented
a long time ago. What more can we discover?rrhis is a veo' simple toy. 'rhe body
of the toy has a round bottom. The inside of the lxdy is hollow and a weight is
attached to the bottom inside. lfyou try to place the toy on iKs side it will get up
and swing from side to side for a while and then stand upright.
ult is really simplel said the young engineer. ''Nothing could be added or

removed.'
d'Inventor Zaitsev has invcnted a new Vanka-vstankal argued the direc-



tor. ulaook, Patent #645661 was issued
for this new design.''
The engineers bent over the new

toy On the outside, this toy looked like
the previous ones. The trick was in-
side. The weight was mounted on a
shaft in such a way that it could move
along the shaft up or down. The toy
could swing standing on its head or
lying horizontally.
G'rhis is the law 0l' increasing

dynalnizationlsaid the chief engineer.
hIn the beginning. parts of the ma-
chine had rigid connections. Later the
inventors worked out Ilexible connec-
tions. A toy is like a machine there-
fore the development of' a toy should
follow the same Iaws of development
as a machine. I can predict that some-
body will come up with a Vanka-
Vstanka where the weight is divided
and will make these parts moveable ''
he said.
'tlt is already figured outlsaid the

president of the company. u'fhis is the
uvanka-vstankao invented by the in-
ventor Litvinenko. Patent #676290.H

He placed on the table one more
toy of thevanka-vstanka series. The doll was swinging differently. the swing-
ing frequency was changing a1I the time.
'çThat's it,'' said thc chief engineer while opening the body of the toy. isrl'he

weight is divided the parts have become moveable in the same way as in an
hourglass. The sand is moving from one portion of the glass into the other
changing the weight of each poriion. 'rherefore the frequency changesc
''Everything new that has been done was done in another factorylH ex-

claimed the president. ''Are they better than we are? Couldn't we think of
something else? You said that there is the Law of Increasing Dynamization.
Ver.y well. let's use this law and invent another Vanka-vstanka that will be
more dynamic.''
And sltddenls' the fntptlalor appeared.
R'l'he Law is the Lawo he said. tirfhere is a way to make this toy more

dynamic. l would like to of1br....''
Mrhat can you suggest?

* *
W

@ @
V
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Chapter 9
M-Field From Generation of S-Field

Now we would like to offer you a more difscult problem. By the way, you
already have seen that a diëcult problem is dimcult only because we do not
know the Laws of Development of technical systems.

Problem 22
The universal field

At a factory that makes agricultural machinezy there is a small piece of
fenced land that is used for testing equipment mobility. Once, the factory got
orders to manufacture machinery for many difrerent countries. Those diffen
ent countries have difrerent soils. 'rhe factory found that in order to test a11
those machines it would need many difrerent soil compositipns.
uWe need 140 different fieldslsaid the president of the factory to his engi-

neer at the meeting. uilow can we get so much land'?n
*It will take a l0t of money as welll added the chief accountant. GNo, it is

not realistic to build 140 fields! The situation is hopelessln
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
U here are no hopeless situations O he said. uWe can build one universal

field that would replace 140. W hat we need is....O
W hat do you think we need?
A detailed explanation follows.
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l hope that you won't ofrer as a solution any of the following:
a. Divide the main field into 140 pieces. The factory field is not big.
b. Deliver machines to all the difrerent countries. Every machine has to be

tested many times and the expense would be tremendous.
c. Change the soil on tbe field the way it is done in the circus ( 140 move-

able areas).
d. Freeze and defrost the soil (this is too slow).
e. Deliver different types of soil (too slow and expensive).
Such ideas would improve only one thing and worsen another. We have to

overcome the technical contradiction in order to change the quality of the soil
without making it unacceptably complicated expensive or by increasing the
size of the lield.
Let's first set the conditions of the task. What is given? The soil is a Sub-

stance that we will designate with the symbol S . lt is necessary to learn to1.
control the parameters of S by employing someltfield'' force. Let us designate
this 5eld force with the letter F. Now we can draw a diagram:

F/
s,

There are six basic fields:
1. Gravitational: F(; 11
2. Electromagnetic (electrical/
magnetic): F / F*2 >(f;
3. Nuclear t'ield of weak interaction: FNW
4. Nuclear field of strong interaction: FN5
5. Mechanlcal: FM
6. Thermal: FT
We will not consider the nuclear fields. What we need is a very simple

solution. We have to eliminate the gravitational field as well because we have
not yet Iearned how to control it.
There are three fields left - electromagnetic mechanical and thermal.

Now we can understand why this task is a difficult one. Soil does not react to
an electromagnetic force and is very reluctant to respond to mechanical and
thermal fields. We can clearly see a physical contradiction. Field F should act
on substance S (soil) - this is by the specifications of the problem - but Iieldl
F cannot act on this substance because the fields we are using have no effect
on the parameters of substance S .1
This type of contradiction can be found in many taslts. There is one typical

method that could be used to remove this type of contradiction. lf it is impos-
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sible for field F to act directly on substance S then a bypass way should be17
implemented. Let 5eld F act on substance S through another substance, Sl tx
that has c good response to Jield R

F

S$ * ------ S2

There is an action (indirect) and there is no action (direct).
Suppose we decide to use a magnetic Geld.What kind of a substance should

S be? The answer is obvious, A ferromagnetic substance should be used. For2
instance, iron powder is a good substaemce because it could be mixed easily with
substance S (soil). Magnetized particles are attracted to each othen n e stron-l
ger the magnetic field the stronger the attractive power. A mixture of soil with
ferromagnetic powder in a strong magnetic 5e1d could be as strong as grnnite.
n e same mixture in a weak magnetic field could be as soA as sand.

Hence, if the iron powder is mixed with some substance, a magnetic field
could easily control the property of that substance - compress stretch bend
relocate and so on.
This is Method #11: Add magnetie powder to the substance and ap-

ply a magnetic field.
This combination has exceptional power. Here are several examples:
0i1 tankers occasionally dump water polluted with oil into the ocean.rfhis

is usually punished by high Gnes. 'l'he problem is to prove that the oi1 on the
ocean surface belongs to a particular tanker. Recently a very smart method
was ofrered. During the loading process a small amount of fine magnetic par-
ticles (for each tanker those particles have their own characteristics) was added
to the oil. W hen the Coast Guard finds
an oi1 spot on the ocean sudace a sample
is taken, and the analysis of the mag-
netic particles will indicate to which
tanker it belongs.
Another example: Dming the process

of manufacturing particle boards it is de-
sirable to have elongated wooden chips po-
sitioned along the length of the board.erhis
will increase the strength of the board.
How is this done? It is impossible to place
every chip by hand..xn inventor suggested
the use of magnetic powden The particles
of that powder will strongly adhere to ev-
ery chip, and a magnet will arrange the

4 1
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chips the way we need them.
It is possible to fbrce magnetic powder to adhere to cotton fiber. This will

simplify the process of spinning the cotton. Later the particles can be washed
away without damaging the quality of the fabric.
One more example'. If magnetic padicles were added to the mixture from

which wooden match-heads are made we will get magnetic matches that are
easier to package. ln general. adding magnetic particles to any object simplifies
automation of the packaging process.
The next problem is a very easy one for you to to'. Strictly speaking, this

problem is not easier than the problem about 'ttesting machinezy'' But with new
knowledge, you should be able to solve this problem without any dimculties

Problem 23
Walt, Rabbit, 1 will get you!

To make a cartoon movie, it is necessary to make thousands of drawings. In
ever.y yard of movie film there are about 52 drawings. In a ten minute movie
there are more than 15 000 drawings! One movie-studio decided to make aGcon-
tour'- film. This is how it was done. On a flat surface the artist lays out a picture
with colored string. The operator takes a shot the adist moves the string, and
the operator again takes another shot and so on. It is easier to move the string
than to draw a new picture.
''That is too slows'' said the operator
q'es, you are right. it is slown said the artist making the corrections to the

string. GIn order to make a rabbit run across the screen we spend a whole work-
ing dayl
A??J suddenlv the /rl&'e??lor appearg
'Yait. itabbit, l will get you.'' he said decisively
lVhat do you think the Inveator ofrered?
A Trixxmvirate which includes a substance a ferromagnetic powder and a

magnetic field, is called an M-Field. 'I'he same'Triumvirate'' could be built writh
other fields. Do you remember Problem #15 about the stubborn spring? Prob-
ably, you have already tigured out that the spring should be K'hiddenn in the ice.
For that pulw se the ''Triumvirate' should be built out of a Thermal fleld (F )
spring (S ). and ice (S ).! 2
To have direct control over the spring is not practical in this particular prob-

lem. The best control over the spling is to use ice t preferably dry ice because it
does not produce water when heated).

In Problem #9 the enlargement of the droplets of' the liquid substance
there is only one substance that is known - droplets. We can say at once: Te
solve this problem we need one more substance and a field. To simplify the
task we can add ferromagnetic particles tfl the liquid and control the process
of Gadherencem of droplets by the magnetic M-field.
It w'ill look like this:



Fv

s, w------ Sz

What if the specifications of the problem d: not allow us to add foreign
substances?
Then we have a contradiction: The second substance should be and the

second substance should n0t be. In this case we will divide the flow of the
droplets into two parts. One drop will be charged positive the other drop will
be negative. The contradiction is removed. We have one substance, with no
additives, and at the same time we have two different substances (positive,
S1, and negative S ). 'rhe system is constructed out of two substances and a, 2
l'ield, and the problem is solved. The droplets with different charges will ad-
here to each other. It is vez.y easy to control this system by increasing and
decreasing the amount of charge to the droplets.
Triumvirates with diflbrent fields (not only magnetic) are conditionally

called S-Fields (from the word Rsubstancer and ufieldO). 'rhus M-field is one
par't of the S-Field family in the same way that a right-angle triangle is a part
of the triangle family.

It is not a coincidence that I am comparing triangles with S-Fields. The
introduction of S-Fields plays a vez'y important role in the theory of solving
inventive problems. It is the same as the value of the triangle in mathemat-
ics. The triangle is a minimal geometric figure. Any complex geometric figure
could be broken down into simple triangles. If we learn to solve simple prob-
lems by using S-Fields we can solve other more complex technical problems.
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Chapter 10
The Alphabet of S-Field Analysis
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S-Field formulas can be compared to chemical formulas. For example
here is the ureaction'' that describes the answer to Problem 22:

F FMo

ss 'yss----sa
The wavy arrow means wunsatisfied action.'' The double arrow means

Khas to make a transition to another system.m The broken arrow means
Ghas to introduce an action.''
The construction and transformation of the S-neld is a large part of the

Theory of Inventive Problem Solving, and is called us-Field Analysisae
At this time it is enough to just know a few simple rules:

Rule #1: In order to solve a problem that has a partial S-neld, the
S-Field must be completed. This is Method #12: S-Field Analysis.

Let us now return toproblem l9, the gas tank There is a substance S (anl
empty gas tank) that does not know how to signal its own condition. By using
the first nzle we could easily draw a diagram of the solution to our problem:
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sf ')S$-<---.>. 52

F F

The fields acting on the substances will be drawn above the line. The
fields created by the substances will be drawn below the line.
Hence, in the S-Field diagram this problem is solved. What's left is to deter-

mine S and En e ûeld should acton the driverin ourproblem.n is means that2
it could be electromagnetic optical mechanical audio or thermal. 'l'he optical
field is nd convenient becatlse additional optical signals wi.ll distract the driver's
attention. It is even less convenient to use thermal signals. What about acousti-
ca1 (sound) signals? Now we understand the role of S .2
This substance, when the tank is empty, should interact with the tank and

produce an audio signal. The problem is solved. Let tus drop a simple buoy into
the tank.When the tank is full ofgas, the buoy floaks inusilencelThe sides of the
buoy should have a soh, surface to prevent it from making a sound when hitting
the sides or top of the tank.
As soon as the tank is almost empty the buoy will hit bottmm and produce a

sound thatcan be heard bythe drivenn is S-bnield system we have built may be
drawn as a rhombus:

F,

Sj+ -------> Sa
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z
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()r. naore precisely:

F$

S$ *..---...-..-.>. Sa

Fz

The mechanical field F the energy of shaking, acts on buoy S , which in1: 2
turn interacts with tank S . and thanks to that, audio field F is developed.! 2
Many problems seeking a solution in the area of measurement and detec-

tion can be solved by adding to substance S a special S-Field <tattachmentl1

FtX
s2

/
F2

The same way as the chemical group COOH ''attachesM to radical R in the
organic acid formula:

R C

X ou
R can be different but every organic acid as we know contains the group

COOS.
Rule #2: lf) by specification of the problem, auurorthlessos-Field is present.

an introduction of substance S between S and S is necessary in order to3 l 2
improve it. This S could be a modification t)f S or S . It can be shown like. 9 1 2
this:

F
I
1

s, Sa
l
I
sa (*, or Sz)
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'Phe S-Field can be broken down using different methods:
a. Change F, S , or S ;1 2
b. Remove Fl S , or S ;l 2
c. Introduce a second field F . or2
substance S .3

In order to solve the problem it is easier to introduce S . When this is!J
prohibited by the conditions of the task a contradiction arises: It is necessary
to introduce a third substance S and it is prohibited to do so. The following7 J ,
rule shows a bypass way to do that:
The third substance, S3, should be a modification of an already

known substance, S or S .'Phen the contradiction is removed. There is anl :
S . and there is no S .3 3
Let us explain this rule with an example.
Many electric power stations operate on coal.'rhe coal is delivered by rail-

road cars and unloaded into large silos - reinforced concrete funnels. There
is a screw conveyor similar to those found in ()ld meat grinders. These convey-
ors are not used to chop the coal but only to convey it to the pipeline. Then the
coal moves down the inclined pipeline by itself to the ball mill a huge rotat-

I ing cylinder with many heavy steel balls inside. The ball mill crushes the coal
into crumbs and powderA fast stream of air takes the crushed coal and brings
it into a separator where the fine powder goes into the main burners of the
station and the rest returns for another cycle of crushing. The system works
well as long as dry coal comes into the system. Often wet coal comes into the
system and the Gagonyn begins. Wet coal sticks to the screws of the conveyori
walls of the pipe, and neck at the entrance of the mill. Later the excess water
is removed, but not before the wet coal has caused a lot of trouble.
Many inventors in different countries have tried to outwit the wet coal.

They have dried it changed the shape of the pipes, and even shaken the pipes.
Fine coal is a very dangerous substance. During experiments it can self-ig-
nite. Fires and explosions have occurred.

FinallyAznericans invented a new lining material - upolyfluoroethylener
(Teflon) to coverthe inner walls of the pipes. Itwas very expensive, but it seemed
that the problem was solved.lloweverk it was soon learned thatrreflon weam out
rapidly under these conditions.
The sentence Nvet coal sticks to the walls of the pipen in the language of S-

Field analysis looks like this: è'The useless S-Field is given -  two substances (S ,l
S ) and a mechanical seld of adherence.H Teflon (S ) is a completely alien sub-2 3
stemce. The rule is broken! As you already have sgured out S should not be' 3
made out of Teflon but from modiiied pipe metal or modised wet coal. The wet
coal, S being modified becomes dr.v coal. This means that the role of S would1F ; 3
be played by dr.v coal. Even a thin layer of dry coal between the walls of the pipe
and the wet coal immediately prevent,s adherence. When a cook is preparing
raw cutlets to fry crumbs are spread over them to prevent adherence f.o the
frying pan.rl''he cook uses the rule of S-neld analysis without knowing it.
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Klme of the dried coal powder is diverted into the screw conveyor. This is the
simplest change, but the problem is solved bliiliantly!
Notice that the problems about the droplet-s and the wet coal have some

similarities; hence. in the first problem we have to build an S-Field, and in the
second problem we have to destroy the S-Field.
In both problems it is required to introduce a new substance, and at the

same time it is impossible - or dimcult - to introduce it. n is contradictîon
could be removed by utilizing the existing substance S which, when modified,
becomes S. .$
A paradoxical situation emerges. There is no new substance f we have used

an existing one), and there is a new substance (we changed the existing one).
Conventional thinking uses a simple logiclqksHmeansgyes* andi4no'' means

uno.ouBlackn is %lack '' and uwhite'' is Rwhit.e > and so on.
The Inventive Problem Solving theory develops other kinds of thinking based

on dialectical logic. Wes'' and Gno' can coexist: :eY'es enn be noH nnd O lack cnn
1:e white/'

NONO NONO
NONO NONO
NONO NONO
NONO NONO
NONONONO
NONONON
NONONO
NONON
NONO

NONONONONO
NONONONONO

NONONONONO NONO
NONONONONO NONONONONO
NONO NONO NONO
NONO NONO
NONONONONO NONON
NONONONONO NONONO
NONO NONONO
NONO NONONO
NONO NONO NONO
NONONONONO NONONONONO
NONONONONO NONO
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Chapter 11
Try it Yourself
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Let's recall some of the methods that we have learned so far in this part:

(6) Conficting requirements are separated in
time or space.

(7) M1 special tenns must be replaced with
simple words.

(8) Incorporation of similar or diserent
object.s into one system.

(9) Fragmentation / Consolidation.
(10) Dmnmization.
(11) Add magnetic powder to a substance and

then apply a magnetic field.
(12) S-neld Analysis.

Now, let's do some exercises.

Here are several problems. Remember during the process of solving prob-
lems you have to use the methods and rules that you have learned. You must
drop the habit of looking for a solution blindly, or by rule of thumb. picking up
different variants,
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Problem 24
In spite of aII storms

ln the ocean not far from the
beach, a hydraulic dredge was work-
ing. lt made channels deeper for big-
ger ships. The ground lifted from the
bottom of the ocean was mixed with
the ocean water, and pumped through

a pipeline five kilometers long. This long tail of pipes was ooating on the
waves behind the dredge. Empty metal barrel-pontoons were keeping the
pipes afloat.
u'rhere is a weather forecast about a severe storm coming in M said the

foreman of the shift. *We have to stop working disconnect the tail and bring
it into the bay. After the storm we will bring it back and connect it. We may
lose all day doing this.r
'EWhat can we do?'' the mechanic asked. R1f the storm breaks the pipeline,

it will be much worse.M
And here /:t' fn ventor appeared.
xtsv'e can work in spite of aIl storms * he said. R'I'he system œpipe-pontoonr

should become....o
What kind ot- system is he talking about, and how should it work?

Problem 25
Propeller for Carlson

/ ' I

P ''' ' $1... ! .# tt' s %'u .Th
e director of a large toy store 1.(came to a toy factory and said to the '

chief engineersRour customers are ask-
ing for a toy - a flying doll called '
Carlson - but we do not have it in our '*

'' e
store. We see tears in the eyes of chil- ' ..œ .. V
dren every day. Help usl''
*;We have two samples of a toy called Carlson '' answered the engineer.

'Xake a look.. . .''
One doll was a close copy of the original Carlson but it couldn't fly The

other had a propeller much bigger than the Carlson doll itself This doll couldn't
stand-up - but it could fly like a toy helieopter.
dtlt's too badlsaid the directoneone doll looks Iike Carlson, but cannot tly

The other doll can tly but does not look like Carlson - it looks like a wind-
mill ''
u'rhis is a technical contradictionl the engineer said spreading his arms.

dTo make a small propeller is no good - Carlson will not fly there is not
enough power from the small propeller. If we make the propeller bigger we
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will destroy the appearance of the dell and it will not stand by itself. I really
do not know what to do.''
And here, ofcourse. the Jnt.enlor nppeared.
ulaet's staat't from the physical contradiction ''he said.urrhe prop should be big

and should not be big. Everything is clear. we should use the method....''
What method is he tnlking about, and how can he use it?

. ' . . . . .

Problem 26 ' ' . ' ' .
Ten thousand * * Ch o ' .
pyramids ' .*

0
In a research la boratory o

people were trying to develop dia-
mond tools for polishing surfaces.
The tools came tlut very well but
it was difficult to manufacture
them. The diamond grains had a ?
pyramid shape and were very :'
small. It was necessary to place them on the surface of the tool by hand with
their tips facing up.
G'l'en thousand pyramids and a1l by hand osaid the agitated workers. RW'by

can't someone think of some way to mechanize this work?''
ç$We have tried '' answered the supen-isor of the lab ''but nothing good has

emergedl
And p?ere the lilr/crl/t)r cppecred.
Klt is a wonderf'ul problem '' he said. qve have to recall the method....n
What method must we recall? How can the placement of the diamonds be

mechanized?

Problem 27
An alm ost excellent machine

At the industrial agricultural show an engineer was giving a demonstra-
tion of a fruit packaging conveyor.

Before this conveyor, fruits were packaged into carton containers by hand.
Nom it is done by machine. The conveyor places the container on the table.
The fruits roll down through a trough. An electric motor vibrates the table for
the fruits to be packed properly. This is an excellent machine but it has one
defect. When the fruits fall into the container they hit each other and are
damaged.
uIs it possible to lower the trough along which the fruit slides down to the

containerr asked one of the visitors.
GYes this is possiblel said the engineer. Uhe problem now is that while

you are filling the container up you have to Iift the trough. This means that



we need an automatic system to control it. The machine will become more
complicated. To lower the container is even more complicated....n
And slzdde/lfv the lnrcn/or appeared.
'ione apple hits the other one,'' he said. wThis is a task for the rule of de-

stroying the S-Field. Take....'
And he explained how to fix it so that none of the fruits will be damaged

during the fall even the most fragile ones.
What can you offer?

Problem 28
There is no fountain Iike that

The authorities of a certain town decided to build a fountain. A competi-
tion was announced. The Committee Iooked through the designs that were
submitted by the architects.
w'Phere is nothing exciting. All this has already been built M said the jury

sadly. *We would like to have a fbuntain that would be the only one of its kind
in the whole world.''
'tcan you think of something better?'' asked one of the members of the

jury. upeople have been building fountains for a Iong time.The principle is the
same - streams of water crossing each other. ln one of the projects an archi-
tect ollbred to use a light inside the Ibuntain. 'rhis is not new eitherlerhere are
fountains with fire light - even with color and music.'
And suddenly the In ventor appeared.
*1 am going to ofrer a fountain design that nobody has built yet. It is going

to be the most beautiful and surprising spectaclel'
Try to figure out what the Inventor offered. Maybe you can continue de-

veloping his idea and create a new invention.
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Part 3
The Science of
Inventing



Chapter 12
Cunning and Physics

By this time you have already read one third of this book. Let's summarize
everything you have read so far:
Long ago, inventive problems were worked out - and even now in the ma-

jority of cases - by using the '*THa1 and Errore method. This method how-
ever, is oRen ineffective. It takes a lot of time effort and resources. Olten inven-
tions were created many years laten
The scientiEc-technical revolution requires a completely new method for solv-

ing technical problems. To this end The n eory for Solving Inventive Proly-
lems (1'RIZ) was created. lt teaches us to solve problems without selecting an
*empty'' traditional variant. Here is the basic idea: The evolution of a technical
system, like any other system is subject to the general laws of evolution. 'I'he
knowledge of these Iaws allows you to develop the methods and tools for solving
inventive taslts.
There are three groups of metheds that you have learned so far:
1. Various triclts (i.e.. Do it in advanee).
2. The methods based on utilizing physical efrect,s and phenomena. (i.e.

Changing the state of physical properties of substances).
3. Complex methodsthatinclude triclts andphysics. ti.e.,BuildingnFieldsl.

Very often, during the problem solving process, one uses a trick fîrst and
then physics. Success comes with applying both methods. Therefore the appli-
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cation of physics during the problem solving process is 0ne of the major areas in
then eory of lnventiveness.

Let's see how a cnmbination of tricks and physir.s works.

Problem 29
It is going to work forever!

In a certain plant. one robot kept brenking down. It wms a vel'y good robot
but 0ne simple part kept breaking. It was a bent pipe through which compressed
air carried steel balls athigh speed.'l'he ballswould hit the innerwall ofthe pipe
in an area of the bend. Every time a ball hit the wall, a small piece of metal
chipped offt After a couple of working hours. this particular section of the pipe
wore out completelyk creating a hole in the thick rugged pipe.
Let's install two pipesl said the supervisor. t'While one is worlting, we will

have time to repair the other one.n
And suddenly the lnventor appears
*'What good is it to keep repairing the pipe'?' he exclaimed. uI have a ver.y

suitable idea. l will guarantee that this machine will work foreverle
It took only five minutes to put this idea into pradice. What did he ofrer?
Let's make an S-Field analysis.
'Ihere is one substance S (steel balls) that mechanically interacts with thel

other substance S (pipe walll. Therefore, a useless (even harmful) S-bnield ex-2
ists. Someone at the plant tried to destroy this S-Field by introducing a third
substance S - difrerent linings and layers. n is is the wrong approach. n e3
correct way is to use a third substance S to protect the wall so that it will not be3
destroyed by the steel balls. n is subsunce could l)e the same steel balls placed
along the cuwe of the inner side of the pipe.
In this case the wall would be protected by a layer of balls. Flying balls could

knock olone or two balls from the protective layeq but they would be replaced
immediately by other balls flying in the pipe. This is the essence of the trick.
This is Method #13: Self-service.

Now we need to know some of the physical laws on how to use Self-ser-
vice. In order to develop the protective layer of the balls we need to use a
magnet. We will place the magnet on the outside of the bend. Some of the
balls from the flow will stick to the wall inside the pipe as soon as they reach
the magnetized area. The prob-
lem is solvedlWe should mention
that pellet blasting guns were x,r and o . o o io o 

O @

known long before this. These o o o o Qsteel thalls o 0 : wxl s2
guns were used to harden the o Q> o o o o
surface of steel about a quarter o o
of a century before Patent os- balls sl o
#261207 on magnetic protection O
was issued. Everybody saw the
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problem but they were trying to solve it contrary to then eor.y by using linings,
or by making that part ofthe pipe from stronger and harder steel.

Problem 30
Super preclsion valve

The manager of a chemical Iaboratory invited an inventor and said: t% e
have to control the gas flow through this metal pipe that connects these two
containers. The gas flow is controlled by valves with polished glass stems. This
type of valve cannot guarantee the required accuracy of the gas flow - it is
dimcult to adjust the size of the opening through which the gas flows.m
b'Of coursec said the inventor. uIt is like the valve on a Russian tea samovar.p
The chemist behaved as if he did not hear anything. u'We can,'' continued the

chemist ç'install a nlbber hose and a clip. But even that will not give us the
required accuracyM
Gclipsl laughed tlae Inventor. 'rlothespins...r'
The chemist suddenly blew up. 'iWe have been working like that for hun-

dreds of years. Try to think of the valve as a simple uclipn or samovar valve but
with an accuracy that is ten times highen''
And sltdEfc?//v the fllpen/tlr replied.
*It takes a Iittle bit of cunning plus tenth grade physics. What we have to do

is ....MWhat did the Inventor offer?
For a person experienced in TRIZ the valve is a typical S-Field system. 'l'he

body of' the valve is S , the turning stem is S , the mechanical field is F . The! 2 51
Inechanical field Fm moves part S hence the clearance between S and S be-26 1 2
comes bigger or smaller. The S-Field already exists but works unsatisfactorily
This means that we have to build another S-Field with a different F.What kind
of Field could we use - electrical, magnetic, electromagnetic, thermal?
Here is where the trick ends and physics starts, In the physics textbook

there is a chapter about the expansion of a substance when heat is applied.n is
is what we are lnoking for: Change the size of the gap between S and S . This is! 2
Method #14: Heat expansion.
Let us open the physics textbook. This is the description of the experiment:

N'he ball that could not go through a cold ring can now go through a heated
one..lztnd below are the drawings of the ball and the ring. This is the model for
our valve.
Let's compare this solution with Patent #179489.A deGce to control the rate

of gas flow comprising a valve body and a stpem that sits tight inside the body. ln
order to control the rate of the gas flow with the highest accuracy the valve body
should be made out of a material with a high coeflicient of expansion and the
stpem should be made out of' material with a low coeflicient of expansion. You
have prebably already figured out how that valve works. As soon as heat is
applied the bedy of the valve will expand more than the stem, creating a space
between the body and the stem. The more heat is applied the more clearance is
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created. 'l'he significance of the invention is that instead of using many big
moveable parts a crystal structure for the valve components is tused
By the way the expansion and contraction of the crystal grid could be done

n0t only by a thennal seld. For instance. some quartz crystals - Seignette salt
and Tourmaline - will change their crystaal grids in an electrical field. This is
from a twelAh grade physics textbcok, and is called the Glkevez'se Piezoeflbctc
You have probably figured out that the same eFect could i)e used to develop a
micro-valve.n ere is one more similar efrect - eMagnetostrictionlA magnetic
5e1d could expand or contract some metal materials. This is another answer to
the problem of the valve.

Problem 31
Let's Iook into the future

If one wants to get the residue of toothpaste from an almost empty tube one
can place the tube en a hard surface and squeeze it with a pencil. This is the
same principle as that used in a peristaltic pump. 'l'he rollers press the flexible
hose against the body of the pump, and by moving the roller along the wall the
liquid or pmste is forced to flow through the hose.
'Ye manufacture twenty types of this pump; said the chief engineer to his

assistant.uln the next month we will bring three more to the market. But even
though in principle a1l these pumps are the same they difrerin size and applica-
tion. Is this how pumps will look in the futurer
uprobably they will not changelsaid the assistantf''l'he principle is the same,

isn't itr
And here, Inventors appeared - three ofthem?
'r f course new pumps will be developed '' consrmed the Grst Inventor.
c e peristaltic principle would

be presewed, but the action would
be transferred t,o the micro level D
said the second. #0<f O
'A e are ofrering to use physical

efrects,'' said the third. <We will have
three new peristaltic pumps.,
The Inventors started to open S'#/V

heir drawings. R0llt O
What is your opinion about how

these pumps should work?What type e  #()pF
of physical effecg could be used?
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Chapter 13
How to Solve Problems
that do not Exist Yet
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The transition from the ''rough'' movement of Kmetal parts' to the fine
movement of molecules and atoms is another principle of technical evolution.
Therefore the method for solving many tasks is Metbod #15: Transition
from maerostrueture to microstructure.
An example of this method is Patent #438327. In this patent the vibro-

Kryroscope is oscillated by outside alternating electrical fields and has elec-
trons and charged ions as a vibrating mass.
Massive weights mounted on rods was the conventional design of the vibro-

gyroscope.rf'he principle of the invention is that microparticles (electrons and
ions) are used instead of massive weigbts.rrhis type ofgyro requires less space
and works much more accurately.
In the previous chapter, you have read about the four periods of the devel-

opment of technical systems. You probably have asked yourseltl uokay, the
systems go through four periods but what is next'?r
There are two possibilities that l have already talked about. When the

system reaches its own Iimits itjoins another system and a new, more com-
plex system emerges. Thus the development continues. For example the
bicycle combined with the internal combustion engine and became a moton
cycle. As a new system evolves the development continues.
Sometimes the road to consolidation between systems is closed. lt is nec-

essar.y to consolidate systems and yet it is impossible to do so. This type of
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contradiction could be removed by breaking up the existing system and
recombining its parts into a new system. Restrictions were mainly re-
lated to unification with foreign systems, and we did not break these restric-
tions.
What if it is forbidden to consolidate or to break up systems? Suppose that

we have a task. We need to increase the springiness of a spiral spring without
adding anything to it or brealdng it up. Consider that the most appropriate
material for the spring has been chosen and changing that material will not
make sense.
At first glance, the situation seems hopeless. Nothing can be changed.

How do we make a transition to a new system? And yet, there is a solution!
The new system is uhidden' inside the old one. We usually look at the spring
as a piece of 'tironc but inside of that piece of Riron'' are whole worlds of pan
ticles. A gigantic system exists - and does not exist because we are not using
it! Iwet's magnetize the spring in such a way that over each lonp a similar
magnetic pole would be developed. The similar charges will repel each other
and, therefore compression of the spring will require more energy The prob-
1em is solved. The spring looks as though nothing has changed. We did not
add anything or breakup anyth ng.

Concluslon:
'Phere are two directions for the development of systems that seem to

have used-up all their resources of development.
The first direction is the cl asolidation of the existing system with other

systems or the fragmentation o subsystems and their subsequent recombi-
nation into a new system.
The second direction is the transition from macrostructure (macrolevel)

to microstructure (microlevel) where the internal world of the system - pan
ticles molecules and atoms -  are involved.
Here 1 would like to offer y0u an invention: Patent #489662. This is a

device for applying a polymer powden This device is comprised of a compart-
ment and an electrode. In order to increase the quality of the applied layer of
powder, the electrode has a microscrew that allows the electrode to travel.
Originally, the electrode had a firm connection to the compaz-tlnent. The in-
ventor offered to make this electrode moveable. This is a transition of the
system from the second stage of its development to the third stage.
You already know these transitions.

Being familiar with the laws of technical system evolution. we can predict
the future development ()f the system.n is means that the system now should
go from the third stage to the fourth. It should become notjust adjustable
(flexible) but self-adjustable.rl'he electrode should move by itself relative to
the changes in the environment. The nnal transition of the system is
when tbe control is made on microlevels. This means that instead of a
screw to adjust the position of the rod a thermal field could be used or a
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piezoeffect, or magnetostriction.
Remember that we are investigating answers to problems that have not

appeared yet! Years will pass by, and life will require increased accuracy in
this process. Only then will the problem appear - the problem we have a1-
ready solved.

When the method of trial and error is used the answer to a problem usu-
ally appears much later. TheTheor.y of Inventing changes this situation - we
understand the logic of technical systems evolution and can foresee the aris-
ing of new problems knowing beforehand how they can be solved.
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Chapter 14
fdcrown'' Pedorm ance of
the Corona Discharge
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In textbooks of physics the effects and phenomenon described are venrGneu-
tralcAny matter will expand when heat is applied. That's it. What if the same
efrects could be described in an uinventiver manner? For instance: The sub-
stance will expand when heat is applied; therefore, this phenomenon
could be used in 11 cases when we need to control very small and pre-
cise movements. If we rewrite all the textbooks of physics we will get a very
powerful tool a catalog of physical efrecf.s and phenomenon
Let's take for instance the description of the phenomenon called the ?Co-

rona Dischargef described in an eleventh grade physics textbook. One can ob-
seme the discharge in heterogeneous (nonuniform) electrical tields at regular
atmospheric pressure. This discharge emit.s a light in the shape of a Hcrownc
therefore it was called the Gcorona Discharge.D The density of the charge on the
surface of the conductor is relative to it,s curvature - the more curvature the
greater the charge. The mnximum density of the charge is at the sharp edge of
the conductoq where the strongest electrical Eeld is developed. When the volt-
age of the field exceeds 3x106 V/m the discharge strikes. Ionization under this
condition will appear during normal atmospheric pressure. The voltage charge
weakens with the increase of distance from the conductzm n erefore the ioniza-
tion and emission of light is limited in space. We have t,o be vez'y careful with the
V orona DischargeH because of its high voltage. The tforona Discharge' could
stazt with the presence of thin conductors or parks projecting outside.
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Thus, the presence of the Gcorona'' depends on the composition of the gas
as well as its pressure surrounding the conductor.
This is Method #16: Effects of the Corona discharge.
The Corona discharge will help us to solve Problem #1 about the mea-

surement of gas pressure inside the Iight bulb. If we apply high voltage to the
spiral element of the bulb the formation of the Cornna Discharge will occur.
The brightness of the Rcrown'' will depend on the pressure of the gas inside
the bulb.
Let's go back to the textbeok. The Corona Discharge produces ionized gas.

If particles ()f powder. dust, or small droplets are present in the gas, the ions
will Rstick'' to them. Therefore the Corona discharge will charge those pan
ticles of solid and liquid substances. Now, it is easy to control these particles.
'l'he wcoronao could be used to clean gases from dust. to disperse particles
suspended in a gas flow to transport different powders to determine the ad-
ditives in gases, and so on.
Producing charged paticles is the main ucrown performance'' of the Co-

rona Discharge. As you can see, the simplest physical phenomenon conceals
the richest potential for inventiveness.
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Chapter 15
W hat W as the Boss Thinking About?
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So far we have talked acut simple physical ep'ecks that everyv y in school
knows. Howeveq there is a more œmplicated physics -  the physiœ that cozege
students leanu'rhe lmowledge of this physiœ gives an inventor more mwerful tmls.
Thts time,we w111 study a problem that > 111-  onlythe knowledge of elemen-

tary physita Ixater I will explain what we can achieve if we usejtust a little physics
from college.

Problem 32
Ice on the eledric power Iines

Itwas a lxhautiful view - the electric wires were covered with flufry snow Forthe
electridans thts teauty dtes not pmvoke excitement.When the snow melf.s it tums
to ice. The layers of ice grow and the wires will stretch and break tmder the heavy
weight of theice.
lnasmall noe emlu r ele cmwersouonwawore .œ ssouonwa

about 100 km away from the town. It was a normal procedure in the winter time to
heat the electdc lines.A strongcurrent was applied the wires were heated and the
ice melted from the linexDuring tlzat time, all the cktstomers were disconnected. It
wasaverycoldwinteqandthediredorofthestadon Ygantoworryahmttheheavy
icing. He gave instruc6oms to heat the IIG more often, which meant that the ctls-
tomexs would lx, discennected more often.'l'he fadories were stopped and the hghts
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in the houses were shut ofE'l'he customers complained, and the diredor decided to
lteat the lines less often.'rhe wires started to break and the town was leh without
Imwer more ofttm.
usvhat shauld we dor the director was thinking tus he looked at the calendar.

There are many more montlus of northern winter ah' ead.
'qhts Ls a tedmical contmdiction. lfwe heat the lines more often the ctxstomem

will txlmplain. Ifwe hcat them less frequently the danger of breakingwill txcur'lhis
is a nightmare.''

zlzlul sttçlzlellll' //lc fn v'etltor apNa rvd.
ulx,t us opm the physics tpextbook for the eighth grade M he said. M'e have to

finish buildingthe S-Field diagram and then wewill ufse the efrect ofeledromagnetic
indudionc
yVhy did the inventor remind us to linish building the S-Field? How do we use

electromagnetic induction?
'Ihere is an eltac-tric Iine 4 substance S # and an electric current (lleld F ). Ice is1 87

prolzibited on the line.'lhis means that we have only the sulxstance and the lield. In
order to have an S-Field we have to bring in the second suixstxmt'e S . This second
substance undermgularelectric current will heat itself and heat the line.What is the
trick henf'rhe w'ire of the elcuric line Ls made of material Beith very low resistance.
and it dœs not wann up under the existing current. Wire ssith a high resistance will
wann up, but the cu-h-tomer.g will not get electricity This is a physical'' t'ontmdiction.
'l'lze resistance oI' the wire should be lligh and it should not be high, 'l'he inventor
oFered to add a second sultance. The Nvire remninq the same, but every 5ve metel's
a fenite ringwill lx! irustalled over the weire.n is ring has a very high electric resis-
tance. The electric current is developed in the rings by electromagnetic induction.
'l'he rinj.,s w'ill wann up very fast and Avill radiate heat to the wires.

The patent was issued on that principle but this problem could have been solved
by schtml children who have learnfxl the basifls of S-Field analysis.
It seems like the problem is solved. A gtxxl answer has lxaen reached. Howeveq

the fbrfite rings heat the Iine all year round. Y()u can imagine how mur.h energy will
lx! wasted! Even in the w'inter time it is not necessar.v to wann up all the lines. Only
those Ixarts osthe line that are in areas where the temmratures gœs below 321, F
actually necxdwarminpAnew task appeazs: How toturnthe ringsonwhenthere are
low temperaturt!s and ttlm them ofrduringhigh temwraturw?

In order to work on that problem one should know that Cerrite rings Nvill remain
femlmagneticonly uptoacertaintemmraturelevel calledthecuriepoint. Different
fermmagnetie materials have diflbrent Curie xints. lt is possible to make a ferm-
Inagnetic material svith a Curie fxlint of alxlut 326. E This means that those rings
would turn on only when the temmrature dn1;ks below 32) E and tttrn ofrwhen the
temlxirature is alxwe 323 E
Appearance and disappearance of the magnetic characteristics dtuingthe tran-

sition thnmgh the Curie mints could tx, used to solve many other inventive pmb-
lems. Rememlv  this very interwsting physical phenomenon.
'rhis is Method #17: Curie m int of ferromagnetic materiala



Chapter 16
The Im mense Science of Physics
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Anry Grijoh, a patient in a mental hospital, wms in an inventive maxi. He was
tryingto invent solid water that would not melt at temmratures Glow 201 C.Tl1is
is what hapmned:
Inthe imaginazystozy'''l'he Imsanemby Rltshwriterstephenvainfel, Grijohgot

some white granulated powder Under high heat the mwderbecomes clear water
The story was publtshed in 1964. In 1967, three yeam lateq solid water was

invented. This water œrxsisted of 9093 water and 10* silidc add. 'l'he solid water
looked like white mwder
The que-stion may arise:Why do we need solid water?
Ixt tus see whatAndri Grijoh wotzld ssay:
G y invention allows tus to build factories in areas that are rieh in natural re-

x- wbut- rlwa%rlfe ywairldehveM lkv ertnnkq tomorrowwater
will lx dehvered in paper bao.m lat win hapmn to trade?Nl ldnds of metal, glass
and cemmic containers used to trwusmrt liquid would disapwar completely Liquid
will txl sold in mwder fonn.
N'here are thotusancks - terus of tholxsancks - of ways of tusingdry waten In our

everyday life itwould bringahlut a t-hnical rw olution.'ro lzsewaterin liquid form
would Ixcome as ridiculotzs as tzsingchipyed wotxi as a sottrce of light.n

Scientists are trying to develop a solid water that will only contain two-three
percent silicic acid. There is nothing mentioned about this in physics boolls as
yet. Physic-s is developing vez.y fast and a1l the time new efrects and phenomena
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are being discovered.You can imagine how important it is for inventozs to know
about the latest developments.
Here is a typical story: While one group of scientists was trying to develop

solid wateri another group of scientists was working to make water more liquid.
ln 1948, the English scientist B. Thomas discovered a very surprising physical
effect.'l''he friction ofwaterinside pipescould be reduced byusingminute amounts
( 1/100 percent) of some polymers. Friction usually occurs because of the turbu-
lence developed in the fast flowk Long molecules of Imlyznel-s in the water posi-
tion themselves along the flow reduce the vortices and make the water more
slippery
'rhe result of the Thomas discovery was published and soon many inven-

tions appeared. that used this efrect. The Thomas effect helped to increase the
speed of ships, t.o lower the energy consumption during transportation of differ-
ent liquids through pipes and t.o increase the distance of water shooting from a
firehose nozzle. ltecently inventors from Moscow Univemity o/ered to add poly-
mers to the ice in skating arenas. 'Phanlts to this invention the high pressure
under the skate blade melts the ice more readily. n e polymer added to the
water reduces the friction of skating.

We can give you many similar examples. 'rhe inventor needs t.o know the
immense science of physics - thousands and thousands of effects. You can say
that there are no physicists who know al1 the aspecf-s of physics. lt is not neces-
sala for the inventors to know physics better than the physicists do.frhe answer
lies in making a reference book that will include physical efrects and phenom-
ena for the inventor's application. It would be similar to theucorona' effect. but
the description should be more complete and accurate. 'l'he vezy fil-st such refer-
ence book was published in the beginning of 1970. In these boolts the physical
eflbct.s were stated in the light of inventive use. It seems that another reference
book should be compiled with different combinations of physical efl-ecf's. n is
has not yet been done probably, because the number of combinations is huge.
n is is Method #18: Combination of various efeets.
For example, let's take three difrerent physical elects.
The fil'st efect is the light polarization phenomenon. lt is known that if

light pmqses through some special substances it will be polarized. n e oscilla-
tions would be only in one plane - for example, in the vertical one.
n e second effect is the efrect of special crystals which change the angle of

incidence as polarized light passes through the crystal.
n e 'l'hird e/ect is the expansion of objects when heat is applied.
Ir you combine these three phenomena you will get a thermometer. The

higher the temperature, the thicker the plate, and therefore polarized light will
pass through the plat,e at a bigger angle.
The laws ()f combination of these efrects are not known as yet. But this is a

frontier of inventive science that will lead to new solutions f0r many inventive
problems.
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Chapter 17
The Ribbon Invented by Moebius
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In the story written by the science fiction author Arthur C. Clarke u'I'he
Wall of Darkness > the sage Greil said to his companion Braildon, ttl-lere is a
flat sheet. It has of course, twn sides. Can you imagine this sheet with only
one sider
Braildon looked at him in surprise. Glt is impossibley'' he said.
u'Yes, at first glance, it is impossiblec Greil said. d'Take a strip of paper, it

has tw0 sides. It is possible to glue the ends of the strip to make a ring. The
two sides will remain an outside and an inside.What will happen if we twist
one end of the strip 1800 and after that we glue the endsr
Greil connected both ends of the twisted strip. GNow slide your finger over

one sidel quietly said Greil. Breildon decided not to do that. He understood
what the eld wise man had in mind.
*1 understandl' he said.sThere are no longer two separate planes. Now we

have only one continuous plane a one-sided planec
TMs twisted ribbon received the name Moebius ribbon, after the name

of the German mathematician who first described its wonderful properties.
This is Method #19: Geometrical effect of the Moebius ribbon.
Try to imagine an ant that is traveling on the outside surface ofthe Meebius

ring. If the ant does not cross the edge of the ribbon but travels along its
surface, it will come back to the starting point. 0n the Moebius ribbon the
traveling time of the ant will be twice as long then if it traveled over an ordi-
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nary ribbon ring. The ant will walk over both sides of the ring - outside and
inside. This type of trip - on an unknown planet - was made by one of the
heroes of the story GThe Wall of Darkness.''You may say that this was a fan-
tasy, but today this wonderful characteristic of the Moebius ribbon is used by
people to solve many different inventive problems.
Tz'y to imagine a conventional belt formed into a ring.The outside surface

of it is covered with an abrasive material. The belt is installed in a machine.
When one needs to polish an object. one presses the object against the moving
belt. After a while the abrasive surface wears out, and the belt must be re-
placed. This will create a lot of lost production time. NVhat could we do to
double the working time of the belt without increasing its length?
Several years ago a Russian inventon A. Gubaidulin got a patent for a

sandîng machine with a belt in the shape of the Moebius ribbon. The size of
the belt was the same, but the working surface was doubled and so was the
life of the belt. A ver,y smart solution wasn't it?
There are belt Iilters to clean liquids.After a while these filters get clogged

with sediment and should be replaced. Probably you have already figured out
what should be done. Yes, a Glter with a Moebius ribbon is patented. There is
a patent on a tape recorder using a Moebius ribbon. In different countries
about 100 patents have been issued on devices and machines that utilize the
principle of the Moebius ribbon. This means that inventions are made not
only when one applies the formula ç'tricks plus physics '' but also ''tricks
plus geometorc
There are two disks cut out of cardboard. Place one disk on a table and

hold the other one over the first one. Connect the edges t)f these disks with
wooden dowels.You will get a meshed cylindec similar to the wheel in a squir-
rel cage. Now turn the upper disk clockwise and the other disk counterclock-
wise. A curvilinear shape of the figure will appear, with a thin uwaist.'' that
looks like an hourglass. The greater the relative turning angle the thinner
the waist. This shape is called a rotating hyperboloid, and it has many chan
acteristics that attract a 1ot of inventors' imaginations. The surface of tbe
hyperboloid is cunrilineaq although it was made of straight linear parts. There-
fore it is easy to make.
The Shookhoverower of the MoscowTelecenter is a hyperboloid.'l'he tower

is made of linear metal members. The twisted shape brings great stability
and strength. To build this kind of tower with other curvilinear forms would
be very dimcult. It would require cuzwilinear metal parts.
One ofthe most important characteristics of the hyperboloid is that it can

change its shape very easily. Just turn (me side or the other side, and the
curvature is changed. This characteristic was used in many inventions. In
Japan, for instance hyperboloid rolls for a conveyor belt have been patented.
The curvature of the hyperboloid rolls could be changed and therefnre the
curvature of the conveyor belt as well. This is very important. During the
transport of free flowing material, a curved belt is needed and for the trans-
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port of boxes a flat belt is needed.
This is Method #20: Geometrical e/ect of the Rotating Hyperbo-

loid.
The followinggformulabfor an invention was published in Patent #426618:

uAwheel for a potato-harvesting machine is comprised of twe disks connected
with a number of thin rods. These rods have a flexible connection with the
disks, and the disks are positioned on a shaft in such a way that one could
turn over the other one.n
The wordddHyperboloidowas not mentioned, although the characteristic of

the hyperboloid was used to change the curvature.
n ere are many lgeometrical inventionsm based on the usage of parabo-

loids spirals etc. This means that inventors should know not only physics
but mathematics as well. However inventors should not stop at mathematics.
If we add the knowledge of chemistry, on the high school level, to our theory of
problem solving, the inventor's arsenal would be much bigger and richen
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Chapter 18
Aim for the Ideal Final Result
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Hecently the following event hapmned. An engineer was worldng on a prx'ess
fora metal-platinglubricant.'f'his is a conventionallubricantwith anadditiveoftwo
mrcent fme metallic powder. When a machine is working the partides of metal
settle on the rubbing surfaces and reduce wearing. The less clearance between the
surfaces, the smaller the particles of mwder should ixl in the lubzicant. Here the
tCCIM'dC.::I contradidion apmazsl'rhe smaller the particles the Mtterthe lubricant-
and the harder it Ls to make the lubricant.
To follow the theory forsolving a teCIU'ZiCAI problem we should imagine theldeal

nnnl Result (IFR). Thks means that we lmve to answer the following question:
What would we want in an ideal solution? IFR Lq a fantasy a dremn. It rnnnot ixl
reached but it w411 allow tus tzl build a path to the solution. Do you remember when
we compared the theoryofsolvingteclmical pmblerns with a bzidge?'l'he 10  is one
of the supmrts of that bridge.
What is the 11*11 in the lubricant problem? It is not dimcazlt to answer. Ideally the

particles of metal should lx! reduced to their minimal limit - individual atoms. As
you siv the theory provokes a paradoxical intimation: ?Is it diflicult to getvery small
particles of metaal?rrhen it will be much easier to get super-small particleslH
At this point theory enck'lb take the next step requires knowledge of chernistzy
011 with suspended particles is a mechanical mixture. Ifwe further break up

particles we will get a colloidal solution. Finally if we centinue to break up the
particles to the size of atoms we will get a real solution.
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Now we can define lFR more accurately The ideal final result is to have a
solution of metal in oi1 - or more precisely oil and with atoms of metal in it.
Unfortunately this IFR cannot be reached. Even alchemists know that only

one substance can be dissolved in a similar substance. 0i1 is an organic sub-
stance, and only another organic substance can be dissolved in it. Metal is not an
organic subsonce. On the road t,o the ldeal Solution lies the following physical
contradiction: The atoms of metal should be dissolved in the oil (this is our goal),
but they cannot be dissolved (the laws of chemistry cannot be brnken). Let us
take one step back from IFR. Let us dissolve not atoms of metal but molecules
that include a metaal. We will use a method already known to you: Do a little
Iess than is required by IFR. If it is impossible to make particles as small as
atoms, then we will make them a little bigger.We will makethem molecules.n e
contradiction immediately disappears. There are no atoms of metal in the oi1
(there are molecules), and there are atoms of the metal in the oil (they are hid-
den in the molecules).

One problem is leû; to be solved: What kind of molecules should be used?
n ere is only one necessau characteristic. The melecules should have a metal
and should be organic. This means that it should be a metal-organic compound.
It will dissolve in oil easily and will have a metal atom.
In order to solve this problem we had to use several diflbrent concepts: IFR

Physical Contradiction, the Method uDo a Little Lessl and a simple rule from
chemistry - a substance can be dissolved only in similar substances. Even in
this situation the problem was not yet solved.n e molecules of a metal-organic
substance have atoms of metal although we need the atoms of metal to be sepa-
rate. We have to recall the Laws of Chemistry again. In order to separate the
atoms ofmet-al from the molecules the molecules need to be broken up. How can
we do that? It is very simple: Wc have to heat the substance to a certain tempera-
flzre. 'l'he oil will heat up when the machine is working. If we take a metalloorganic
substance that breaks up at that temperature the task is solved.
This is Method *21: Ideal Final Result (IFR).
Let us now see how this problem was solved in real life:
An engineerwas looking for a solution usingtrial and error. He tried various

methods of brenking up metal made many experiments, and looked through
the liberature for a solution. Years passed. Clnce 1le vzas in a book store and
heard somebody asldng for a handbook on metalloarganic compounds.
'l'he engineer thought uinirst metalloorganic substances include metal and

second they are organic substancex'l'hts mennq that such compounds can lx! (11.
solved in oil.'l'his Ls whatwe are lœking forr
The engineerlxught the IXX)II, found the promr information, and picked up the

pmper sulxstanœ - cadmium salt of acetic acid.
In stories about inventiorus very often similar incidents are de-scribed. They are

typical methe  of 'Dial and Ernm The mlw)n loole for a solution at random, and
dœs not realiz.e that the task could have been solved by ttsing a sdentisc methv :
Formulate the IFR and determine the physical contradiction.
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Thetask in the lxginningseems kugh, andthepersontrieseverythingtheysee
orhear: Ithappened that somebody came intothehmkstoreand asked fora% k on
metalloorganic substances. Ifthat had not happened, nobody knows how Iong tlés
problem would have remaintxd tmsolved and forhow manyyeazs the engineerwould
have looked for the solution.
In one of the previous chaptels, we formulated the following method:
Y it is n to introduce another substance into an e ' ' one.

and for some reason it is prohibited, then a slightly changed e ' ' sub.
exnce could be used as an agent''
What dces that mean - uslightly changedD- in our problem?
n e change.s might be pbysical - heat it up. (.1 it down, 1.1-% the same sub.

stance in diflbrent physical states and so on. rf'he changes might l:e chemical: use a
substzmce not in its pure condition but in a compmnd form out orwhich the agent
can be extmcted. Or take a simple substqnt'e and transfer it into a chemical com-
potmd after it has done it.s work.
Thks ks Method fP22: Introduction of a second subsênnce.

I will give you one more example of how to use this method.
Crystals of altuninum oxide grmv only from a very pure melt. lt is forbidden to

m w aluminum oxide clystals even in a platintun cnzcible because the atoms of
platinum could get into the melt. In realitythis is an inventive problem kvith a purely
physical contradiction. We mttst have a crucible to make a melt and we cannot have
a crucible in order to have a ptuv melt. This means we mtzst melt the aluminum
oxide in... aluminum oxide. We will take any container. fill it up with aluminttm
oxide and heat it in such a way that only the centml part wi11 melt. Now we have a
meltoraluminum oxide in acrucibleofsolidaluminum oxide.Toachievethatwewill
use eledromagnetic induction. n e source of energy in our case will not have any
txmtat't with the heated substancc.
Everything is fine at this moment except that aluminum oxide is a dielectric,

and does not condud electric current. rrhis means that there is no electmmagnetic
indudion. Although the melted aluminum oxide can conduct current in order to get
a melt the aluminum oxide hms to be heated. But we cannot heat the aluminum
oxide lu atzse it is a dielectric.
This hapmnsveaoen- xlveonexntmdiY on anotherwill appear,andthen

a third. lt's Iike an obstacle race - one banier after anothen
Here is the physicaal eontradiction: Piecesof met,al mustbe addedintothe alumi-

num oxide in order to create eledromagnetic indudion and it is forbidden to add it
into the aluminum oxide in order to keep this substance pure. The invention that
helped overcome this cxmtradietion wms surprisingly simple. Pieces of aluminum
were added to the alumintun oxide lefore the ftzsion. Aluminum is a very gcod con-
ductor of electricity Duringthe electmmagnetic indudion it will geneMte heat and
Avill melt togetherwith the aluminum oxide.After a while at a high temperature, the
aluminum will be burned. turning into aluminum oxide, and will not pollute the
oxide.



Trynow to solve a simple problem.ln orderto getthe answeryouhave to follow
only hvo steps.
Step one: Imagine the Ideal Flnal Result. Ad as ifyou are a magician and

objecks oYyyourcornmantls.
step two: Think of how to get the Ideal Result without recorustruction and

with the least changes.

Problem 33
The tank repoded politely

Today many people use propane gas for their household needs. The gas is
usually stored in metal tanks. W hen a little fuel is leR in the tank the owner
should think about reslling it.'rhe question is: How to determine the amount of
gms left in the f-qnk?

Engineers from a large gas company have been trying to solve this kind of
problem. The method should be simple. easy to use, and allow to determine
when the last ten percent of the propane gmq is in the tank.
RMeasure the pressure of the propaner mndered one of the engineers. uNo

that is no good. As long ms one drop of propane is leA in the tank the pressure
will be the same because the used-up gas will be replenished from the liquid
propane by means of evaporationl
G'What if we weigh it'r msked another engineen ?No this is no good either lt

is very diëcult to disconnect and reconned the f..a11.1t for that pulw se every time
you want to know the amount that is leAc
And suddenly the inventor appeared.
*'I lmow the ideal solutionc he said. 'q'he t-qnk should report about the bal-

ance by itself venr politelymM d he explained how to reach that ideal solution.
W hat can you olrer? Keep in mind that the use of glass tubing is prohibited,

because it is dangerous.
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Chapter 19
Order in the ''Brain's Attic''
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Now Ls the time for the readeru be resentful.'f'his txx)k started with a criticksm
of the% al and Enx)ro methcd where, in order to solve a complicated problem, one
has to randomly pick out many variants. It take.s years, and there Ls no guarantee
that one will snd the right solution.
A theory wms developed: Laws, Rules Fonnula.'lhke the formula and without

too muchesbrt solve theproblem.vezyge ! Suddenlyitwms foundthat we haveto
know the lxaw of'lbchnical Evolution, many methtxts and tricks like *the substanœ
exists and it dœts r1:2 existn' the Laws of S-Field analysis, etc.
Furtheq we have to know physics. the inventive characterkstics of physical ef-

fects, and other phenomena. We also luave to know mathematics and chemistry We
are sure tlmt we will have to 1e.,=  biology later In nature tllere are a Iot of hidden
patentz.
Maybe it Ls easier to continue inventing mq we did 5000 years ago? Yes, it is

simpler &) invent in the old ways. It is emsier to dig a pit with a shovel,than to run an
excavatzmWalking Ls much easier than driving a car For sreed, Ixlweq and eiredive-
nerxs of any adion one should pay the price by tzsing knawledge. Inventiveneas is no
longer an exception. If you want to solve a complicated pmblem learn the theory
œnquersnventive physiœ' and the whole of science.
By the way, we are at a very interesting point here. To solve an inventive

problem it is not as important to have so much knowledge as it is to organize
the knowledge that one already has.
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Today a student in school knows a lot but that information is not orga-
nized. The effectiveness with which he can use this knowledge is very low -
as low as one or two percent. I am talking about school because that is when
we learn a lot and remember a lot but we do not learn to use it in practice.
Our knowledge is organized like a bad warehouse - in bulk without sorting.
Do you remember the problem about the weevils? After this problem was

published in the Pioneer's Trl///l magazine there were many letters and more
than half had the following answer: 'trrake a cup, place 200 weevils in it mea-
sure the temperature w'ith a regular thermometer and then divide the result
by the number of weevils.''
This was written by students from the fifth and eighth gradesl If one would

ask them:
uWhat is the temperature of your list if the temperature of each finger is

36S C? Nobody will say 180', Life's experience contradicts this. In the process
of solving a problem similar to that of the weevils this type of mistake is
made frequently. Knowledge about heat energy and temperature is not suffi-
ciently understood and it lies
Iike a dead weight in the ware- oo .36 o Ihouse of our memory. 36 .%' -

t#6*1 -- --How ca n w e re v i ve th i s
knowledge?
If we can trust Sir Arthur ;) - -' >- 

. j J . ..C
onan Doyle, one of the first to :' .' ' ? )o t Jle over that problem was 36 x h ?stumb 

. .-!
She ri oc k H o 1 m es . B e fbre 'y ct26Holmes, criminal problems were
solved by the method of 'drrrial -''*
and Errono Holmes developed a
system, and ot- course found it
necessary to have a big reserve
of active knowledge. The follow-
ing was said by Holmes!
Rl consider that a man's brain originally is like a little empty attic. and

you have to stock it with such furniture as you choose. A fool takes in all the
lumber of every sort that he comes across so that the knowledge which might
be useful to him gets crowded out or at best isjulnbled up with a lot of other
things, so that he has a dimculty in laying his hands upon it. Now, the skiliful
workman is very careful indeed as to what he takes into his brain-attic. He
will have nothing but the tools which may help him in doing his work. but of
these he has a large assortment. and all in the most perfect orden''
The selection of knowledge made by a school program is done well in theory.

Each page of a textbook on physics chemistry, mathematics and biology might
be the strongest tool in the problem solving process. The idea is to bring life
into knowledge, understand it and to get a sense of its creative power. When



you solve a technical problem with the use of physical phenomena. it is as
though you are learning about it for the srst time and discovering something
new and interesting.

This could be related even to knowledge beyond the boundaries of a school
program.rrhese facts could also be used as tools for creativity - yet this knowl-
edge is dumped into the brain's attic absolutely without any order.
Let us now look into a s'evy interesting task. Kindergarten knowledge is

enough to solve this problem, ifthis knowledge is stored in an orderly fashion.

Problem 34
W here the wlnd blows from

On one of the fanns new cow barns were built.'l'he air in the barns had to be
clean, and the owner or the farm invited some scientists to detennine if the
ventilation was sufficient.
RWe have to study the air movement in the barns M said one of the scien-

tists, tfWe will measure the velocity of the air streams. The barns are big, and
the ceilings are high. The air velocity depends on the temperature of the walls
and the roof It will take a lot of measurements and a couple of months of
work.'
And suddenly l/lc inventor appeared.
G'While you were having a meeting, 1 got the measurements from the tirst

barnp he said i'Measurements were made from every point even under the
roof This is so simple....''

How did the inventor get his result? Let us tr.y not to guess.
We start from the IFR. The Ideal Solution is: itln any place in the barn, by

our wish arrows appear, showing the direction and velocity of the ain' How
do we achieve this? Suppose we take a lighted candle, and watch the position
of the flame. It is okay if we have to make measurements in ten - or even a
hundred - places. The 1FR said: 4tln any placel' Therefore the candle is not
efrective enough. The flame is Gtied'' to the candle. It is impossible to fill the
barn with flames. Maybe we can 5ll the barn with smoke? This is no good
either. The smoke would be everywhere but smoke is not transparent. and we
will not be able to see and to measure anything.'lb achieve IFR it takes some-
thing that has contradictory characteristics: It should be evezywhere in ev-
er'y place, and it should not be everywhere in order to keep the air clear so
that we can see through it.
It is a ver.y familiar situation. lt requires us to add something to the air

and it prohibits us from adding somethingto the air. The flame and the smoke
are no good, because they meet only the first half of the requirement. We are
going to do exactly as we did in the previous tasks, We will add bits of other
air to the barn air with only a slnall change to make it visible.
How to color a bit of air?rrhere are only tw'o methods of adding color to air.

We can color the whole piece or its surface - air surrounded by a thin film.
7 6



Probably you have already found the solution. We are talking about soap
bubbles. Many soap bubbles will make the air visible in the barn. In places
with a higher velocity of air the photo will show long Iines of bubbles.

I am sure that the knowledge about soap bubbles and their prnperties was
in our brain's attic for a long time but it was lying there like a udead' weight.
Now you know that soap bubbles and suds (a system that is made out of many
bubbles) satisfy vel'y well the contradictory characteristic: There is a sub-
stanee and there is no substance.
This ie Method #231 Utilization of soap bubbles and fonm.
This means that the use of soap bubbles in difrerent problems as a solu-

tion, is a very strong method. 'l'he previous problem allows us to get the feel-
ing of the Oeautyo of that method.
We have dusted ofr our new tool and placed it with others in the proper

order.



Chapter 20
Being an Inventor is a Profession of
the Future
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The profession of ulnventor'' does not exist at this time. An engineer per-
forming his duty incidentally could invent.Ybu can argue:*What about Edison?
He received more than a thousand patentslo Edison was working on his in-
ventions mainly by using the method of Trial and Error. To develop a new
battery he did 50 000+ experiments. This is not possible for one person, and
Edison was not working alone. There were about a thousand people working
for him in the laboratory. His laborator.y can be considered an Inventive Firm.
It was exactly that - a firm notjust one person.
We say Morse was the inventor of the telegraph. Popov was the inventor of

the radio. Fulton was the inventor of the steamboat. Not one of them was a
professional inventonThey worked on one or several inventive problems and
then they were too busy to introduce the product to the market. James Watt
was a professional mechanic. He invented the steam engine patented his
invention solved a couple of other problems and to the end of his life was a
professional businessman who thought about getting profits out of his inven-
tions.
The inventor who was trying to live by solving inventive problems usually

died in pmrerty This is not a surprise. The method ofTrial and Error will not
guarantee that the task will be solved in a short time. The painter knows the
time he needs to finish his painting. The writer knows how many years he
needs to write a novel. The inventor who uses the method of Trial and Error
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cannot say how soon he will solve a problem. Maybe the solution will come
today or maybe a lifetime will not be enough.
Can you imagine an inventive department with professionals who are solv-

ing dxerent inventive problems by the UHaI and EZ-I'OF method? People are
sitting and thinking randomly picking up one variant after anothen
?My friend ''the Head of the department would sayWou have been thinking

for ten years, but with no result.''
$%lt is a very dimcult problemcthe inventor would sayçsl have looked through

six thousand possible solutionsl
*'I suggest you should take a walk on the streetc the boss would say Gslaybe

you will find something that will prompt you to the solutionl
GI prefer to take a napc the professional would answen .% new idea some-

times appears in a dream. You know similar cases...c
This is no exaggeration. Recently in Psychology magazine an article was

published about an American psychologist, McKinnon who was trying t,o find
the source of enlightenment and intuition by studying the transition period be-
tween deep sleep and awakening. A similar study has been going on for about
sixty or seventy years. 'rhere is still no result.
rrhe method of urrrial and Error- has exhausted its mssibilities. Therefore:

efrorts to improve this method bring no result.
A diflbrent method is required to produce inventions - a method based on

the use of laws of evolution of technical systems.
During the past several years special groups have appeared to solve prob-

lems by implementing the Theory of Solving hwentive Problem (TRIZ).
Soon these groups will become common, in the same way as it happened with
the profession of Gcomputer Programmerl Probably the experts in TRIZ will be
called Engineenlnventork orn chnical Systems Development Engineen

Let us fantasize a little bit. We will try to look into a room of one of these
inventive organizations that does not exist yet.

Problem 35 .
<Invention by request . :. .,'' ( ,'j 2 .1 .

Afactoryproduced a microthin wire. 6
. E ;Pusha bumm andaveryhigh-s;e d ma- . :!

ychine staz'ts t.o make a thin silver web- - .E :
to a big / .: 'like wire which then winds onreel. The machine is good but the con- )' '' .

trol of the diameter of the wire was vex.y
primitive. The machine was usually
stopped, a piece ofwire was cut ofrand weighed. By knowingthe specific gravity
ef the wire the diameterof the wirewas calculated.Many methods were tried to
measure the diameter during the process. Nothing came out of it either the
method was too complicated or not accurate enough.
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The new diagram will look like this:

F$

S$

Fz

The electromagnetic field F affbcts the wire S . The wire will interact with1 I
the second substance S that will send the signal - some form of field F -
that carries the information about the diameter of the wire. What kind of signal
do you prefer'?'
œA light signal '' the engineer said. ''lt is more con-

venient ''. F
ELUhis means that F is an optical field. 'rhus, the2

electronlagnetic seld F aflbcts the Nvire S . R7ae Nvire*71. !
afrects some substance S and that substance sends a s s2, 2 $
light signal F about the diameterof the wire.rf'he prob-2
lem is solved. What we have to do now is to recall the
physics of the tenth grade. Plesuse look...J Fz
He handed the engineer an open textbook.
u'Ybu are probably right '' the engineer said thoughtfully after he had read

the page in the book. 'tlt is a very good solution! Strange that we could not guess
it ourselvesl''
We have to measure the diameter of the micro-wire. The ''Corona Dischargeo

could appear veo' easily on the thin wires. The discharge depends on the diam-
eter of the wrire. It is exactly what we need to solve the problem! The brightness
and the shape of the e'Crownnwill signal us about the diameter of the wire, and
the shape of its cross-section. If the cross-section is an oval the ucorona dis-
charge'' is also an oval.
The next story is a real one. In one of the Schools oflbchnical Science lwhere

this method is taught) there was a student-mathematician. He graduated from
the University and got a job in another town. Very soon he wrote a letter w'here
he described this venr interesting problem.

Problem 36
An accuracy within one degree

In the hall of a scientitic company the director stopped a new young math-
ematician.
t*As 1 rememberk you graduated from one of' the Inventors- Schoolr he said.

uFrankly my opinion is that everything depends on the natural talent of the
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individual but.... We are going to form another group. There is a big project
ahead and the problem is very complicated, We do not even know how to start.
The group consists of filteen people. I was thinking of bringing you into that
grOuP.M
The mathematician w'as curious. He asked uWhat kind of problem is itr
The director explained:upest grubs sometimes get into the food grain. Natu-

rally they should be destroyed before the grain is packaged.The best solution is
to heat the grain to 65t1 C no highec and no lowec othenvise everythingis going
to be damaged. It is ideal to control the heating process within one degree of
accuracy
Gllowever, the heating of big volumes of grain created overheating in some

areas. If the process is done with small amounts of grain production drops tre-
mendously We tried many ways of heating the grain but nothing worked. We
would like to tz'y one more method - blow heated air through the layers of
grain, Maybe we w-ill be Iucky enough to 5nd a working solution.H
Wou do not need to do thatr'' the mathematician interrupted. u'l'he problem

should be solved like this....*
And he explained the solution.
Probably you have already found the solution. Ferromagnetic powder with a

Curie point of 650 (2 should be added to the grain. When electromagnetic induc-
tion is applied. the grain would be heated exactly to 650 C. After the grain is
prœessed the magnetic powder is removed with a magnetic filter.
n e Ietter from the mathematician ended like this, uMy interlocutor looked

at me for several minutes completely shocked. I never thought that the solution
to the problem could bring such a reaction. People were walking along the hall
saying *'Hi!M to the boss, but he did not replyk and continued looking at me....>
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Chapter 21
A Little Bit of Practice
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Now we can add some more methods on our list.

(12) S-neld Analysis.
(13) Self-serviee.
(14) Heat expansion.
(15) Transition fwm macrostructure to microstructure.
(16) Corona discharge.
(17) Curie point of ferromagnetic materials.
(18) Combination of various elects.
(19) Geometrical effect of Moebius Ribbon.
(20) Geometrical eFect of Rotatgng Hyperboloid.
(21) Ideal Final Result fIFR).
(22) Introduction of a second substance.
(23) Utilization of soap bubbles and foam.

You already know the first thing you need to do - once the problem is
stated - is formulate the Ideal Final Result (IFR) and try to achieve it.
A good solution is always close to the IFR. Let's practice with this 'ttool.-
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Problem 37
Let's throw the screw out

Someone looldng 1nt.0 a microscope needs to move the glass plate and the object
on it, sometimesonlyahundredthorathousandth of amillimeter- almtxst the size
of a hain To do this one tusually uses a screw tym mecharism to move the slide
holding this glaas. It is a very complicated and exw nsive pnxess to manufactum
such parts.
The engineel's got together and mqked::fWhat can we do to make the mechanism

more accurate, more reliable and cost less'?O
They started to think.
>'There is a technical contradidionc said one engineer Gscrews with high accu-

racy are very expensive and wear out fast. And a coarser thread w111 not have the
mquired accuraoc
AZW slzlderz/x the fnrenlor appearvd.
Rlet's dump the screwl, he said. t'What means should we lzse t,o achieve higher

accuracy in the movement ofa glarxs slider
You will solve Problem #37 for sure, even without reading the problem to the

end. lfyou have read this chapter carefttlly you can oll'er three corred answera

Problem 38
Somethlng simpler

Al1 polymers get old. n is process reminds us of the oxidation of metal be-
cause oxygen is the Gguilty party'' It breaks down the molecules of polpners. To
protect polpners from oxygen it is necessaz'y to add a 5ne iron powder to the
Gboilingr polymer. The atoms of iron will take in the oxygen and protect the
polymer. However, the finer the powder the faster it will interact with oxygen -
even before the Ixsvder is added into the polpner. The resulting iron oxide will
lose its protective characteristics.
tqve have to use an inert gas as the environment for that purpose,'' said the

chemist who was invited as a consultant.
*It is going to be very complicated and inconvenient > objected the engineers

from the factory uWe need something simplen'g
And on? the Inventor appeared.
upleasel' he said. 'There is a very simple solution.''
What do you thînk the Inventor ofrered?You will find the solution very easy

Try to think of an idea that is practical.

Problem 39
Powder on the conveyor

A conveyor line from one building to another was installed in a mine. A
ver.y fine ore is transported from one conveyor to another until it reaches the
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kilns. Workers complained to the engineer that the ore was like powder, and
blew offthe conveyor withjust a light breeze.
uWhat can we dor said the engineer. GWe are watering that powder with

no result because the water evaporates very fast. Too much water is no good
either. Maybe we have to cover the conveyor? Then you will have more work
to do: to open and close the conveyon...r

And suddenly the inventor appeared.
?We should have a cover in order to prevent the ore from blowing awayc he

said. çiAnd we should not have a cover in order to simplify the work. Therefore,
it should be....M

What do you think should be done? Keep in mind that we have to retain
the conveyor. The task is to prevent dust development.
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Chapter 22
The Roads W e Choose

Inventive activity has many sides. It involves finding the problem solving
it. turning a new idea into a working model and bringing the device or method
to lifb. Of course the most important thing is to find the solution. Some of the
stages of that process could be turned over to professionals in that area like
transferring the idea into a model, and then developing the model into the
final product. Of course it is better if the inventor himself takes part in all
these stages. However, it is necessary and sumcient for the author to take
part only in the problem solving process, where nobody can replace the inven-
tor. The solution to the problem is the essence of invention.
Inventors of the 19th century were dlacks of a11 trades.'' They built new

machines with their hands and improved them until they worked properly
The contemporao inventor is first of alI a thinker - an intellectual lt is very
good if the inventor is a handyman. Still the most important attribute that
the inventor needs is to have a very precise intellectual process of thinking.
Before one starts to draw-up anything.one should develop an idea of the solu-
tion. and this is a very complicated process.

In the beginning. the inventor should ask the question: 'Kshould l tackle
this task or reject it and replace it with another task that will achieve the
original goalr
ln reality, the question is whether the o1d system has used up aIl its re-

sources or not. If the resenres are gone then it is time to develop a new sys-
88



tem. Let us take a Iook at how this question appears, and how we should
answer it by using a specisc example.

Problem 40
Stop guessing

During the melting process of ore in blast furnaces clinker is produced - a
mixture of magnesium and calcium oxide. Clinker at a temperature of about
10000 C is dumped into big buckets and delivered by railroad to plants for repro-
cessing. Melted clinker is a vez.y good raw material to manufacture construction
materials. Although cooled clinker is no longer a good raw material it is not
economical to melt it again. At the beginning the clinker in the bucket is liquid.
However, dtuing transportation a crust develops. It t'akes a special Iarge mecha-
nism to break the crust. The crust, even with a man-made hole will keep some
of the liquid clinker inside the bucket.zks a result,only 2/3 of the liquid clinker is
used at the reprocessing plant.'rhe rest of it is dumped out asjunk. Meanwhile
it takes a lot of labor to clean the bucket of hardened clinkerk and to remove the
waste from the plant's grounds.

Finallyk a Scientifk Committee was formed to solve this problem.
*'A bucket with very good insulation should be designed n ofrered one of the

scientists.
*We tried that - it does notwork ''objected one member of the plant team.

Glnsulation takes a lot of space, the bucket will be very wide and that is not
acceptable, according to railroad regulations.p
u'What about a 1id for the bucketr the scientists cnntinued. GW hy can't we

make the 1id with heavy insulation? The main portion of the heat loss goes
through the top, where the hot clinker has contact with the ainH
uWe tried that as wellc sighed the plant member. 'q'he bucket is the size of

a room. Can you imagine a 1id of that size? That 1id would have to be put on
and taken ofrby a crane! Too much workl'
*1 think we have to tackle the problem difrerentlyl said a second scientist.

'tet us think about reconstructingthe whole process in such a way that we do
not need to move the clinker so far awayo
-1 am not sum I am not surec objected another scientist. uI would oflbr to stnte

the pmblem a li/le bit dxerently: Let's snd a faster way to deliver the dinker''
GWe a1l have to look at the root of the problem,n said the fourth scientist.

The task should be much wider - to produce iron without getting clinker as a
by-productl
And suddenly f/le inventor appeared.
qstop guessingl he said. t'The problem should be formulated so that....''
How do you think the problem should be formulated? .
In reality we have a pile of tasks - so-called inventive situations - and it

is really diEcult to choose the right one, the one that will produce the best
result.
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Problem 41
Let us discuss the situation

In order to manufacture a sheet of glass, a ribbon of glass is heated to a
red color and is fed onto a conveyor. The ribbon moves from one supporting
roll to another and it slowly cools offl
After that, the glass has to be polished for some time because the ribbon

still being hot and flexible, sags while going from roll to roll, and the surface
becomes uneven. Engineers, who faced this problem for the first time ofrered
to make the diameter or the rolls as small as possible. The smaller the rolls
the less sagging of the glass will occur. This means that the glass can come out
more uniform.
A technical contradiction appears here. The smaller the rolls the more

difficult it is to manufacture a conveyor of several meters long. Let's say that
the diameter of each roll is equal to the size of a match then every meter of
the conveyor will have 500 rolls, and their installation will require the accu-
racy of a jeweler. What if the rolls had the diameter of a thread?
E'There's nothing to fear' said one young engineendirfhere are crafty people

around, who can make a drawing even on a poppy seed. Let's design a con-
veyor with ver.v thin rolls. We can find people to assemble this type of con-

''Listen, think about the cost or that conveyorl someone contradicted the
young fellow. Rlt is better to have big rolls. What we have to do is to improve
the process of polishing the glass. We have to straighten out the ribs on the
glassl
H1 think that we have to throw the conveyor out of the line,'' offered some-

body else.ult w'ould be good to replace it with something radically new.''
And suddenly the fnrcnlor appeared.
.êl-ret's look into this situation,' he said. tiout of a11 those tasks we should

Choose ''
And he explained what task he would prefer. What do you think?
It is very easy to tackle Problems #40 and #41.
In Problem #40 there is a system calledttrrransportation of clinkenfThis

system is part of the higher system 'tlron Production.'
We have no probiem with the higher system, we do not need to change it.

The system does its own work: transports clinker. Everything is fine except
that part of the clinker gets hard during transportation. It does not make
sense to change the whole system- and of course not the higher system . It is
foolish to refuse to have a carjust because the windshield gets dirty.
ln such situations transition to the problem is made by using a ver.y simple

rule: lEverything is left as it is except that the shortcomings should disap-
peanm Let's transport the clinker as we did before in open buckets without
hard crust developing.
In Problem #41 the picture is different. The system could not perform its
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basic duty First the conveyor should form a straight glass ribbon. Second
the conveyor should move the ribbon out of the kiln. We have exhausted the
possibilities for further development of the rollers (not in general but in the
process of glass production), and it needs ttl be replaced by a new system.
Perhaps, other cases are possible among these two mentioned. If you are

not really sure which way to go- whether to save the existing system or look
for a new one -  then you have to formulate the problem in such a way as to
save the original system.
No exact science can exclude skill. For example different results can be

obtained by difrerent people using the same telescope. The results depend on
the skill of the user and the goal.
Suppose that the task is to replace a conventional ship with something

completely new. The ship is a usystem' that works (m a macrolevel. The bodx
the prop, the engine are venr big parts. One day this system will be trans-
ferred to the microlevel, although it is dimcult to imagine how this ship will
look at the microlevel. What can the theory of solving inventive problems say
about this?
First, the transition to the microlevel is possible in general terms.
Second, the system ushipm has not entered into the third stage of its devel-

opment when a rigid solid structure is transformed into a flexible and move-
able one. The resources for the development of the system are not exhausted
yet. This means that many decades may pass before the transition to the
microlevel takes place. That's it!
Here the theory is ended. Choosing the task is up to the individual. n e

individual has to make a decision as to which direction to take. 0ne has to
have a clear picture. If one chooses to develop a completely new technical
system when the old one is not exhausted in its development, the road to
success and acceptance by society is very harsh and long. A task that is far
ahead of its time is not easy to solve. And the most dimcult task is to prove
that a new system is possible and necessaly In the previous chapter I men-
tioned the vibrogyroscope. rrhe author applied for a patent in 1954 - and got
it in 1975 twenty-one years later. It took two decades to prove its usefulness
and its possibility of construction.

Imagine that two hundred years ago an inventor came to tbe ship builders
and said: GWhy do you bother with sails? Throw them away and install a
steam engine that people use now in mines. Let the engine turn the paddle
wheel like a water mill. That will be greatl'

I doubt that anybody would have taken this seriously - that we were
talking about one of the great inventions the Steamboat.
A.G. Presniakov from the USSR applied for his patent in 1955, and got a

rejection. A11 the experts revolted. It was considered absurd to throw out en-
gines and replace them with electromagnetic pumpsln e inventor spent foun
teen years arguing and proving his m sition. Only in 1969 did he get his patent.
It took him fourteen years to be recognized by scientific and technical experts.
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But there were many other steps to be taken before his invention would see
the world - designs, models experiments and so on....
Boats with the Presniakov engine do not exist yet, although, with time,

they will appear.
The transition of technical systems into microlevel is a Iaw.But the Law of

Evolution in the development of technical systems states: the system should
exhaust its resources before it moves to the microlevel.
Alexander Presniakov has not received his reward for his invention yet.

His boat is still only on paper. But credit for being the first person to invent a
boat with a magnetohydrodynamic engine will belong to A. Presniakov. 'rhe
joy and satisfaction of creativity, the thought that you have solved a task of
the future - this is a real reward for an inventor. Society is a winner as well.
When the time comes to change the systemeshipninto a microlevel one of the
directions will be known to scientists. lnventions that were made ahead of
their time in the final analysis are very substantial and practical.
There is another road. The system itship'' has not aged yet. One can direct

efforts and energy toward solving relatively small problems on macrolevels
by improving difrerent parts of the ship. In several years one can get many
patents for improvements introduce them to the market reap benefits and
hear words of gratitude from people whose work you have helped to ease.

Problem 42
Rain is not a hindrance

A ship was being loaded at a dock. A very powerful crane lowered skids
with sacks through an opening down on the deck.There was a heavy rain and
water was coming into the storage compartment.
KdWhat kind of weather is thisr rumbled one loader inside the ship. ul am

completely soaked.'
R'rhere is nothing you can do about it > answered another. GDuring loading

time you cannot close the hatch or put a roof over it.''
z1??t/ suddeltly t/kc Inventor appeared.
g'Ybu need a very special rooc he said. :A roof that will stop the rain and

allow the cargo to go through. Take a look....''
What kind of roof did he offer?
Thousands of ships are anchored at

docks. Tens of thousands of workers are
working under the sun snow or rain. A
roofover the storage compartment is defi-
nitely needed. It is not so dimcult to in-
vent one. A similar problem appeared a
long time ago. To prevent a draft in a fac-
tory, doors should be closed. To allow a
fnrklift to go through the door, it should
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be open. The contradiction was eliminated very easily - the door was made
out of heavyk flexible transparent strips.'l'he forkliA could get through when
it needed to, and the door was closed al1 the time.The size of the compartment
hatch is much larger than a regular door, therefore a roof door could be made
out of air sacks and placed over the hatch like a two-sided roof The cargo
could push those sacks aside. get through the hatch down to the compart-
ment. A patent on this idea was issued very quickly

It is necessary to solve different problems: small middle sized large and
very large. The shortcomings of the t'Trial and Errorn method becomes more
obvious as the size of the problem increases.

Therefore, big companies work on the improvements of existing large sys-
tems and very seldom on the development of completely new ones.
With this new theory of solving technical problems the whole situation is

changing. We are confident that in the near future innovation institutions
will be organized whose main specialty will be the search for solutions to
tasks of the distant future.
The most advantageous situation is when a system exhausts its growth

and needs to be replaced today with a new one based on other principles. The
disadvantages of the o1d system are known to everyone and new ideas are
welcome. This is similar to Problem # 41. It is not beneficial to build thinner
rolls. The conveyor with rolls should be replaced with something completely
difrerent in principle,
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Chapter 23
Strange Mirrors of the Operator STC
(Size, Time, Cost)
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Once Ixkopleasked the Hodja Nasredin to make a Iniracle.coltayu hesaid,ul MII
make a miracle on one condition. From now on none ofyou will fhink about a white
monkey' Nasredin then described that monkey in m at detail and repeated: + ow
don't think ahmt this morikey anm orec
Naturally on the contrary noixdy could stop thinking about the white monkey
The inventive problem, like wily

Nasredin impxqes on you ahvhite monkeyn .e ' '' ! ', :. '.. ,.,j 5.In Pmblem #41 we decided, without wa- ' !' r. *- 7 . l 'Ik !r '
ring to get rid of the roller conveyor. How- t ' r ' 1 ' ' '.Ve , tj I

eveq the sham of the rollezs or belt conveyor 1 ' . $j' , -cs.,--'' -;z ' $
crrisuantlyapreo Eefolvovlgmieon. 'i :''; p1l :Z' ' 

l 'To letrofMhabituiimagelveaiëMt /( )ixkcause we do notknow how a new conveyor 2 ' J '''-'x
hould look. t .> .- 1/s . y.. . .1 rememberone very interestingstozyA 2

; , ),factory prcduced milliors of pieces of glazed ,
. - w' j #mttery - (x11)s and plates. Evely piece was y'z r . , I
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ferent screening groups. The screerdng procerxs wms done Vt.I4 sound. The worker
tmk a plate, hit it very gently with a se al hnmmeq and then determined the
degzw  of baking by the tone of the sound. Workem CaIIGI thks pnxx!rxs Ninging the
111.* Thts was not easy work. M the shift workers were banging plates or cups,
lkqteningto the sound and screening the pnxlud. Finally some inventozs decided to
develop a rolmt for thLs task.

This was a typical case where the system had become obsolete and had to ix?
replaced with something really new
The inventors undersfm i that, but they could not walk away from tbat Nvhite

monkef image.A machinewith twoWhandsDwms built.rfheflrst hand held theplate
while the selxmd hand hit the plate Vt.II a hsmmer A micmphone picked up the
sound and an electronic device analyzed it and cornmanded the H hand where to
place the plate.
The machine was installed at the factory And very stxm it was found that the

machine worked more slowly th% the N ple. The inventors tried to increase the
srvoed of the nrmn but the machine started to break the plates. The machine wms
A enawayM dieworkemcnG ue o- nthepe ud% GeyM ddoneefom.

At ilrst glanœ the task was simple - replace human hantis with mechanical
onea'l'he htunan arm, palm,and fmgel's are tcx)ls that have the higbest sensitivity
and Gexibilitywith the sne-st adjustments and control.'l'he mqn Ls contznzed by the
brain.'l'hks Ls auBrain.ztrmr system that tmk a million yeam to mrfect.

In t-hnical museurns them are sewing machines brick stxaclters, fnzit pickem
and so on, all with anns.M  ofthem are notgv  lv ause they are trpng' to imitate
thehuman arm.ln ordertomechanizetheworkthatthehuman ann andfmgers are
doing. one should fmd another way Change the prindple of adion and fmd a new
method- one tlmt is easyto mechnnizo and to autornate.
n enauof%l% MvenuveM bleM olemaveose ze l foryourimagi-

re on:'l'his is MethM  e k Om rator sIE (Size, Time, Cost1.

These are the questions that the inventor shogld consider:
What will happen if the size of an object is decreased?

Or, on the contraly increased? What will happen if the tlme
for an action to take place decreases? Or, increases? What will
happen if new requirements are added - the cost of a machine

equals zero? Or, on the contrary, the cost is unlimited?

How is the problem going to be solved under these conditions?These three
questions of Operator STC like crooked mirrors in a ulaughing room,' distort
the conditions of the task and force our imagination to work and help get rid
of the obtrusive image of the old system.

Can you imagine a plate the size of a dime, then an even smaller one like
a piece of dust?You cannot pick up such a plate with your fingers or strike it
with a hammer. For a plate like that a weightless hammer is needed. What if
we increase the speed of the machine?
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Let's say, that the plate is of normal size. but we have only 1 second for
the test - 1/1000 of a second, 1/1.000,000 of a second? During that short
period of time sound cannot get to the ears of the operator of the microphone.
This means that something faster than sound is needed. Only light is faster
than sound. What if the plates were struck by light? This is the weightless
hammer! Could we catch the reflected light, and Glistenn to it?
Operator STC is not supposed to give you the answer to your problem.

lt's task is only to break up our psychological inertia, which blocks our think-
ing process. The strange mirrors of Operator STC are only tools for the first
step to work on solving problems.
It-you have had experience with soldering you knosv that the first step is

to clean the surface with acids. A similar thing happens in our problem (and
in our mindl when we use Operator STC. It happens many times that aAer
using that Operator. the problem becomes clear and easy to solve.

Take for example the problem of the glazed pottery. Operator STC
prompted: it is good to replace the conventional hammer with a Iight. For
screening plates. this is a new method. Maybe this method has already been
used in other applieations? Maybe people have already developed instruments
for this test? Then we can take that device and adapt it for our test.

Where is it required to test ceramic parts? In the production of electric
resistors. Everybody knows that. Of course these resistors have to be tested.
In size they are much smaller than plates. Resistors cannot be tested with
sound, so people use light for that purpose. The amount of light reflected
l'rom resistors depends on the degree of bakinprrhe machine sorts thousands
of resistors per hour. A small change in this device will make it possible to
use it for testing plates. and will release the laborers from monotonous hard
work.

Look at the Official Gazette magazine and you will see that we are on the
right track. Small objects are tested not with sound, but with light. For in-
stance, a grain of rice, that isRcookedM by the sun could be controlled by light.
There is a patent on that process.
Look at what is happening! By utilizing Operator STC we are deliber-

ately complicating the problem and at the same time we are searching for a
simplified solutionlThis is happening because Operator STC helps us get rid
of our psychologittal inertia and enables us to Iook at the problem without
prejudice.

Problem 43
Investigation is done by experts

'irrhis rifle should be examinedc said an investigator as he placed the
rifle on the table before the expert. ''I have to know whether or not this rifle
fired a bullet a week ago.M

The expert looked carefully at the rifle and nodded his head d4l don't
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know how to tackle this task. The barrel has been cleaned and there are no
carbon deposits.'
And suddenly the inventor appeared.
GI know h0w to examine it N he said. ulaet us use Operator STC.'
Suppose that shot was fired a day ago, one hour ago, five minutes ago. By

the specifications of the task there is no carbon deposit inside the barrel. If
the shot was made ten seconds ago, then the barrel should be warm. Then we
could say even with closed eyes whether or not the shot was fired.Because the
temperature memory is very short we cannot rely on it after a short while.

Let us find some other Rmemoryr that metal may have. What properties
change during the sring of a rifle? Do you remember Problem #32 about
heating the high voltage power lines? Steel is demagnetized when the tem-
perature is above the Curie point. It's magnetic characteristics disappear from
shock as well. 'rhe gas from gunpowder hits not only the bullet, but the inside
surface of the barrel as well. Usually the barrel has some magnetic proper-
ties. because of the magnetic field of the Earth. Atter the shot is sred the
barrel is demagnetized. During the next three to four weeks the barrel re-
gains its magnetic characteristics. The more time passes, the closer to normal
the magnetic properties of the rifle will be. It is enough to compare the map
netic propel-ties of two rifles in order to detennine which rifle was used a
week ago.

In our case, Operator STC helped to uncover only half of the path to the
answer. It reminded us aboututemperature memozy'' In order to switch to the
umagnetic memoryo one should recall some physics. It happens very often:
Operator STC gives you a hint a prompt, and then you should formulate the
Ideal Final Result, find the physical contradiction, use the rules of S-Field
analysis and physics.
Let's try to use Operator STC in Problem #41 about the roller conveyor.

The diameter of the rolls will be smaller
-  about a hundred or even a thousand
times smaller than that of a human
hair. To build this conveyor is practi-
cally impossible. Howeveq because we
are doing a mental experiment
should not be afraid of attempting it.
Let's make the rollers as thin as mol-
ecules.We will stretch a molecule. 'Phe
minimum thiclmess of a molecule is an
atom, aRer that the molecule will break
up. The melted glass ribbon will move
over a layer of ball-atoms. This could
be the best conveyor: ideally flat.

The prompt is given. Let's use it.
Under the glass ribbon we should
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spread ball-atoms. These are not atoms of gas, because they can evaporate,
and they are not atoms of hard matter because they cannot move. The only
possibility Ieft is the atoms of a liquid. Glowing red, the glass ribbon rolls over
a liquid surface! This is an ideal conveyor.
What kind of liquid could be chosen for this conveyor?
Let's not guess about that. Sherlock Homes, who perfectly understood the

advantage of organized thinking, said once: Kdl never guess. That is a vel'y bad
habit, it kills the logical thinking processl
Let us take this statement into consideration, and let's look logically for

the liquid that we need.
First of all, we need a liquid that melts easily. Second, this liquid should

have a high boiling temperature, otherwise when it boils the glass surface
will become wavy. The specific gravity of the liquid should be much higher
than that of the gravity of the glass (2.5gr/cm3) othenvise the glass ribbon
will not stay on the surface of the liquid.
Hence, the liquid we are looking for should have the following properties:
Melting Temperature no more than 20011 - 300t' C Boiling Tempera-

ture no less than 15000 C Specific Gravity no less than 5.0-6.0 gr/cm3.
Only metals have such properties. If we reject a11 rare metals for this pur-

pose, what is leh is bismuth lead and tin. Bismuth is expensive. The vapor of
lead is poisonous. What is left is tin The conclusion: Instead of a conveyor we
will have a long tray w'ith melted tin - atoms instead of thin rolls. The sys-
tem has made a transition to a microlevel where a new development is avail-
able. ln reality, after the patent was issued many patents on improvements
ofthat design were issued. For example if'we ran an electric current through
melted tin we could change, with the use of magnets, the shape of the surface
that will afrect the surface of the glass. More than a hundred inventions were
made utilizing this particular idea.
Below is a problem for you to solve with Operator STC.

Problem 44
A f resh Idea is needed

A company had a very unusual project to develep for an oi1 pipeline. The
same pipeline should be able te pump different liquid products alternately.

In order not to mix them they have to be separated by a special device.
After one liquid is pumped, a big ball used as a piston is inserted. Then an-
other liquid is pumped.

'This device has no guaranteel said the manager of the project. W'Phe
pressure in the pipeline is great - tens of pounds. Liquids can seep by the
ball and mix togetherl

S'Maybe we should consider other devices to separate the liquidsr asked
an engineer as he pulled out a catalog with disc type dividers. ln the catalog
there was a picture of a divider made out of three rubber discs.
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' G'rhey get stuck very oftenr'' said the manager. lcTlle main problem is that
er every 200 km there is a pumping station. Wrhen the divider comes to the

.umping station it should be removed, because it cannot get through the pump.
erefore disks and balls are no good. We need a divider that can go through

'' e pump with a guarantee that the liquids will not mix.
''

Ap.l suddenly the inventor appeared.
*We can use Operator STC '' he offered. '*We need a fresh iâea

, don't wer
' And a fresh idea appeared. What kind ofidea was it?
' Apply the first question raut of the six - decrease the size of the pipeline
)'
your mind. Keep in mind that it is prohibited to make a herizontal separa-
n, It is required that various liquids will flow through the pipeline alter-
'tely without being mixed.
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Chapter 24
A Crowd of Miniature Dwads

Operator STC is a very Iàowerful tool, but not the only one that can help us
to overcome psychological inertia. Psychological inertia can be carried by words,
especially by technical terms.n ese terms exist in order to reflect very precisely
what is known already. But an inventor has to get out of the known limits and
break away from the existing images created by those tenns. Therefere every
problem should be restated by using usimple words.''

In one of the seminars on the theory of solving inventive problems, the
following happened. A sailor offered this task te be solved: How to increase
the speed of an icebreaker going through the Arctic ice? This problem was
solved by an engineer who had nothing to do with the construction of ice-
breakers, and he did it on the blackboard. There was the following note on
the board: UA thing should freely pass through the ice as if there were no ice
at a1l.D
I was sitting next to the sailor and heard his indignation: â<He is a hooliganc

he said. t''Why does he call the icebreaker a thingr
The engineer was correct in calling the icebreaker a Xhing '' because the

wordaicebreaker* imposed on you a notion that a ship had to break the ice. What
if we can learn to get through the ice without brenking it? Therefore the term
Gthingn is very appropriate. It is the same as the '*X*' in mathematics.
By the way the-thingr in reality is completely difrerent from the icebreaken

Imagine a body of a ship that is built in such a way that the middle pazt disap-
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' ars where the ice contacts the ship. Or, 1et us say; there is a ten-story building
' nut a seventh floor. The body of the big icebreaker is like the ten story build-
. 
lf one floor is removed, ice will pass through that floor freelyk and the ship
ultl move without breaking the ice (see picture above).
The ideal solution would be not to eonnect tlae upper and lower parts ()f

' eship's body But the practical solution should only be close to the ideal one.
e have to step back a little from the ideal solution. We will eonnect btlth
l'ts of the body with two very thin, strong, and sharp support-blades. They
'llcut a very narrow crack through the ice. It is much easier this way than to
aak the ice the whale widtb of the ship.
The problem was solved very artistically but the sailor who offered the

pblem was not satisfied. At that time people made a l()t of experiments to
keak ice by waterguns and so on. There were many inventions on the subject:
Qet's break the ice.''zNnd ofcourse, the tithing'' that went through ice witheut
keaking it did not fit into the overall picture. Six years later a patent was
issued on a half submerged vessel. A new term had appeared. Then other
ptetlts came out. There are nfaw G'rhroug'h-ice-shipr being built in ship-
prds. As you can see, it takes a special imagination and knmvledge of the
wnlution laws of technical systems in order ttl make the correct evaluation of

pn idea.
The method for overcoming psychological inertia that is used by TRIZ

pems to be purely psychologîcal. ln reality the purpose of that method is to
Fàow the direction of' development of technical systems.
About thirty years ago an Arnerican cngineeq William Cwordon, offered to

use an fdempathy'' method during the process of solving problems. The tech-
njque which that method employed was to make a person imagine Mmself as
a machine in the system, living the life of that machine, trying to f'ind a solu-
 inn This is a purely psyehological lnethod aiming to find new ways of looking t .
at problems.
We decided to test this method and we set up many experiments. lt was

ftlund thatdzempathyMhelped snmetimes, but
more often led to a dead end. When inven- .
tors imagine themselves as a machine they.
ignore ideas related to the destructîon of
tkat machine - separation of its parts, '
shredding, freezing, meltzng and so ()n. F()r
aliva organism, such actions are not accept-
able. They are prohibited. Human beings, : ! 1l 

. 
'.u : f ,of course, transfer those notions to the ma- t. - . i. '4., '4 

.h:: , fi(i. à'i
-,s
jtl'-:k .. lchine - although the machine and its parts T-J' ,: .tu . / . rl r 

t
'' ....:=wt.t !cnuld be fragmented and crushed. , / /.. . , 'x )
r ? ' nl lTakerfor example, the problem about the l 3 î / !/ ? trnller conveyor. ln searching for a solution l ' i

.- - *A
we, in our mind, had to decrease the size of
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the rollers to atoms. The breaking up of parts is the main trend in the develop-
ment of the working element of a machine. When parts are smaller, the con-
trol is easier and the potential for machine improvement is greater. Take a
look at the dtl-lfavercraft' vehicle. The wheels are reduced to the size of gas
molecules, the vehicle has become more mobile

, and it can go over different
terrains.

TRIZ uses miniature dwarfs instead of tdempathy'' 'I'he method is very
simple. You should imagirte that art object (maehine, device) consists of a erowd
of miniature dwarfs. Partially this reminds you ofsiempathy''xrou can look at the
problem fkom the inside through the eyes of these dwarfs. This is Gempathy'
without uempathy'' In our method, ttempathy'' has no defects. Ideas of reductitm
and breaking-up are accepted very easily The crowd of miniature dwarfs coulll
be separated and reorganized.

Once, as an experiment, a g'roup of engineers were asked to work on the
problem of the icebreaker by using the Rempathy'' method.

The engineers gladly offered various ideas about how to break the ice and
how to break the icebreaker itself Alter that, the same problem was given to
another group of eagineers and they were otlbred to use Model with Minia-
ture Dwarfs ( ). This is Method #25.
Several engineers offered similar ideas. Let the crowd of men (body of the

ship) split and pass the ice (obstacle) on two sides. The group was new; and none
of the people took this idea seriously

ttsve are offerirtg this idea as nonsertsey'' said one of the engineers as art ex-
cuse.
MMD requires a very strong imagination. One should imagine that the ob-

ject consists of many live, small thinking entities - not molecules or atoms.
What do they feel? How do they act? How should they act? How should the crowd
act? It is a very useful model for thirtking if you have experience workittg with
this model.

Problem 45
A capricious seesaw 0

1A 
water batchmeter was made like a seesaw.

(Pic.1.) There is a container for liquid on the left -L--
, -

.cside of the batchmeter.Tbe batchmeter tilts as soon -

as the container is filled with liquid. Then the liq-
uid pours out of the container. Then the lefk side
becomes lighter and the seesawr returns to balance.
Unfortunately the batchmeter does not work as
acctlrately as necessazy Not a11 the liquid pours out P/C. /
Of the container.
lvhat happens is that as soon as the liquid stal-ts to discharge from the com

taineri the system starts to return to the empty balance position (the container
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starts coming up), and we will thus have a Rshortage'' of poured liquid. Brhat if
we make the container biggeri and have an excess of liquid? We still will not
reach the required accuracy and have the same Nhortage'' a1l the time because
of many factom that we cannot control. The shortage should be eliminated by
some other means.
Let's try t.o use method MMD. 'Phere are girls and boys on a seesaw. The girls

are the Ssliquid'' and the boys are the 'icountenveightc The load of liquid is ac-
cepted (Pic.2), and the left side of the seesaw
comes down (Pic.3).As soon as one or two girls
jump offthe seesaw the lelt side starts to go
up (Pic.41. svhat should be done so that aIl
the girls get ofl- the seesaw? The answer is
that while the girls are coming ()fr the see-
saw, the boys should move closer to the cen-Hc

. 2 .
ter ol the board (Pic.5). Alter al1 the girls have

I

8t: 3

jumped ofrthe seesaw the boys can return to
their original position (Pic.6J.

Now we can go f'rom the model to the real
mechanism. A weight on the right side of the
batcher has to slide easily from left to right.
It is clear that a weight in the form ol'a ball is
the most appropriate in our case (Pic.7 ).

f

WC. 4

WC. 5

HC. 6

WC. 7
The problem is solved. %Ye got the answer

by using Method M51D. It is not dimcult to
notice that tbt! technical contradiction was
discovered and removed. The moment of the
force acting on the right side of the seesaw
should be small, so that the liquid could pour
out ofthe container, and should be bigenough
so that the liquid could fill the container. We
can say that the batcher which did not have
modng parts has now becomeudynamicln is
means the system has entered the Third Pe-
Z-iO:I of its development. n erefore, eveorthing
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was done correctly, and the solution is a very good one.

Problem 46
Contraa to physics

If one spins a container full of liquid the centrifugal force will press the
liquid against the container's wall. This phenomenon is used very often for
the treatment of difrerent products under pressure. Suppose that the item is
placed not on the walls of the container but in the center of the container
(Pic.1). How in this case can we force the liquid to press the object?That goes
against tbe 1aw of physics.
Let us use method MMD. The physical contradiction here is that the Rliq-

uid-mennshould press the object (Pic.2J, but by the laws of physics they have
to press onto the opposite side - the wall (Pic.3). We are now going to work
this problem out as TRIZ suggests.
We will try to superimpose that which is not superimposable. Let's as-

sume that we have two opposite actions at the same time (Pic.4).
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Unfortunately the fdsmall men'' press only against tlle walls and do not
press against the object. This means that the pressure to the wali should
reversed direction (Pic.5). How can we do this? If we send one row of tdmen''
against anotheq we can neutralize the action (Pic.6), the same as when two
teams puil a rope on opposite ends artd the forces are even. However nothing
prevents us from having heavier and strongerlfmen'' in the bottom row (Pic

.7).
This is the answer.
Let us have two liquids in a vessel, for instance, oil and Mercury (Pic.8).

During the spin of the vessel, the mercury overcomes the pressure of the oil
and the oil will press against the object. This is a wonderful solution for a
problem that seemed to be unsolvable.
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Now try to find a solution to Problem #44 about the pipeline separator.
Imagine yourself as a separator. A group ofKblue men'' separates the flow ofdtred
men'' into two parts. How sheuld the ttblues'' act during transportation inside
the pipeline?What characteristics should theKTblues'Fhave in order to get through
the pumps? How should the ffblues'' behave after the trip is over and they are in
the same tank with the êfredsl'''
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Chapter 25
The Ideal Machine is No Machine
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Heavy, rugged, inflexible systems should be replaced by light Bairlike >
even ephemeral systems built from small particles molecules atoms ions or
electrons controlled by different fields. An ideal machine should not have a
heavy weight or a large volume. Tbe Ideal Machine is when an action is
eompleted and there is no machine.Therefore, the deEnition of the Ideal
Final Result is based on the utilization of the main laws of the system's tech-
nical evolution. At the same time it is a psychological method. When one is
oriented to IFR one is not thinking any more about the old shape of the ma-
chine. The transition to IFR is a very powerful procedure that allows you to
formulate IFR very preciselyAt this point, let us not get into too much detail.
The main thing is to demand that everything should be done by itselfl just
like in a fairy tale.

Problem 47
Llke In a fairy tale

There was a discussion about a new hothouse on a certain farm. Goverall
it is not bad nsaid the director. uBut there is no automation! Look at the roof of
the hothouse. It is a light metal frame with a glass or film hinged on one
side. If the temperature inside goes higher then 200 C we will have to lift the
frame; if it is less than 200 C, we will have to close the roofl During the day-
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time the temperature in the hot-
house could change ten times. We
cannot open and close the roof by
hand all the time.''

''Why by hand'?' said the me-
chanic. HWe can put in a special
device, like a temperature relay
When a temperature change oc-
curs, that will turn the motor on.
We will design a special gear to
connect the motor and the frame.r
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./''That is not acceptable '' reso-

lutely said the accountant. deWe have hundreds of hothouses, and if every one
will have this mechanism it will be ver.y complicated and costlyl
GWe have a tcchnical contradiction '' summarized the director. nWe gain in

automation but we lose in complexity and cost ofthe hothouse.'
And suddenly the ïzlrlezp/or appeared.
Ri-et's formulat.e IFR,*he said.ult should be like in a fairy tztle.Agood fonnulation

of IFR pltus lmowledge of tenth grade physics and the problem is ipolvedl
How do we formulate IFR for this particular problem? What did the in-

ventor have in mind when he mentioned tenth grade physics?
Let's look at this problem ttlgether. First of all, notice that this is not a

problem this is a situation out of which we have to 'iextract'' the problem.
The systemulhothotuW'isveryyoung, it hms notyet become a/dyriarrticar-flexible'

system.n erefomthetaskisto pm-aethehotho- a.sl/fwsto gnotli=r it,
but elimilwte /rs shœlcomilkgs. 'rhe roof is not moveable and the plants are oven
heated.We will not even consider mechanizing the hothouse at a1' 1 because the elec-
tric motorandgears are a colnpletely new system. IFR should l)e like this: .q'he lxmf
opens up by itself ms the temperature risesy and closes down as the tem.
Perature droP&''
An inexwrienced Ixlrson :vil1 say: Kilt is impossiblel'' But we know very well that

this type of Wmiracle'' is possible.
In Problem #32 about the protection of the power lines the ferromag-

netic rings obtained and lost magnetic properties by themselves. Why can't
we make a ucontract* with our roof, so the roof will go up and down? Just as
the thennoseld controls ferromagnetic rings, 1et it control our roof This means
that we can use the thermal expansion of material. Let's take a rod and.... No
nothing will come of it The rod will expand only one tenth of one percent even
in a high temperature. That is exactly why we used that characteristic for
micromovements. In our case we have to create a movement of 20-30 cm.
Ifwe look into the physics textbook we will find a chapter about bimetallic

plates.. two metal strips are connected together - copper and iron, Copper
expands more rapidly than iron when heated. In the bimetallic plate those
strips connected together bend a lot under the application ofheat. A hothouse
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roof made with these strips will go up when the temperature increases and
down when the temperature decreases.

Problem 48
Ships of the 21st Centul

ln a celtain design ftnn a team of engineers was workingon improvinga power-
driven barge. The work was really bozing. nere was nothing new in the project.A
barge is a bazge: add a more powerful engine get more slxed - that was it.
t'Why can't we try to develop a ship for the 21st Century'?' the youngest

engineer said. tiEverything will be completely new in it.*
ttEven the bodyr his friend asked.
çtEven the bodyl'' answered the engineer. =f'he body is the tirst to be changed,

because it has not been changed for thousands of years. It used to be wooden
now it is made of steel.''
''What is the difference? It is still a boxc said the third engineer.
çtl'he body always will be a box M somebody added.
And suddenly the Jntperlfor appeared.
.er-,o not arguel he said. R'I'he theory of solving inventive problems should

be used. Nowadays, the body of a ship has the shape of a streamlined box
made out of steel. This technical system is in the second period of its develop-
nzent. This means that it needs to make a transition to a flexible body. Maybe
it needs to make a transition from macrolevel to microlevel - build the ship
out of atoms and molecules controlled by a field. We can set a more courageous
task for ourselves. The ideal machine is when there is no machine but the
action is done. This means that the ideal body is when there is no body but the
ship exists, works moves and so on. Let's try to make a model out of minus-
cule dwarfs and Operator STC.O
Hence, imagine the wall of the ship. There is a thick steel plate. Now replace

it with a crowd of minuscule dwadk What should be done in order to keep those
dwarfs together under the impact of the waves? How should these dwarfs act in
order to increase the speed of the ship?'rhe conventional wall has a lot erfriction
with water and slows down the movement. But when you have a wall of dwarfs
you can command them, and they will do anything you say
Play with the dwarfs (try to build a mental model of a new wall). n en

turn back to real technology. How in the real world can we do what these
dwarfs are doing?
When you solve this task go to the next one. How should the ship look

having an ideal body? Here you have to use Operator STC. Suppose the size of
the ship is equal to a molecule In reality the ship does not exist. There is a
molecule, the cargo is an atom. How will this molecule transport an atom?
Imagine this picture and carry this concept over to the real ship. It has to be
as though there is a body and there is no body...
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Part 5

The Algorithm
of Talent
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Chapter 26
The Suit for Portos

When you see a town for the first time some things strike your eyes and
some things are missed.'l'he same thing happens with our excursion iIIOTRIZ.
After reading over everything written l found nothing said about several inter-
esting methods, In order to get a better feeling for these methods, we will begin
with a problem.

Problem 49
The train will Ieave in five minutes

Big wooden logs are loaded onto open railroad cars. An inspector measures
the diameter of each 1og in order to calculate the volume of the load. This work
progresses very slowly uWe have to hold the trainc the chief inspector said. frW'e
cannot Iinish today''
And suddenly of course, the ïnrezl/or appeared.
Gl have an idealo he exclaimed.tvl'he train can leave in iive minutes. Take...''
And he explained what should l:e taken, and what needed to 1x done.m mt c.an

yOu Xerg
When this problem was published in the youth magazine Pioneer Dwf/l

correct answel's were received from those children who remembered that a tech-
nical contradiction should be removed in order t.o solve a technical problem.
Here are some of the incorrect answers:
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* Let this work be done by a team of 300 - 500 people.
* Detennine visually the average diameterof one 1og and count how many

of them are on the car.
* Cut cross-sections of a1l the logs then accurately measure their diam-

eters after the train has left.
To gain in accuracy, one needs to pay the price of complicating the system.

And vice versa - simplify a measurement and you lose accuracy. Behind this
technical contradiction the physical one is hidden - the train should leave
the station, and the train should not leave the station.
Gsomething'' has to be done to enable the train to leave and still remain.

We can formulate a new inventive method: If it is dimcult to measure the
object itselfl a copy should be made. and then that copy can be measured. This
is M ethod #26: Make a copy and work with it.
In a couple of minutes one can take a photo of a1I the logs from the back of

the car. A measudng stick is attached to the logs as a reference scale before
the photo is taken. Then the train can go.AlI measurements can be made from
the photo.
It is interesting that the first person to describe this idea was Alexander

Dumas, the author oflhe Tltree Musketeers. There is a chapter in his book, Ferl
'Kcrs Later, describing how Portos ordered a new suit from a tailor. Portos
would not agree to let the tailor touch him when taking his measurements.
The playwright Moliere, who was in the hall of the tailor's shop at that time,
found a way out of this situation. Moliere brought Portos up to the mirror and
took his measurements from the mirror image.
There are many clever methods we could discuss at length. But being a

visitor in town for the Grst time, it is enough to view some typical buildings,
walk through a few typical streets, and examine a map of the town.
Now you are familiar with several Iaws of the development of technical

systems, and know about two dozen methods. I hope you even know how to
use some of the physical phenomena. Of course this is only one section of the
town called TRIZ. but this is a typical one. Let us now look at a map of TRIZ
and see how everything appears in a complete, unified system.



Chapter 27
Let's Build a Model of a Problem
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The first GAlgorithm'' of solving inventive problems - ARIZ (the Rus-
sian acronym ) - was developed thirty years ago. The wordGalgorithm'' means a
program of sequential actions. In math classes you work with algorithms very
often. Algorithms can lx! found everywhere. Let's take the rule for crossing a
highway. First you look to the Ieft and if there are no cars you go.After reaching
the middle of the highway, you Iook to the right, then go.
ln the first chapter of this book, I said you need a bridge to get from the

problem to the answer. ARIZ is that bridge. There are seven steps in ARIZ.
Every step consists of several sub-steps. The total number ot-steps is about fifty
with every step containing several difrerent operations. There are rules that
help avoid mistakes while going from step to step. These rules can be compared
to the handrails of a bridge. There is a list comprising the main steps and meth-
ods. as well as tables on how t.o use physical effects. This is a complex system,
not just simply rules for asking: 'eWhat will bappen ir I do this'r
Part 1 of ARI'Z is the formulation of tbe task.
You already know something about this. We discussed the question of when

should a problem be solved qmodernize fàe existing s>wlel?l ), and when a system
should be replaced (#nJ something comp/elcly ??etïJ). The operator STC is part of
the first chapter Of'ARIZ. We have not yet discussed another important step -
how to use Standards.
Together with simple steps there are also complex methods consisting of
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several simple steps. Simple steps are universal; indeed they can be used to
solve a large variety of problems. The more complex the method the more it is
connected with a specific class of problems. There is great power in complex
methods, and the combination of methods brings interesting and unusual solu-
tions that are vex'y close to the Ideal Final Result. 'l'he most powerful of the
complex methods are called Standards.
We are already familiar with one of the Standards. ln order to move com-

press, stretch fragment - in other words control - a substance (and that sub-
stance will not be destroyed by the introduction of additives) one can add ferro-
magnetic particles controlled by a magnetic lield,
The first part ofztRlz suggests analyzing the problem in order to determine

whether or not it can l)e solved by using one t)f the St-andards. If a problem is
typical, there is no need to go through a1I the steps ofMtlz. It is much easier to
use the appropriate Standard. There are more than 80 Standards.
This chapter helps to screen typical problems and change non-typical prob-

lems - or re-define them. Then umushyr or ufogg/' situations become precisly
stated problems.
In the second part of ARIZ the transition is made from the problem to a

model ofthe problem.
There are many playem (parts of the system) in a problem. In the model of

the problem. there are only two players. The conflict between them is a technical
contradiction. Very often the model of the problem consists of the object itself
and the environment surrounding the object. You probably remember Problem
#40 about the clinken The object is hot clinkeq and the environment is the cool
air contacting its surface.
In a situation or in a task we talk abeut the whole technical system - but in

a model we consider only two parts of the system. There is hot melted clinker
and a column of cold air above it. That is the whole model! 'l'he blmst furnaces,
railroad stations and even the contninezs are not included in the model. 'rhere
are only two conflicting parts left - and that is a signiGcant step fonvard. 'l'he
discarded pads are worthless variants that would have to otherwise be ana-
lyzed.
There are nzles in ARIZ on how to build a model of a problem. A model

always should have a Product and a Tool lan instrument that works on the
product and changes it). n is is Method #27: Build a model of the problem
'rhe conw t detennination of the conflictingpairofelementsvery often brings an

immediate solution to the problem. Ixt's see how it works in a simple problem.

Problem 50
A pound of gold

In a small scientitic laboratoc scientist's study the effects of hot acid (m
various alloys. In a container with thick steel walls, 15 - 20 cubes of difrerent
alloys are placed. Acid is poured on them. The chamber is then closed and an
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electric oven turned on.n is test last,s between one and two weeks. The samples
are then removed and their surfaces studied under a microscope.
?It is veor bad '' said the manager of the laboratory one day GAcid has cor-

roded the walls of the containen''
<We should put in some kind of liningj'' offered one of the workers in the lab.

uslaybe we shouid use goldr
*Or platinuml said another worker.
uIt will not work > the manager responded. ''We will gain stability in the

chamber but lose in cost. I have already calculated that it will take about one
pound of gold....>
And sl/cllthrl/.y the inventor appeared.
œWhy do we have to use goldrhe said.Rlaet us look at a model ofthe problem,

and automatically we will get another solutionl
How do you build a model of the problem?
First. let us examine the problem. There is a system here. The system con-

sists of three parts - the chamber, the acid and the alloy cubes. Usually people
think that the problem is to prevent the chamber walls from being corroded by
the acid. This means that you are forced to consider the conflict between the
chamber and the acid so naturally everytlne tries to protect the walls from the
acid. Can you imagine what happens'?A small laboratoor that is studying alloys
should now drop al1 projects and start to solve a vez.y complex problem that
thousands or scientists have helplessly worked on in the past: How to protect
steele from corrosion. Suppose that this problem will Gnally l)e solved - it Nvill
take time maybe years. The alloy test has to be done today not tomorrmv.
Let's use the rules of model building. D eproduct is the cubes being tested.

'Phe acid acts on the cubes. That's it - our model ()f the problem. The chamber
does not fit in the model. The only conflict to be considered is that between the
cubes and the acid.
Here is where the most interestingthing happens.Acid corrodes the walls of

the chamben We understand the conflict between the chamber and the acid. In
our model we only have cubes and acid. Where is the conflict between them?
Where is the problem now? Acid corrodes the walls of the cubes. Let it corrode!
This is the goal ot-the test. This means that there is no conflicting situation.
In order to understand the essence of the conflict we have to remember that

we did not include the chamber in our model. The acid should stay next to the
cubes without the chamber. The acid by itself cannot do that. lt will spread all
over the place.
This is the conflict that needs to be removed. We have replaced the very

complicated tmsk of preventingcorrosion with the very
simple task of preventingthe acid touchingthe cubes Fon
from spreading or spilling.
The answer is clearwithout further analysis.n e

cube should be made hollow as a cups and then the sSa 1acid poured inside the cube.
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We can arrive at the same answer by using S-Field analysis. Gravity field
Fgr changes the shape of the acid S (forcing it to spread) and does not change1
the shape of the cube S .2
There is no S-Field It lacks one connection one arrow.
There may be only two variants:

Fos FoR
and

sz ss s s
2 t

The first varinnt is when the acid transfers its weight to the cube and
presses against it. For that the acid should be poured into the cube.
The second varinnt is when the acid and the cube have the same influence

on the gravity field. There is a fz.% fall of the acid and the cube. Under such
conditions the acid will not separate from the cube. Theoretically this is the
carrect answer. Yet practically. for the pulw se of our problem, this is a very
complicated system.
Note that guessing gave you one answer while analysis ucaught'' two.
Yes, Sherlock Holmes rejected guessing with good reason!
There is no S-Field. lt lacks one connection one arrow.
There may be only two varian/:
The first varinnt is when the acid transfers its weight to the cube and

presses against it. For that the acid should be poured into the cube.
Tbe seeond variant is when the acid and the cube have the same influence

on the gravity lield. There is a free fall of the acid and the cube. Under such
conditions the acid will not separate from the cube. Theoretically this is the
correct answer. Yet practically for the purpose of our problem this is a vez'y
complicated system.
Note that guessing gave you one answer while analysis GcaughtM two.
Yes, Sherlock Holmes rejected guessing with good reason!



Chapter 28
Fam iliar Trick: There is a Substance,
and There is No Substance
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'rhus, Pa.Z't 1 of Altlz is designed to formulate the given problem.
Part 2 of ARIZ is designed to make a transition from the problem to a

model.
lhrt 3 of ARIZ is designed to make an analysis ofthat model. First deter-

mine which element of the conflicting pair should be changed.rrhere are certain
rules for this. TheuTool'' should be changed. Only if it is impossible to change the
''T(x)l'' by the conditions ofthe task should the outside environment be changed.
n e next step is the formulation of the 1F11. (Ideal Final Result). For ex-

ample:RAcid sticks to the cube by it-selfn If the answer to theticube problem*was
not quite clear before. it should be clear now. This is a ver,y simple task. We used
it only as an example. In more complicated problems the analysis must be more
extensive. lt should l)e determined what section of the model cannot comply
with the requirements stated in the IFR and then we can fbrmulate the physi-
ca1 contradiction.
l-ook what will happen:
First we have to deal with an Inventive Situation in which several techni-

ca1 systems are included.
'rhen we move from this lnventive Situation t.o the Inventive Problem choos-

ing only one technical system.
We then build a model of the problem, taking only a section of the system

f two elements of it).
l 1 6



Finally, we choose one element and its operating zone that needs to be
changed.
With each step the area of search gets narrower. Diagnosis determines the

jick area - Gthe surgery should be done here.''
'The Gsickness'' is diagnosed. In lnventive Situations we have only c()m-

mon complaints: This is bad. inconvenient too expensive and so on. From the
diagnosis we make a transition first to the Technical Contradiction then
to the Pbysieal Contradiction.
As soon as we determine the Physical Contradiction and the ''sick''

area, the analysis is considered camplete.
For example, take Problem 40 about the clinker. We already know how to

make the transition f'rom a Situation to a Problem. Everything was left with-
out any changes. but there is no longer a cold crust on the clinker. We lzave
already discussed the model of that problem: Hot melted clinker surrounded
by cold air. Now clinker is a prtWl/cl. This means that we have to work with
the surrounding air. The IFR states that cold air should prevent the clinker
from cooling of'fl This seems at first a pretty wild thought. The cold air should
protect the clinker from the - cold air'
Let>s continue. What area osair cannot comply with thi? IFR requirement?

Probably that zone directly in contact with the surface of thfa hot clinker. Now
we can see a Physical Contradiction. That area of cold air directly above
the clinker should contain something to hold the heat, while at the same time
be empty in order to allow the clinker to be loaded and unloaded.
Hence, a special layer of some substance should bt* above the surface of

the clinker and at the same time it should not be there. bVe have already
solved similar problems.
You may remember a special rule: In those cases where we cannot

add nny foreign substance, we cnn add a modification of an existing
one as a third substance.
In our case we have only the clinker and air therefore there are only' three

ansnrers:
1. Use modified air. Heat the layer of' air that has immediate contact

with the clinker. This is a bad solution. It requires installing special burners
that pollute the atmosphere.
2. Use a modiled clinker. Cover the surface of the liquid clinker with

small balls made out of light. hard clinker. This will be good insulation.' how-
ever, it will introduce many inconveniences. The balls must be manufactured
and something must hold them inside the container during the discharge of
melted clinker.

3. Use a mixture of clinker and air. 5Iix air and clinker to obtain -
foam. This is an excellent insulator! Pour the clinker into the container and
make a layer of foam that will be a great insulator and a good cover. It will be
easy to pour out clinker without paying attention to the cover. Liquid clinker
will get through this lid easily. There is a lid and there is no Iid.
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The problem is solved in principle. What is left isjust the technical matter
of how to make the foam. The simplest method is to add a little water during
the process of filling the container with clinker. Notice the paradox: ln order
to preserve heat, the clinker is sprayed with cold water. That water, interacting
with hot clinker, will produce the clinker foam.
This problem was first solved withAltlz by the inventor Michael Sharapov

of Magnitogorsk USSR. His invention was implemented at once by many met-
allurgical plants.
The answer to the problem with the clinker is surprisingly simple. I have

no doubt that you can appreciate the GbeautyM of it.
Logical steps. and directions of thought are probably the most compli-

cated things. I recommend re-reading these pages. Follow how we moved
from the situation to the problem, and Enally to the model - how the IFR
and the physical contradiction were formulated - and h0w we searched for
the substance that both existed and did not exist at the same time. This is a
small fragment of ARIZ, but if you understand step by step how the task is
worked out then you have gotten the meaning ofARlz and this book has not
been read in vain.
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Chapter 29
If The Problem is Stubborn
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In 800 AD, the Roman Pope had ttl crown Carl the Great. This was a seri-
ous problem. On one hand, it was necessary for the Pope ttl place the crown on
Carl's head; however, in the eyes c,f subordinates, this meant that Carl be-
came the lawful Emperor with the Church's official consent. On the other
hand, this could not be permitted because it would meaa that Carl woutd get
his power from the Pope - and the Pope could also take it back.
The problem as you can see, is a typical inventive one - and Carl the

Great found the correct solution. The coronation sermon was going smoothly
When the Pope lifted the crown to place it on Carl's head, Carl took the crown
from the Pope's hands and placed it on his head himself So, half way the
crown was in the Pope's hands, and the other half it was in Carl's hands. The
contradictory requirements were separated in space and time. At the begin-
ning, the coronation was in the hands of the Pope. At the ends it was in the
hands of Carl.
The fourth part of ARIZ was designed precisely to remove this type of

ctmtradiction.
Method 28: Separation of contradictory requirements in time and/

or in space.
The analysis of problems does not always lead to answers even when

ione precisely Very often it happens that a contradiction is determined and
formulated, but the means of removing it remains unknown. In the first part
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OCARIZ. means to combat the contradiction were collected.
At first. simple tools are ofrered - like those that separate contradictory

requirements in time and space. If the contradiction cannot be solved then
more complex tools should be used from the table of S-Field transformations.
By that time, the kinds of substances and fields the model of the problem is
built with should be known. Then it is not so dimcult to draw an S-neld
diagram, and the table shows how to transform the diagram to get our an-
swer. If the problem still cannot be solved. the fburth part OI-ARIZ ofrers one
more tool: A Table of Physical Effects and Phenomena. It also reveals in
which cases the table should be used.
Suppose we have difriculty in solving Problem 37 - how to replace the

microscrewt In the Table we look in the section 'iMicromovements.'' There we
f5nd three physical effects - thermal expansion, opposite piezoefrect. and map
netostriction. We can then open a reference book to get mpre details on these
effbcts.
What if the problem continues to be stubborn? Then the last reserve is

used: The Table of Typical Methods and Principles.
In order to develop this table, over forty thousand patents were analyzed.

Only very strong patents were selected. The table shows what kind of meth-
ods can be used to remove technical contradictions. In essence, this table re-
flects the experience of several generations of inventors. It shows you how
inventors solved problems that were similar to yours.
If one feels that the problem is still not solved, then somewhere in the

beginning there was a mistake. One should go back to Part 1 OCARIZ.
After the problem is solved. the work is still not snished. A careful step-

by-step analysis of the solution is performed in order to yield solutions to new
problems. This is Part 5 of ARIZ. Then the development of found solutions
bejprins and is used toward solving other problems. This is Part 6 of ARIZ.
For example, the idea of a protective layer made out of foam in the clinker

problem can be used again in Problem 39 tthe transportation of coal by con-
vcyor belt). Let's cover the ore on the conveyor with a layer of foam to elimi-
nate the dust. lt's easy, and the foam will also not interfere with unloading
the conveyor - an excellent solution.
(PaH 7 of ARlz is a selr-check. Here one compares the actual procedure

used in solving the problem with that offered byAlllz. Were there deviations?
Why? Did ARIZ have flaws in its steps? Why? Can we add to the list of stan-
dards the new one found?
ln schools and seminars on ARIZ, hundreds orwritten solutions are ana-

lyzed every year. These notes alltnv us to determine what mistakes were made
by the students and/or by ARIZ. Such mistakes are studjed carefully, and
corrections are entered into the system ofAltlz. At the beginning I compared
ARIZ with a town. Now we can say that ARIZ is a town where the construc-
tion of new buildings is a continuous process. Small new blocks are built old
blocks are rebuilt. and new roads are constructed.
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Chapter 30
How to Becom e a Master

Very often I have had to answer the question: i'How can I become an
inventoo'' Sometimes people say: '4please look at my project and tell me
whether or not I can be an inventon'' The projects al'e usually very weak, but
this has no bearing on an ability to become an inventtdr.
When I was in the fourth grade an idea struck me: ''What would happen

if a blimp was made with a vacuum inside? After all. the lighter the gas
inside the blimp. the more force there would be to Iift it upq''
A very brilliant idea came out of that conclusion: lf inside the blimp a

complete vacuum could be developed then the lifting force would be great-
est. 1 never realized that, in this case, atmospheric pressure w'ould crush the
blimp!
So. how to become an inventor?
This is not difrerent from how to become a writer a surgeon, a pilot and

so on.
Anyone can become a professional in any type ()f' activity in general.

First, one has to get an education then graduate f'rom college. There are
institutions for most professions. If this is a new proression one must edu-
cate oneself. H()w did a person become a motion picture cameraman in, let
us say. 19109. By independently learning this new profession through prac-
tice. How did a person become a professional in rocket technology in 1930?
Again, independently studying the subject from books. and practicing with
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other groups orinterested people. At the end of 1950 the science of technol-
ogy forecasting was formed. Where did such professional people come from?
All of them had come from other professions - engineers economists his-
torians and so on.
1 want to emphasize that anyone can become a prolbssional - you just

have to learn the subject matter. That's it. Out of the thousands of people
who graduate from high school probably al1 can become professionals. In re-
ality, this not tnle. And from a thousand professionals only one hundred may
become Master ortheir profession.
Again, I must emphasize that in general eveorone can become a Master.

ln reality one out of ten do so because of the high price it costs in labor. Profes-
sionals study hard for five or six years - and sometimes ten years. A Master
learns a1l his life. A professional works seven or eight hours a day - maybe
nine or ten. A Master works all the time. Sometimes people say.. Kdlmok at him!
How talented be is! Eveorthing he does seems so easy'' This is a ridiculous
statement because talent is 99 percent hard work.
What then?
Then. out often Masters, only one will become a RGrandmastenr Here, not

everything depends on the person. First of all demand for theuGrandmaster's''
product needs to emerge from society Someone first needs to order a unique
building from auMaster-Architect* providing the necessary challenge for that
Master to stretch and grow to RGrandmasten'' There are also ather outside
factors. The area of the Master's activity should have potentials for develop-
ment. In the 19th Century there were many great Masters who designed and
built sailing ships. But the Grandmaster ofshipbuilding soon became a watch-
maker and a painter when the inventor Robert Fulton built the unpretentious
steamboat.
When one asks how to become an inventor what one really has in mind is

how to become a Master - or even Grandmaster. Now you know the answer.
First, you have to become a professional. Anyone can accomplish that. Then
we will see....
As yet there are no learning institutions to teach how to become an inven-

ton But, there are many seminars courses schools and public institutions in
Russia today that teach inventive creativity However, this book is enough for
you to get started.
Much useful inrormation is published in difrerent magazines in Russia.

Articles on diobrent physical chemical and geometrical effects create an
interest among readers. A special page in the magazine Pioneer Frlz/à is
called GTo Invent? It is so difricult! It is so simplelM This is very useful. The
meaning of the title is clear. lt is difficult to invent without having knowl-
edge of inventive methods. It is much easier with that knowledge. The pur-
pose of Pioneer Truth's page is to create a competition and an interest in
creative thinking among readers. They can get a11 the help they want. Win-
ners get prizes, books and other gifts.
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Below are six problems from that magazine. Try your ability. lf you can
solve faur out of six, you have a good chance of winning.
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starts to dbark.'' It is not difficult to understand hOw the toy moves on the
floflr. There is a battery, an electric motor, and w'heels. lt is also easy to
understand how it barks. There îs a battery, a small speaker, and so on.
The trick is to find out how the dog can fsnd one specific stick out t)f many.
A real dog does it by sniffing the object. But the toy should do it differently.
What kind of invisible mark can be placed on that stick, and how can the
(log detect it. lf you find it difficult to get the answer, look at a seventh
jrade physics textbook.

Problem 52
Dangerous planet

A very unusual Planet was described in a Gction story. Everything on
that planet was similar to our Planet Earth except that the birds and in-
sects flew at supersonic speeds. We are not going to clarify how they did
this. The essence nf the story is that it was very dangerous to encounter
such creatures. They could kill you like a bullet. So, the air is filled with
Tying bullets'' andtçshells.Mrlawo casmonauts disembarked from their space-
sàip and were nearly killed. Even an armored vehicle was destroyed by
tkese supersonic diflies.'' Can you imagine being a member of an expedition
on that planet?
Offer safety measures fbr the cosmonauts.

problem 53
Icicles in roof gutters and downspouts

In spring a 1ot of snow collects in gutters and downspouts. During the
iay, it melts partially and at night freezes again. Slowly but surely a huge
ice plug is developed inside the spout. The length of that plug sometimes
 reaches several meters. This plug is held tight inside by attaching itself to
1 tàe inner wall of the spout. On spring days the sun heats the spout melt-
ling the surface ()f the huge icicle. Finally it falls down, breaking the bend
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in the spout. Splinters of that icicle can fly out from the spout and hurt
pedestrians,
You have to find a way to prevent downspouts from being damaged

and pedestrians from being hurt when the spout icicles fall down.

Problem 54
A drop of paint is the main hero

Once upon a time the inventor B. Travkin discovered that when a
drop of tooth-cleaning liquid is put on the surface of water it develops a
umoving flower'' effect. In order to better see this effect the inventor added
black ink to the t00th cleaner. This is how the invention called Fokaj
started. Fokaj is the Russian abbreviation ofuthe patterns developed from
contacts between active liquids.'
It is easy to make a motion picture by using Fokaj. For instance a thin

layer of yellow liquid is poured into a glass pan. Then one drop of a blue
liquid is added. On the border between blue and yellow a green ring ap-
pears.The drop spreads slowly, mixes with more liquid. the colors change,
and a freakish play of color suddenly appears. The glass pan is lighted
and the camera starts. lt looks like a scene f'rom another planet lighted
by a e'blue sun.' Fokaj is very appealing, because ordinary liquids can be
used: varnish glycerin, iiquid soap. ink and glue. At the same time Fokaj
has one shortcoming. lt is impossible to control the movement ofthe drops
and the play of colors. The camera operator has to interrupt shooting and
make corrections with a brush and a stick. This is too cumbersome. Our
goal is to control the drop movements from the bottom of the pan during
the photographing of the scene.

For instance, the cameramark has to make a movie depivting ball light-
ning. The pan is 5lled with blue liquid two-to-three millimeters deep. This
will be the sky. We add one drop of orange liquid. The drop falls down to
the bottom of the pan. Around the drop a color crown appears. So far ev-
erything is fine. We now have ball lightning. The problem is how to con-
trol the movement or that crown. The ball lightning should spin and have
a spiral movement - or take some other path. Ball lightning sometimes
splits-up. How can we split our drop? How can we show the explosion?
You can see now how simple the problem is. How can we find a way to

control the motion of the drop without a brush or a stick'?

Problem 55
We can manage the droplets

A testing device was assembled in one of the laboratories. A ver.y important
test had t.o be performed with polm ers.This device has a vertical tube, inside of
which a droplet of polymer has to fall. 'l'he device was turned on and....
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(trlaurn it off,'' said the supervisor of the laboratory. Rlt's no good. We
need small droplets, and what we have now are only large drops.''

aonly large droplets could be made,'' said the engineer. 'srrhere is noth-
ing we can do.''

tdsve have to break up the drops while they are falling,'' objected the
supervisor. 4t1 do not know how to do that... . lnstall a screen? No, that's no
gocpd either. The droplets shouldn't have any obstacles in their fa1l.''
And suddenly the inventor appeared.
'dllon't worry, we can manage the droplets '' he said. ïtWe have one sub-

stance. Let's add another substance and a field. lt is very simple. The field
will act on tbe second substance to break down drops into droplets while
they t13,.''

Problem 56
# and B were sitling on a pipe

There are two devices - A and B - connected by a steel pipe. Usually
(IeviceA has a higher temperature then devicel. The pipe is heated, and the
heat radiates through the walls of the pipe from A to B (similar to heat from
h0t tea radiating through the cup into the handle). Sometimes the tempera-
ture in device B sharply increases. Heat should not move from B to A. What
tan be done with the pipe so that the heat is conducted only in one direction -
from A to B?
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Chapter 31
It Takes W it
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Technical problems must be solved in a11 areas of human activity. The foun-
dation of these problems is a1' ways the removal of contradictions. ln time a theory
for solving problems will be developed in science ar't and the administrative
activities of society Individual theories will slowly blend into aucommonTheory
ofcreativeThinkinpnrfhis may happen in 20 to 3oyears.rroday we must perfect
our Creative Thinlting process by solving inventive problems.
We can start with problems that require only our minds and some thought.

These problems do not require any specialized knowledge of physics. They can
be solved by sixth grade students who need only think a little.

Problem 57
The hunter and the dog

Once there was an old hunter who brought his dog hunting in the forest.
The dog barked when it found its prey, and the hunter walked toward the
sound. But disaster struck when the hunter lost his hearing. In order to find
its prey. the dog must be free and not kept close to the hunter. But. since the
hunter couldn't hear the dog barking, the dog must stay close enough to be
within the hunter's sight. This is a contradiction!
And sltddenlv the Jatlt?nlfpc. . .
No! In this story the inventor did not appear. The o1d hunter stanred for



many days trying to think of what to do. Finally he found the solution.
Let us try to solve the pmblem.Fimt we have to dmw a diagram ofthe amditions

of the problem: Y og'' S tArrow 1) develops an acottstical lield - barks (F .).!
. zhkt

Field F , acts on Rllunter's earsm S (Arr0w 2). The hunter walks towardA( 2
the dog - S (Arrow 3).1
Now we have an S-Field, and everything is fine..
When the hunter lost his hearing, he couldn't hear the dog barking. The

field F still exists but does not act on the hunter (see the far right line on; ae1
the drawing below).

F
2 4

sa -- --+ s4a

F#'
Z 1

z#
sa sl

The S-Field is now destroyed: F is not acting on S , and therefore S is notac 2 2
moving towards S . What can we do?1
(7l-cott- , it is not acceptable to keep the dog next to the huntzm It is not accept-

able either to ofl'er a hearing aid. The old hunter dces not lmve that kind of help.
ln solving this problem avoid using the N'rial and Erroremethod.This prob-

1em is homework.You can find the answer in the book Evil Spirit ofYambooh by
G. Fedoseyev.

Probsem 58
There are alibis, but....

The following story appeared in an issue of the magazine World o/-Atfwert-
turesï One night two people were killed. One was the gangster Morgan, and the
other was a scientist Leo Lanser. In tbe srst murder case the suspect was
Morgan's competinggangster, Foytln the second case the suspect was professor
Graycher. However, each suspect submitted proof of their alibis. In the end the
prosecutor convicted both suspect's. The question is: How could they both have
committed crimes and yet still have proven alibis?

Problem 59
The arrow of Robin Hood

Robin Hood raised his bow and fired. An arrow flew through the air toward
the sherifs scout.
uHe missed againlnexclaimed the film director. f''l'wo metel-s higher than the

target! We have a champion archer as a stuntman and nothing is going right.''
Nl-et's make a composite scenec ofl-ered the cameraman.eWe will take three

dilrerent shots. First the bow and then the flying arrow. Robin Hood will then



move within three meters of the scout and l will make the final shot. l hope that
from a distance of three metem he can hit the target. n en we will make a
montage of the clips and be Enishedc
uNeverl' the producer shouted. tq'he audience knows this trick too well. The

scene should be shot continuously Robin Hood releases the arrow. n e arrow
flies and strikes the scout in the heart. Everyone should see that Robin Hlxyd
made the shot from a distance. We need reality'
Gn en you will have to make the movie without mec said the actor playing

the role of the scout and he pulled a piece of plmood from his jacket pocket.
ultobin Hood himself could never hit his target from that distance. This is ter-
rible! 1 must concentrate on acting, but instead I have to think about what hap-
pens if the arrow is ofrjust a little bit....''
The stuntman playing Robin Hood walked over and spread his arms with a

guilty face. t*I never worried during the Olm pic games ms much as I do now. l
raise the bow at the last moment because I-m afraid IR1 shoot the actoro
Uomorrow the weather will not be right * the cameraman said. Glt's best to

finish this scene today'
And M4! lnventor appeured.
uWe can do it todayo he said.t%ejust need a little trick and the arrow will

hit the spot with the wooden plate.'
In half an hour the shooting continued and the scene was snished without

complications. What do you think the Inventor ofrered?
Let's try to clarify the conditions of the problem: Combined shots were

not allowed. Robin Hood was standing far from the scout, and the audience
must see the arrow fly and hit the scout. In thejacket of the actor playing the
scout was a small wooden board that the arrow must hit. The target was not
only small it was moveable.
Robin Hood sees the scout coming out from behind a tree, and the shoot-

ing begins.
So far, we have had detective problems and problems in cinematography

Now we will oflbr you a problem from the theater.

Problem 60
The flag of Gascon

Once there was a rehearsal of Cyrano dt' Scrgerac by Rostand, Beautiful
decorations were made and the actoo played their parts very well - yet the
producer wms not satistied.
Gl-lerv Gasam defie.s the enemyc he said to his mqskqtant. N'he fhg is set on a tall

flagpole overcxascon's pxsition.'nzis is the center of the battle.Butwe cannot/èc! itl
*rWhy is thatr asked the assistant. lcyrann is Eghting under the flag.r
'q'he (IM is hanging motionless,M said the producer GIt lœks lAe a piece of cloth.

rl'he llag should fly in the windl'
el-low can we do that?'' the assistant said spreading out his hands. R'I'he
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stage is big, and we would have to in- -r.= ; (1 ' $. :LT ?-x.zk.. I .'' , (''. t. - . . j - . .-i
stall a huge fan in order to llutter the ';y J-- I ..-..--- -. -c/ ( -./#, .'') 'xy --- -? ' î.-flag. The noise would be like an airport. : r -(1 ,I' '': 

...1::.
' -

- -...-' .4.I cannot think how to make that flag fly 1 ' ! ,.g -..r .-;: gE $ .. ; .
without a fan.'' *? fiF ï? t' . - . <. ... . x ? .'tx(1 E ! ! ) @'k. j .And here the inventor appeared. . ?.. ..... , 1 . :
Zf)f the fla Should proudly fly .J ' '''''-'1''Q:course g -  i I ..

, (( ' j l.? ! .-.as if in a wind,' he said. There is a Patent J u( à .
#800332.'5 ' - -'

+- ' ' '' -'i'q f '
Problem 61 ' w -''' . R
I am going to the toy store-... C-'h - . . - ''

t)o..v T uo . . - :
. )'t / 'Abig apparatus was developed and as- ' . . '-x = '

sembled in one of the Colleges of Physics.
lts main part was a huge magnet 50 meters tall. The apparatus required great
accuracy so the magnet was perfectly straight and highly polished.
And suddenly the worst thing happened. A couple of kilograms of iron pow-

der were found on the polished surface of
. . .. the magnet. Physicists were very con-

cerned. How could they clean that powder
ofr the magnet? The magnetic field was
holding every particle of iron so tight it was
impossible to blow or wash the powder ofll

'! 'tk If a scraper was used, the polished mag-ef ?
.
'''-- ''. net surface would be destroyed. Dissolv-

'' J ing the powder with acid was no good be-
. cause the acid would corrode the magnet.

.: ; . j p;
-r ' And the inventor appeared, ofcourse.
i .Cl am going to the toy storelhe said. fêl
Z'V. will clean the magnet in half an hour,''

U a.-- .-..-. . - =. a c.w  .. vi-os'-
stances and the Field. In order to break
up this S-lpield we have to introduce a

third substance. 'Wrhat kind of substance should be introduced?
The patent was issued on this solution to this problem. By the way ftluz-th

grade students also solved this problem.

Froblem 62
Lazurite for liRtlnning on Waves''

In the stoz'y <dlkldnnl'ng-on-svavesy'' by Alexander Green, there was a beautiful
memorial in Gel-Gue square of a mysterious womarl nmning over the surface of the
sea. One day a young sculptor appem-ed who wanted to erect exactly the same
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memorial as in that story lt was easy to . .;. . . . ' : .
.. . . J r . ' : . : .

ake a statue of the woman - li ht .i J '' -' 'J' 'n' -- -'z' ' - ' ' -'' : '. 'm g , . . - . . - . ( - k - - . j , . .icnr.
.;?- x acqjj-- j 'k. . 

,
y. j L - .t 2 :rushing

, mysterious. Under her feet the fx 'ntxqr.t::àa wacjég. krz .j% LVR Q îscttlptor decided f.o place a flat plate of $ .
lxazurite, a natural bluish-white stone

'niscent of a fonming œean. K -that Ls reml
Filty large stone blocks were deliv-

ered to his shop. The most efficient ' * l
method was employed to form a cube
out of the stone blocks. A torch was used 's. '''
to level the surface of the stone. Sharp, W-Y'.''TLr' * 'or uneven, edges were melted by the
flame.rl'he work, howeveq went slowly
it was necessary to remove the torch and check each surface pericdically The
work was often interrupted out of fear that the overheated Lazurite might
crack.
rnw sculptor was nenrous, Green's memorial celebration was neam but dtRur1-

niné'cotlld notbe erected inthe town squm'e. Oncerthe sculptor's sixth-grade daughter
ofrered a simple method to allow speedinpup the leveling process by a factor of ten.
The speed of the wtlrk increased without interruption. Do you have arl idea whatthe
sculpfor's daughter offered?

Problem 63
An ideal solution

Welding by friction is one of the most simple methods of connecting two
metals. One piece of metal is placed in a fixed position while the other is
rotated against it. As long as there is a gap between the metal pieces nothing
happens. As soon as the parts are pressed together high heat develops in the
area of contact, and the metal starts to melt. If we apply high pressure the tw0
parts will weld together,

In a factory, a pipe line has to be built out of cast iron pipes 10 meters
long. These pipes should be connected by welding them with friction. In ()r-
der to turn these pipes, a huge machine must be built. The pipeline should gcl
through several shops in the factory The chief engineer decided to get advice
from his engineers.
'%Ve cmmot change the method of welding/he said. KWelding by friction must be

used. The welding machine cannot fit in the shops the pipeline has ttl go through.''
%tWe can stop production in the first shop, dismantle the equipment, install

the pipeline, and put the equipment together again. Then go on to the next
shop,'' said one engineer.

ttrrhat won't work,'' said another engineer N'he shop w111 lose a 1ot of time. We can
build the pixline out of shozt pipes only 50 centimetezs lonpA smaller machine can
turn the pipe. We could install the pipeline without clistlzrbing the shop.''
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txhat is no good eitherym replied the chief engineen Y ith pipes of this length
we will have a lot of seams, and the pipeline would be unreliable. Besides, we
cazmet change the projed. It wœs decided the pipes should be 10 meters long,
and that's how long they should be.''
And suddenly the inventor appeared.
'*I can ofrer an ideal solutionl he said. d'There is a contradiction here. The

pipe should be rotated in order to be welded - and the pipe should not be ro-
tated in order to avoid using a big machine. The ideal solution is: 'I'he pipe is
rotated and it is not rotated. For that we have 1....> What do you think?

Problem 64
A device that never fails

In a chemical processing plant a container is filled with a very corrosive
liquid. The foreman complained to his boss: RI have to know how much liquid
flows from the container into the reactor We have tried difrerent devices of
metal and glass but the liquid soon corrodes theml
ç'We now have metal containers that resist corrosion * the boss repeated.

%'We can order a device made of this metall
GIt will take too much timel said the foreman.
fiWhat if we just measure the level of the liquid in the containerr asked

the boss.
uWe will not get the required accuracyy'' answered the foreman. urf'he level

of the liquid changes very little. Just try to see it. Besides, it is inconvenient
because the container is installed next to the ceiling.''
An# here the inventor appeared.
uMy device will work forever,m he said. u'Try to measure not liquid but....''

TU to solve this preblem.
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Chapter 32
Keys to Problems
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Now, Iet's work out problems stated
in previous chapters. This will make it
easier for you to solve other problems.

% Z I
Ij 

y ,.4 . .... .Y+z . .
We will start with Problem #11. '' 1 .

painting children's wooden furni- '
tureaThe solution is to paint the tree be- .-x 1fore cutting it down. A paint solution is j; ,, 1 x .. .. - % Ipnured over the roots of the tree. The so-
lution mixes with the tree's sap and spreads throughout the tree.
Problem #13, m-inding glass sheets, is not dimcult to solve. Tempo-

rary thin sheets of glass are packed in a thick bundle and ground together.
Problem #16 is about tbe airplane that made an emergency land-

ing in a leld. We should use a diri-

T
. . ... .' , ;,

gible, and we should not use a dirigible.
'rwo big elastic bags are placed under
the wings and filled with air. These
bags gently lift the airplane. Big plat-
forms on wheels are placed under these
bags. Now we can tow the airplane.
There ïs a dirigible, and there is ata di-



rigible - the airplane is sup-
ported by airbags.
Problem #20 is about the

catamaran. It is also not com-
plicated. If you remember tech-
nical systen:s during the third
stage of their developrnent be-
conae nlore dynn nnic nàore nex-
ible, and more organized.
Inventor E. Lapin received

Patent #524728 on the catalna- - .
ran. It had two bodies connected ' ...-
with expandable poles allowing ' =
the bodies to be close to each othen . x .'y ' uThis catamaran could also go '- .-
through shallow parts of the river X - -/
with greater ease. ?
Problem #24, about the -

a=  ) . . -. jdredgingmaehine, has asimi-
.7' ...s.z. . ' = '

lar solution. rrhe pipeline should J
b d TlAmic - more ' ''ecome more y
tlexible and moveable. During good weather the pipeline stays allove water. Dun
ing a storm, it goes underneath the water

I *ocw
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Pmblem #25 is about tbe pro-
peller for Carlson. It also can be
solved by transformation of the techni-
cal system into a dynamic and change-
able one. 'rhe propeller should be big
during flight and small on the ground.
'I'he blades ofthe prop can be made of
thin, llexible strips which are then
wound-up like a toy Gtongue.'' While
spinning, the blades ofthe prop will un-
wind and become f'ull size blades. When
the propellerstalls, the blades will curl
back.
It is interesting that several inven-

t.t)r.6 were imsued patents on similar de-
sigrzs. To save drowning Ixwople, a long
elastic pim is curled 1r1t0 a roll. As soon
as air is forced inside the pipe, it Nvill tm-
wind and stretch from the boat towards
the drosvning person.
Problem #23 is about a contour



Iine movie and is dilcult. But you know the nzle: Ferromagnetic powder
introduced into a substance can act to control the substance's movements
through a magnetic field. lnstead of a cord. we can take a flexible tube and 511
it up with ferromagnetic powder. We can even take a thread soak it in glue
and cover it with powder The thread is placed on a thin irksulated plate, and
eontrolled by a stmng magnetic field from underneath the plate.
Problem #26 is ahmt the setting of diamond ' , and is more com-

plex than the previotls problem. lron wwder must be sprayed over the diamontks
With the contml of a magnetic seld, all diamonds will align topup.
These problems are similar to Problem #57 about the hunter and the

dog. In order for a field to act on a substance another substance should be
added which can respond to that seld. Another xtsubstance' responding to the
sound field should be added to the hunter.
Problem #27 is almutpackap ..-x -'7q j .ing apples. Here we have t.o use the z'' ''' illl p., - .. . k . i lr Ii , -nzle about breaking-up the S-Field. / . ,,r ? . 2.A third substance, also fruit-like, iI'I;'IrI.t j r.,should be placed between two collid- : ,

ingfruits. Letis place twodozen ping- '''
b 1Is into a carton ofapples.'rhe T tV) '' 17Pong a .;... .w y jballs will soften the impact of the '

z
'-
..- 

-'-  . tr!.x I. . z; --aysapples. The carton is placed on a .' j.'î --, -.q;.>g... ...:? vo- . ,,.. . . ,. yjl avibro-table. The balls, being lighter, . j c.k ..c .j,r..-. . . . >ill rise to the top of the fruit and ' ' - Z 2 ' - = - . ' 2 - - -W .

take the abuse away from the falling . ' ' '. ' .'. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' '. . . . .

apples.
'l''he question arises: ''What should we do with the balls after the carton is

filled with applesr
lt is ridiculous to pick them out by hand and put them into another carton.

'Phe problem of how to move objed,s is already known to you. A steel plate is
installed into the body of the balls.An electromagnet is placed above the car-
ton.Alter the carton is filled the electromagnet is turned on, and all the balls
jump out of the carton.'rhe conveyor removes the full carton and positions an
empty one.'rhe electromagnet is turned offand al1 the balls fall into the empty
carton - and the cycle star'ts over again.
Problem #38 is about iron powder mixed witb a polm er.This prob-

lem is similarto the one in the third chapter about oil./l'he answer is the same.
An iron compound is used that breaks-up in hot polymer
Problem #44, about the oil pipeline, is more complicated. There are

liquids in the pipeline next to each other and they are separated only by a big
rubber ball. Lret us use Operator STC. In our mind, let us decrease the size of
the ball. Instead of one big ball. we will use many tennis balls, or floating
pelletsqA patent on this type of plugwas issued.This solution is venrlogical -
a rigid system becomes more dynamic, This corresmnds with the natural ten-



dency of the development of technical systems.
If we continue the experiment we will have to make a transition from pellets

to even smaller particles - molecules. A new jdea now emerges: Make a plug
out of liquid f)r gas. A gas uplug'' cannot separate the oil because oil can pass
through gas. But a liquid Rplugn is possible. For example one of the products is
kerosene, then a Nvater plugl and then the other pmdud is gasoline.
This water separator has a lot of advantages. It never sticlts inside the pipe-

line or the pumping station. There is a disadvantage to using a water separator.
The petroleum product before and after theuplu/'will impregnate the inside of
the ltplug'' and slowly mix with it. lt will be dimcult to separate the petroleum
from the water at the final station, and this mixed ipluge must be thrown away

Let us try to formulate the IFR. The liquid substance of the separator at the
final station hms f.o separate from the petroleum by itselfl n ere are only two
possibilities. Either the liquid becomes solid and settles down, or it becomes
gaseous and evaporates.
Remember the oId principle: Matter can be dissolved only within similar

matten Petroleum is an orgnnic substance. We need a separator that will not
dissolve in petroleum.n erefore the separator should be made of a non-organic
liquid. It should be inexpensive safe and inez.t to petroleum. Having so many
precise characteristics we can easily find the needed substance in a handbook.A
Gseparatoe' made out of Aqua Ammonia will secure the separation of petr'o-
Ieum products and go through the pipeline without a problem. During transpor-
tation. this separator will partially mix with the petroleum. 'rhis is no real dan-
genAt the final station, the ammonia will turn into a gas and evaporate, and the
petroleum will stay in the reservoir.
After solving the uplug'' problem, we can now attack Problem #48 - the

lxydy of tbe sbip. Under the conditions of this problem the body of the ship
should l)e flexible and moveable.Well, let us imagine that the body of the ship is
made of liquid. n is seems a crazy idea. But we already have some expertise in
the transformation of solid matter
into liquid. At the same time, the
model made of miniature dwames Y.e- * N .can lead to this idea. .............-.--  

'' 'x..
So, instead ol' a steel sheet we . ......% .-

will use aqiquir one.n e first con- .-.--.................w ...-.- -- '

cer.n is to protect the liquid from
spilling. A flexible lining has to be
installed - maybe one made of -- ' x''Af-fx *#- - - ' - -strong rubber -  and must con- --- v--
nected with paztitions.'lhis way the
wall will look like hot water heat- , .. .- 

X X O
. - : . > .h .4;3qbve ) ' .. ..' .. . 

*
ing pads. It is funny but some in- w .. ... #?'1 az?' ç z ( .* ..'ventors think that the skin of dol- ..a-. ..- -. 
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.- .- -  -  w  -
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phins looks like this. -'- =



Models built with this design create less friction duringtowingbecause they
have less turbulence. Howeverk these flexible skins are not ms efricient as that of
dolphins. Dolphins can change the shape of their skin by adjusting to diffbrent
environmenf-s. The man-made skin is Gdead O lacking movement. Another prob-
1em now appems: How can we control every palt of this flexible skin?
Notice that very often one problem creates another. We must constantly

move fomvard.
The problem about creating flexible skin can be easily solved because it is

a problem concerning 'urelocation.M You need to control the movement of the
liquid under the skin. Let us build an S-inield: Ferromagnetic particles added
to the liquid allow control with electromagnets. This patent, #457529 was
issued not to ship builders, but to scientists.
One question remains: Can ships exist without a body? Such ships al-

ready exist and you know about them - ralts. They have no body because
wooden logs are the cargo and during transit they become the body. British
Patent #1403191 describes a ship with a long snakelike body made of steel
boxes used as containers. The small uheadM is the tugboat towing the long
Gbodyr of containers.
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Chapter 33
Simple Rules
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Perhaps the main and most annoy-
ing, mistake of beginning inventors is
their desire to achieve results while ig-
noring losses. Take for example Prob-
lem #33 -  the propane tank. It is not
difficult to measure the weight of the left-
over liquid if from time to time, you
weigh the tank. But it is a very heavy
tank, so this procedure is costly and in-
convenient.A good solution is to have the
tank signal when only a little gas is left.

Look at the drawing. The bnttom of
the tank is made with a slope, and a
weight is installed in it. As long as the
tank has enough liquid gas in it the tank
will maintain a vertical position. When
the gas reaches a lower level the weight
will tilt the tank and thus signal the low
level uf gas.
Note that this result is achieved with

practically no cost. There is no need to
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change the gas tank. Install a wooden base with an asymmetrical weight -
and the regular tank will become a Gtalking tank.'
French inventors, who first thought about this. got Patent #4564031n the

Soviet Union.

Problem 65 .-.-. g.,How can we help the workers *)% 1 
- *
.ï. #' .

.yJ.
Perhaps you have seen workers move -

a heavy railroad rail. Several people set $ h7 .
their crowbars underneath the rail and ..e
at a command, tlip it over and over until
it reaches the right position. This is hard
and dangerous work. lf one worker dozes
the rail could pull the bar from his hand
and.... How can we help the w'orkers?
Let us use simple rules while working

with this problem: '
Rule #1: Before starting to solve '

the problem, determine why the
problem occurs.
Indeed. why is it dimcult to move these

rails? Because they are heavy? However
a pipe of the same weight could roll over easily with Iittle force applied. This
means that the rail does not uknow'' how to roll.
Rule #2: State the contradiction.
The rail should be round in order to roll easily and it should stay as a rail

in order to be used as a railroad track. Here we have to use our imagination.
We introduce contradictory requirements - the rail should stay a rail and at
the same time should roll like a pipe.
Rule #3: Imagine the Ideal Solution (imagine yourself as a magi-

cian).
Turn on a1l your powers of imaginationî The ideal solution will look like

this.. The rail, during relocation becomes - as in a fairy tale - rollable.
If one eagerly tries to solve this problem without consideration of losses

the answer is simple - place two wheels on the rail's ends. However in order
to do that you have to lift the rail and for that you need a lifting mechanism.
Once again, only those solutions are good which allow you to reach a result
without complicating the system, or without adding considerable cost.
Engineer B. Bogaenco received his Patent #742514 for a simple solution.

Four magnetic half-rounded inserts. two on each side of the rail. temporarily
make the rail round and help it roll. These inserts are easy to install and
remove.
Now we are tlffering two more problems using these rules.
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In a Research Laboratory, wa-
ter is tested for microbes.A porous
metallic plate is used to collect
samples. The plate is dipped in wa-
ter then pulled out. Blotting pa-
per is then applied to one side of
the plate. This paper soaks the
water from the plate. and the mi-
crobes are left on the other sido.
The microbes can not get through
the pores of the plate. This side of
the plate is then placed under a mi-
croscope and the number of mi-
crobes counted.

Problem 66
Microbe hunters

Only ten analyses per day can be done this way in the lab. Then one day
the program was changed and every day the lab would have to test 500 plates.
Rilach test takes a Iot of times* said

the manager of the lab. u'l'he plate should
be divided into 100 strips and alI strips ' .' .''

Z>d 'should be checked out through the mi- ..
/croscope. We have to find a way to do this ' z'

, z , zz''z y y. .without using the microscopel'' #'
uWithout the microscope'?m asked an-

other scientist. .6We can do that only if g . Q' //
each microbe was as big as a dime.'- t

Everybody laughed. / ' .''..V
A??# suddenlv the i'?1 rtz?

'

l ?or clp.lat>cl'cd. '':
''Let's use our rules '' he said. zz./.z./' z .zjRule #1: Find out why the prob- s:.>.

lem occurred.
We have already determined this. Mi-

crobes are very small and that is why we have to use a microscope - a very
slow process.
Rule #2: State the contradiction.
Fine! Microbes have to be small - by nature invisible - and microbes

have to be big in order to see them with human eyes.
Rule #3: Imagine the Ideal Solution.
Here it is: A microbe in water is small and as soon as it comes out of the

water. it increases in size.
''Thank you,'' said the manager. '-pkrow. we can solve the problem easily.''
W'hen w'orking on this problem remember that optical devices projec-
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tors, screens, and so on - cannot give you the necessary effect.A very simple
device is required.

Problem 67
Grease with a secret

At a pipe-rolling mill lo-meter pipes are produced out of red-hot steel plates.
Fresh-made pipes, still very hot need to be covered inside with a layer of grease
several millimeters. How can we do that?
At first glance the problem seems a simple one. It is possible f.o tuse a plat-

form on wheels that goes thnmgh the pipe and covers the surface with grease.
Unfortunately this solution is far from ideal. The speed of the production pro-
cess will slow down and it will take a complicated machine t.o grease the inner
surface of the pipe.
Several engineers recently received a patent on an invention which allows

this process to be done fast and accurately
Let's try to compet,e with this team! Think for a mement: Why did this prob-

lem appear?
'rhere is nothing complicated about covering flat sheets with grease. But a

pipe - a very hot pipe - is inconvenient for this type of work. Here is the
contradiction: It is easy to grease a flat sheet; howeveq we have to grease a pipe
-  and a pipe is not flatl'f'he sheet should be flat, and the sheet should l)e a pipe.
The ideal solution is to grease something flat - not a pipe and not a steel sheet.
That something should transfer gremse into the pipe and . . . disappear.
These rules mint in the general direction of the solution. 'l'he rest is up to

your logic. Remembeq it requires a solution clase to the ideal one. The whole
trick is that grease spreads over difrerent sudaces. The pipe is still in the pro-
duction stage, but the grease is already spread over another sheet - for in-
stance over a paper rolllWhat is left is to transfer grease rrom this sheet onto the
inside ()f the pipe. When this is done, the sheet Gcarrier* should (Iisappear -
burn - without arly additional problems: Patent #804038. (Remember Prob-
lems #5 and #151.
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Chapter 34
Cunning Plus a Little Physics
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Here are some problems as exercises. Remember you should try to
find the answers not by guessing, but by using the rules and methods
learned so far. lf you have dimculties with the physics. consult a text-
book for reference.

Problem 68
The Treasure of Pirate Flint

For a long time an expedition had been
searchingforFlint's treasure.Finallywit,h
an undenvater telecamera the chest con-
tnining the treasum wms found.rfhis stmng
wooden chest wms lying en the bottom of
the ocean 500 meters deep. The chest was
half buried in sand. Afïer the initial ex-
citement wore ofll members of the expedi-
tion began f,o think about how to bring the
chest t,o the surface. Usually lost cargo wms
liftedwith the help ofptmtoons.A pmtzmn
is a closed metal container or tnnk A pon-
toon slled with water is dropped into the
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ocean and connected to the cargo. Then the water is displaced with com-
pressed air and the pontoon rises lifting the cargo.
apiasters, piastersl' said the head of the expedition gloomily iêBut how

can we lift those piasters? We have a pontoon, but how can we connect it to
the chest? Divers can not go down that deep, and we do not have robots. Al1
we have is an underwater telecamera and a pontoon.r
Attd ?/lc htt'entor appeared of course.
Gluet us formulate the ldeal Final Result,o he said. *'l'he pontoon is low-

ered onto the top of the chest. This we can do without any problem because
we have a telecamera. Our Ideal Final Result is: The top of the chest and
the bottom of the pontoon with nothing between them must fasten to each
other. Without anythîng - or with water because there is a lot of waten...
How should we connect the pontoon and the chest witlR water?

Problem 69
Aibolit Needs a
Thermometer
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bers placed inside a glass test tube. A 2--,-- ss jw- x--.ir. 4u ......7...--.::...-
u é- .w  . sssu.sasmaller glass tube with mercury is at- - =. . -ug -

tached to the plate.svhen heat is applied, - 'Q2Z. ' - L-.VC--V.X
the mprcury either expands and goes up - - - .-- -

- ' - ' .- .- ..- .

or contracts and goes down inside the u- ' '==-v-- ' --'-=v v . . o  ' .. ''
smaller tube, As you can see the ther-
mometer has a ver.y simple design and this is its advantage. The problem is
that it is dimcult to read the position of the mercury inside the tube.
Do you remember what Doctor Aibolit did in Africa?
uTen nights Aibolit
Didntt sleep, didn't drink, didn't eat,
He treated and treated sick animals
And gave them and gave them
thermometers.e
To look at thermometers ten nights in a row is not an easy task. It would

be nice, if doctorAibolit had a thermometer that had an easy-to-see column of
merckl ry.
You have probably already thought about making the tube bigger in diam-

eter. Unfortunately. in a wider tube. the column of mercury will go down by
itselfas soon as the temperature goes down. This is not acceptable for a medi-
ca1 thermometer.
So, try to think of a new thermometer. The characteristics of the o1d one

should be presez-ved but the column of mercury should still be seen easily.
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Problem 70
Help the Sheriff =* ..

$ ( '>

'
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Here is a fragment from a detec- - * e - -t7 & - 't %/4*+/ , 'tive story:
uWe have caught youl the Sheriff

said to the criminals. dAnd you are in
the hands of the Law.You hoped to get . * * . '$$
away didn't you?rfihelupïfcrdiamond . 

' 
'.

is a ood catch We caught you with '''' 'g . .

the evidence. Even though you have O '''..
cut the diamond into several pieces. . . Jthat will only increase your guiltc
uDo not be in a hurl'y Sherifusaid

one of the convicts. ullid the Jupiter diamond disappear?We can only express
our sympathy because we don't have this diamond. What we have are only
5ve small diamonds - an inheritance from our grandmal
u'rhat is exactly right ' grinned another convict. uluook at this matter as a

scientist. The weight is different the shape is difrerent only the color is the
same. There are a lot of white diamonds. The chemical composition is the
same. Evez'y diamond consist of carbon. It seems to me that you will have to
1et us go....*
Please help the Sheriffto unmask the convicts.

Problem 71
yqt o . coffee In

O weightlessness
o

. .- 
' nx'- - * * In a space stors an astro-. z. e o o
- 0 d ided to make coffee.o naut eco *

. o He asked himself how heo <h
@ o could do it in weightlessness.
*

r ''It is very simple,'' he thought.
4: 

'' '' idI will take some Iiquid and
Wrr magnetize it. Then I will take

. K/z . e'-.'-.w a metal cup with a long handle5 
.. -  and that's it! Now we are

going to drink Turkish coffee
from magnetic cups.n

. What do you think? Could
he make cofree his way or not?

What do you suggest? How can you make coffee in weightlessness? Keep in
mind that it should be safe and simple - and of course the cofree should taste
like cofree.
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Problem 72
7.1..7 Building an S-Field

($ In a certain factooiworkers digging: D
c in the ground found a pipeline.l . tle.: àI ''In what direction is the liquid flow-

, , jyjgy. tjjes asked.
-  - They knocked on the pipe in many,7CL= - - - - ZZ-'.W  - . = -. - r. - --=J difrerent ways and listened.rphey could

' 1 ' t determine the direction of the flow
.no

''We will have to cut the pipey'' said the engineer. a'lahere is nothing we can do
about it ''
And the Inventor appeared, ofeourse.
'<Mrhy should you cut the piper he wondered. f'What we have to do is finish

constructing the S-iaield. There are two substances: The pipe - S - and thel
liquid - S . Now, the Eeld should be added.''2

This is a simple problems although a patent was issued on the solution.

Problem 73
Let's call the Firemen

,,,/*
Th dio announced that Fall AITERTILW * *0e ra 

. 4 c .freezing temperature was coming. FREELIRC x .-1
''lt is a disaster,'' said the direc- MMPMAVRE '
f the farm. tkwhat can we do with /St7W /YS/ - 'tor o sI ,. , ()

our experim ental area? W e have o '--&..e' :
plants that need a warm tempera- - .-.-.

,, ' )ture. e kkt
G'I'he area is big, and we can nei- ...-. (I /fI t f l p ?-ày i) ? , // , , ,, r?, ,a.. ç !k,ther cover it with film nor heat it .-'--

upj'' said the agriculturist. I o .a'
.A  =And the Inventor appeared.

t<Do you need to preserve heat in
a big area?'' he asked. t<Cal1 the firemen, 1 have an idea.''
Why do you think he called for firemen?

Problem 74
It turns off by itself

An electric soldering gun was demonstrated at an exhibition. The gun
would turn off automatically as soon as it was overheated.

d'How does this gun work?'' asked one of the visitors.
ddrfrhere is probably a transducer that measures the temperature,'' suggested

another visitor. dtluring overheating the transducer sends a signal and a spe-
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cial relay turns offthe gunc
And suddenly the Inventor appeared.
u'rhere is no transducer nor relay' he said. u'l'he gun turns off by itself

The trick is that....r

problem 75
It is going to be inexpensive

In a tenth grade physics textbook different electrical condensers are
drawn. The simplest is made of two metal plates with an insulator - for
instance, air. The smaller the gap, the greater the capacity of the condenser.
School devices were made for demonstration purposes using a condenser with
a moveable plate. The movement was achieved by a microscrew.
u'rhat is very bad '' said the director of the factory. u'l'he plates are inex-

pensive. but the microscrew is very expensive.'
çeWhat can we d()?' argued the chief engineer. RA.!Z experiment requires a

very precise movement of the platel
And the Inventor appeared.
u'rhe condenser will be inexpensive. For that we have to take....''
W hat did the Inventor offer?

Problem 76
''I saw a funny picture...''

In a fttr factory the treatment process of fur must be improved. During the
process the fur sltin is cleaned in a special liquid and rinsed in waten Then it is
dried under a fan with warm air. The problem is that the stream of air dries the
top of the fur where a hard crus't of sticlty hair develom. Underneath the crust there
is still a lot of water. Engineel-s changed
the temperature and velodty of the airi but
nothing improved. <-enij..And the Inventor suddenly appeared. '

&'l saw a hmny picture in a magazine '' - . '' 
l .c '!u Y-.' * .

he said. GA barber gave his client a very 'uus'-= - - --n-;iipk!t-cscary story to read.'l'he hair of the client . -=p
stood on end and the barber did his job
with emse '' '%'' ' ' '' -. . z s < - - z-f, . .t. .j v x ,., ..s.. ,y . yu'What are you going to ofrer t,o our ' xr ' ' . ' ' -'.v*'' ,/764' ï . . y .f r ked the employee in wonder. &1Do i* ' .''.> . ' ' . x J zurs as : , j . ,
y0u suggest that our staff should read . . . ''q ... . w . . .. . V'j? . p$t4+ 'tories or show horror movies? M ..2'4 ''dt . . ' ' 'J .

' *''Y
. . ' je 1. ) j'jscary s . . ) i vf i . r 'RNo everything is really simple '' an- !$,-' .,,.,t ' '' z'' . . , ., . .. . . y ,.jf.t . j.:

.

' 

' 
I r . ' # $ ,z? ..,; ' ' . . ..swered the Inventor. 'f'he hair will stand j. , : .. Loy..?p . ' .-..- ..,, 2 : , , ..X . ,:, . . zon end ifyou use a special physical effectc ' .e-... z. a.r ' >



What kind of efrect was the in-
ventor talking about?

Problem 77
The second half of the secret
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Engineers studying different
styles of parachutes made a small
model of a parachute and placed it
in a glass tube. A stream of water
ran through the tube, and the en-
gineers studied the behavior of the
model and the development of tur-
bulence in the water. The work did
not go smoothly because of difti-
culty seeing colorless vortices in a
colorless stream of water. Should
we add some ink to the water? But dark vortices in a dark stream will not
make any difference.
Somebody offered to paint the model with a thin layer of soluble paint.

The result was successful only for a while, In the colorless stream. the now
colorful vortices stood out well. However after ten minutes the paint dis-
solved completely from the model and the testwas temporarily stopped. When
engineers painted the model with a thick Iayer of paint the shape of the
model was distorted and the test lost its meaning.
â'The paint should come from inside the model.'' said one engineer. L'rhe

parachute shroud wires are too thin. I cannot think how to make ark inner
channel small enough for the ink to pass through. We know ofcraftsmen that
can make a picture on a grain of rice. Maybe we could find somebody like
thatl
*can you imagine how much time it will take to make this modelrlaughed

another engineer.
And here the Inventor appeared.
uLet's try to fantasize a little bitl he said. ullere is a piece of wire for our

model. lt has no paint and the shape of the model is not distorted. Let us dip
the wire into the stream of water - and on the surface of the wire like in a
fairy tale there appears a tbin layer of paint. The water washes this layer
away and another layer comes out. This is an ideal solution. One thin layer
replaces anothen''
GIt is impossiblec said the engineers. lWhere will the paint come from?''
RFrom the water' answered the Inventor. Rlt has only one source. When

water makes contact with the wire it turns into a paint or a substance that
difrers l-rom water in color. This is half of the secret. The second half is how to
accomplish this.''
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Try to solve this problem yourself

Last problem
Problem 78
Petals execute the command

A long time ago, from dawn to dusk bees and other insects - pollinators -
flew through the selds. Today fertilizers are used in Iields and they scare away
inseds.

Someone thought of a way to use strong wind instead of bees. Let the wind
blow the pollen from ilower to flower. One institute developed a huge fan that
was brought to a 5eld and turned on. Now there was wind but no pollen - the
petals closed from the wind and hid the pollen inside.
uIt is understood that, during millions ofyean of evolution, plants developed

a reaction causing them to close their petals while the wind blows D said a scien-
tist. uour wind is a signal to the flowers that bad weather is coming. Plants
cannot understand that we are trying to help them.''

t'What can we dor a colleague asked. 44'W'e cannot breed new plants. It will
take yeaal
And here the Inventor appeared for f/?.c last time.
Miaet us use a physical efl'ect that you know very well r he said. f'''f'he petals

will stay open al1 the time while the wind blowsl
What do you think the lnventor had in mind?
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Chapter 35
Learn to Invent
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The histoor of mankind begins with invention: The srst stone tools were
developed and Homo Sapiens - thinlting man- appeared on the Earth.

lt is impossible to count how many inventions have been made since that
time. Everything that surrounds us was invented. For instance we do not lcnow
who invented the sail - the most signiscant invention of the human race. This
invention sumrived thousands of years and always will be with us. There are
projects with space ships having solar sails.
Can you imagine how that imrentor felt setting up sail for the first time?

Probably it was a sunnyk windy day The first pufrof wind filled the rough woven
mat-sail, and the raft, shuddering for the first time, broke away from the land.
The tirst mast in history started to bend and squeak. Sunlight danced on the
waves, but the sailor paid no attention. His heart beat furiously. He did not
know where the raft would land, and it was frightening to laok back. But it did
not matter - here was the wonderful insane moment of victory! For the srst
time the wind worked for humanityk and the raft moved fozward loudly crashing
against the waves.
The development, testing, ard implementation of inventions always involves

adventures. Victorjr over a technical problem takes flexibility of the brain and
bravery - no less then it took D'Aztagnan to overcome the machinations of
Cardinal Richelieu. By the way; a technical problem can sometimes be trickien
and mere powerful, than all Cardinals.
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Ifyou are loolung today for adventures that are useful for the human race, in-
venu

In 'IVVIY C,AI Creativityyou will have a lot of fmscinating adventures - enough
f0r the rest nfyour life.You have to stazt preparingyourselffor suc,h adivity from an
early age.'lhe earlier the betu just as in smzts. So do not 1-  any time.

I wish you success!

A notc that tould not /11 in the margins:

Invention, discovery

An invention has to possess four characteristics: It should be a technical
solution of the problem, it should be new, it should be substantually distinct
from already known solutions. and it should produce a useful effect.

For example, a new method to train animals is not an invention because
there is no technical solution to the problem. A bicycle wîth four or five seats
is not an invention either because these bikes were developed in the last
century.

Iwet's combine a paint brush with a shovel. It appears to be semething
new. But both the brush and shovel are used the same way This new combi-
nation does not produce any new quality If there are no new significant or
distinct qualities. there is no invention.

You can see now that before an idea is accepted as an invention it has to
pass four severe tests, Patent applications are checked by patent examiners.
Every year, the USSR registers more than 100 000 inventions.
Very often an invention is confused with a discoveo'. An invention can

only be something that does not exist yet. For example the f'trst airplane was
an invention.

Discover means to 5nd something that already existed in nature but
was not yet known. Gravity is not invented it is discovered. Newton's Law;
Ohm's Law the decomposition of water into hydrogen and oxygen. and so
on, are discoveries,

From 1959. In the Soviet Union discoveries have been registered. Dur-
ing this time there have been about 300 discoveries.

Now, you can determine whether or not the following items are inven-
tions or discoveries:

1. Lathe machine
2. Smelting iron from steel.
3. Body inertia.
4. The relationship between a pendulum's oscillation and its length.
5. A clock pendulum.
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Chapter 36
Into the Inventor's Card Index
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Make an index card! Jules Verne did not patent his ideas, he just simply
described them in his novels. In order to develop his technical and scientific
knowledge, Jules Verne -- starting in his youth and lasting throughout his
life - collected new technical and scientific information f'rom books, maga-
zines and papers. Biographers state that his card index contained more than
20,000 entries wîth information about technologyk geographyk physics and
astronomy.

Today many inventors maintain their own index cards. These cards con-
tain information about physical chemical and geometrical effects. There are
also descriptions of successful methods and inventive tricks - information
about new materials. ln other words everything that can contribute to the
solution of a technical problem.

Index cards slowly accumulate and become very helpful during the
search fbr new ideas. Sometimes an old forgotten card immediately helps
solve a complicated new problem.

There is a piece of paper among my index cards with an extract from a
book tllat is 100 years old. The book is called Magic of the World and was
published in 1886.

Here is an extract from that book:
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* . fnslanl blossoming of a #o- r under the ia/laeare of eleeêrirffy.
The magfcfaz& takes a fresh-eut bud of cayAtper (q mee wlth fAe eut end

of fl&e stem eorered witlt uxz.v Ls &,1) and shows Iê to the audfeace ln order lo
p-ve l&ere i.g nothing ineide the *Ud. Then he rep&opee the um  énserts l thin,
lonr wire ineide the flezm cnd installs ràe stem in (x 110/+. on flle table, cll the
Ir/lile deseribing ?xWG/ he is doing so that ereo'on.e can ,ee that 1* Ilower f,
unehanged-
A#erthat le signals his t- fglaa', who eonweef, a battery to the trzm and

l#e eurtwnt lmrela through the stem fnlo the Ylzd- Ayzë under làegreolpolrer
of eleelrlcfly. the bud opezl, up tlery fast in #.pa' of 15+. eyes of 'he amazed
audienee.

One hundred years ago it was almost a supentrick but today in physics
classes we learn that identically charged particles repel. 'I'he magician charged
the petals with an identical charge. That<s the whole trick!
This simple trick however, solves Problems #76 & F78. The hair of the fur

will stand on end if an identical charge is applied (Patent #563437). And petals
with identical charges will stay open in spite of the wind (Patent #755247).111ey
are modern inventions made with the help of old tricks.

The inventor Iistens to the 4'pulse.''

How can we determine if there is a crack in a ball bearing while it is work-
ing? The uhealthym bearing has one frequency of oscillation - it may be mea-
sured before the test. A cracked bearing has a diflbrent frequency because the
bearing now is actually divided in half
In the past few years many patenf-s were issued for similar inventions. The

m lishing process of metal belts had to be interrupted in order to measure their
thickness. Now the thickness is measured continuously by measuring the vibra-
tion frequency of the belt while it is placed inside the acid solution for process-
ing.
Doctol-s measure the pulse of the human body to determine it-s condition.

Frequency of vibration is like a pulse - it tells about the health of part,s of a
.macitine, or of the machine in general. When the length mass pressure - and
so on - change, so does the frequency.
lt is a bad doctor who does not know anything about a patient's pulse.
Now, a simple task:A pole is driven into

the ground. How can we determine how ..-..v .s*t31.fi 1 the ground is holding it? ltrv'M y

Balls. water and fantasy
-* --* - - -*exr/ ------.-

In many countries people have thought -z.a=.:.):!:T=pJI E'F.f-.'l ---a -w w--.-xabout how to reduce the waste of oil from
large open resenroirs. Indeed in the sum-
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mer; resewoirs are heated by sun light and a lot of oil evawrates. It seems emsy
to protect the oi1 with a floatingucovennrrhisufloatr would go down as the level of
oi1 goes down. But the problem is that the walls of the resen'oir are not straight.
This creates gaps bet-ween the float and the walls letting oi1 evaporate. People
have designed covers with flexible sides which were complicated and expen-
sive. Here is a technical contradiction: Reducing the waste of oil complicates
the construction of the covenA very simple solution suddenly appeared. Cover
the surface of the oiI in the reservoir with floating balls smaller than tennis
balls. The balls will cover the oi1 very securelys and they take on the shape of
the resenroir.
Isn't this a smaz't solution?
The ingenuity of the inventor appears when he solves a complicated

problem with a simple solution.
Nom try to imagine a plant that has a process f0r covering metal parts

with Chrome or Nickel. Instead of machines there are big tanks where the
parts are dipped. There is a solution ef harmful liquids inside. What should
we do? Make covers? But those parts go in and out a11 the time. Covers would
be interrupting the process. Here is a contradiction again. rrhis is similar to
the previous one, and it should be solved the same way. You have probably
figured it out. The tank should be covered with a layer of balls. This cover
will seal the tank and prevent the Iiquid from splashing.

Recently, one steel plant had to lay out thick metal sheets. During this
process the sheets had ttl be moved and turned. How is that possible if the
sheet weighs 1.5 tons and is 6 meters long? Once again, floating balls helped
to solve this problem because every ball can carry some weight. There could
be many balls and their sizes might vary so they can carry a heavier loads.
This is how the idea of the floating conveyor was originated. The simplicity of
this conveyor surprises us. Water runs down through the trough and the
hollow metal balls floating on top of the water receive the load. These balls
carry the weight, that's all.

A bag + air. e< *
> <

How can we transport fragile glass
devices by railroad cars?rpwentyyears

kjago
, inventors suggested the use of /

plastic bags for that purpose. Air is
pumped into the bags, and the prod- .'
uct is secured very safely for trans- ..
portation. uilag + air' is a very simple
and handy mechanism. It is not sun
prising that inventors started using this mechanism to solve difrerent prab-
Iems where two objects are held against each other. For instance it was nec-
essary to hold a very brittle object tightly while it was sawed. The air bag is
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used - Patent #409875. One plate of a powerful electric switch has to be pressed
against another: The air bag is used - USA Patent #3305652. Even the heavy
gypsum cast applied to broken bones has been replaced with uair bags.''
N0w the question is: Can we make improvements on Gair bagsH?
You know a very powerful method: Iron powder added to a substance and

acted upon by a magnet or electromagnet.
Recently a new invention appeared (Patent #5345511. Iron powder was

placed inside an air bag and an electromagnet was used from the outside to
activate the powder. The air bag thus got new properties. lt was now possible
to adjust the pressure of the air bag to properlyupresse an object. At first the
new air bag was used only to hold par'ts during a grinding process. It is not
difficult to imagine that inventors will also magnetize other types of air bags.

lnvented by Nature

What should a machine that
moves inside the earth look like?
This question was published in the
magazine Pioneer Trlzt: .
Here is a typical answer'. u'rake

a tractor and install shovels in front
of it to cut the groundl
This mechanism has to shovel a lot of dirtjust to move a couple of meters.

A tractor is too big and was not made to move in a narrow space. Machines
made to do one type of work cannot be used in a dilrerent environment. Other
people offered underground vehicles with wings. Why?
In al1 the projects on underground vehicles the machine moves dirt from the

front to its rear. The mole - a living underground machine - works difrerently.
The mole leaves an empty tunnel behind him in order to easily get back. About
20 years ago, engineer A. Trebelev conducted an experiment with moles before
he develom d an underground vehicle. He found that the mole turns its head a11
the time pressing the dirt into the wall of the tunnel. Several years ago, Soviet
engineel.s got their patent on a wman made molec At the front of that machine
they installed a cutting cone that not only brealts-up dirt but like the mole's
head, compresses the particles into the wall of the tunnel.
As you see, inventors should not only know technology but should learn

about nature as well.

Bypass Archimedes' principle

When Alex Zdun-pushkin came to the Baku Institute ofrfbchnical Creativ-
ity; theAdmitting Committee was confused. The question was whether or not an
eighth-grade student could be enrolled in a class with engineers and other pro-
fessionals.
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Alex had been studying methods of technical creativity fortwo years. He had
solved many problems, and learned about patent funds. Soon he sent in a patent
application for a new solution to a technical problem and was awarded a patent

This is his invention: Imagine a float in a tank with water. The float sup-
ports part of a machine. According to Archimedes' law, the supporting force
is equal to the weight of the water displaced by the float. What if we need tfl
increase the supporting ibrce by 10 times?rrhere is no room to make the float
bigger, Can we replace the water with a heavier liquid? That is very expen-
sive, and the supporting force will increase only by two or three times. The
Archimedes principle should be bypassed. But, how?

The idea ofAlex's invention is that if one adds a Gne powder of iron ttl the
water and starts to treat this water with a magnetic t'ield, the specitic gravity
of the water will increase by 10 tfa 12 times.

Based on that invention, he got his diploma at the Institute of Technical
Creativity.

The sun caresses the wings#*
.r'X . .'p There are inventions whose fate

) ' reminds one ofAnderson's Tale about' ,. h. . . ,#, t $ . Ia py duckling. vhey are aiso- , . t e ug' 
./',. : v kicked, laughed at, and pecked....

'$ ( ,/( 1@( The fîrst steamboat that crossedj. ''h/. ' . theAtlantic Ocean covered more than
- half the distance under sail. The boat

had no passengers nor cargt). Al1 the space was filled with coal, and in spite of
that, there was not enough fuel to cover the whole distance. Major newspa-
pers wrote: ddsteamboats cruising across the ocean are nonsense. The ships
can carry Only their own fuell''
The jirst vacuum cleaner was built in 1901, and it could barely fit into a

horse carriage. This contraption would come to a house where workers would
unwind its hose and stretch it out into a room As soon as they started the
engine and began cleaning, a laughing crowd would immediately gather
around throwing stones at the machine....

The first pocketwatch was so heavy that it was impossible to carry in
your pocket. Owners very often would hire a butler to carry the watch. This
provided a l()t of laughs,

The energy of the first solar engine was barely enough to run a small
printing press. On cloudy days the paper could not be printed. Tlais was cause
for many jokes, caricatures and laughs, Was the idea to use solar energ.v a
mistake'? ln our time, solar elements work on many installations - includ-
ing spaceships.
New machines should not be judged by their looks but by the power of'

their ideas. Days will pass, and the iâugly duckling'' will become a dbeautiful
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swan.Mztnd, as Andersen said, old swans will bow their heads before him and
the sun will caress his wings.

A ship in tiger's skin
'Q7 rc. . . .J ragAn inventoq G. Sutiagin, ogbred f.o ..+ ' .: .. > c -

.axm..v .cover the outer sides of a ship with tiger -r> - o-.-. . .=rz- - .-  .- ..,,...1..-4:.
. ' > TV w

.m - -'=  . ! -.U'l- .sldns, thereby reducing friction between W- - ..-.... . - - w . 27.- ..u -.' ' . - -.....  
-
w  j . . . .the ship, waterk tmd air. Imagine a har- - - - . . J

.. . k -
bor with this type of vessel' ocean liners -'- -= -S-- L
covered with leopard's fars, légh-speed * ::t.* IJJI,e*.e --'J* *+' g. .'X-, ki n# 'x.. . u' ' ' X .œ, #P. r . . . . =boats ctlvered with symthetic tigers s n, .- -.... ux.... ,u.. ..-..... . .
heavy tankers with bear's furs. ..

Yet it does make senseto considerthis ideawhen mllking sports boat prottltypes.

The ocean has to sVy clean.
#

Thor Heyerdahl was sun
prised to see pollution through- . 4146..
out the Atlantic Ocean during Q v - .. -  7D 

>=. v-his voyage on ItA-1 and ltA-2. . - =  -  -v

0il spîlls sometimes spread ' -- ---r- ' 1
from horizon to horizon. About - --. ' '

i U Z 1 1 O i 1 t r a n s - - - - - '-'w  ' ' -- 'OIR il ()0 T'OOZ 0 . ------- ' .-- j
ported spills into the sea -
millions of ttlns. Inventors have put a 1ot ol' efrort into solving these pollution
problems. People try to burn the spills, or collect the oi1 with giant plastic sponges.
One of the most interesting methods is to cover the oi1 spills with magnetic
powder. This mixture, having magnetic properties, could be collected by large
magnets.

Today the size of oi1 tankers is increasing. Recently a large, halve-million
ton, tanker lnad an accident. Foriunately it was empty What would have hap-
pened had it been full? How could we cfallect this giant oil lake? There is still no
satisfactory solution. lnventors continue to search.

Fairy tales are not true, but they do conlain hints

At first glance, the story told by Captain Vroongel (Liar) is absolutely
unreal, But, if you search hard, you can find grains of inventive ideas, just as
in the stories of Baron Munchausen. There are many inventive ideas in books
about Gulliver, Alice in Wonderland and the Little Prince.

Writers make up very unusual stories. Sometimes they create hopeless
situations for their heroes t() somehow later t'ind a way out. Comic books can
not only make us laugh, they can also teach us to think about how to get out
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- w of unpredictable situations.
-....- 

. 
'
- 
' 
, jj tjje story oful- v.v Perhaps you reca

'h 
-- '' h t ha ened to Captain Vroongei, . w a pp

8 oj . - 'A' in Callada . Fle lllàd t() race t() Alaska
, . . . ..- - j (j ujs jaoup sum tjje ship Mis.bx S f? .

.-  fortune bought him a deer and a dog
only to suddenly realize that tht' deer
was rcally a caw' and the dog actu-
ally a wolfl Vroongel devised a s'evy

.+;.r. *'*N clever solution. He harnessed the wtllf
r.p.. , '. .- ' w. î''- behind the ctlw', the frightened cow
. ; e' - - *t- . . $ . A''' . .. 

' . k . pulled the sled much faster.
'' -. A similar stoor happened to Btmln

.
'
,.F7'). . ' .., . . . . . . ' ';' . . , , . .. . . : Munchakusen when he wtu chased b a. , . y

Eon, andfotmd :1 ' e in fhmttyfhim,
Munchatusen invented a way to combine two minuses so that they destnlyed each
other.

Jn invcntive f..heoa this method is statt.xd as follows:

Harmful factors can be combined in such a way as to
cancel eacb other out.

We can give an example to supp)rt this rule:
Boctors toing to Iind a way ttl renjove a red birtbznark on the skin, tried

several difrerent methods. Nothing worked. Then they used the Vroongel and
Munchausen nzle to solve the problem. They injected green color under the skin.
The green color by itwself would stay green. but, in reaction with the red pigment
of the bilthmark m en and red neutralized each other.

One does the work of two * 0Q *

A good inventor can be recognized
by his inventive tdhandwritingM - a
d'signature'' unique to his creations = '-A n o
d his way of creating them. a:a 0 %

an %
Captain Vroongel also has his own
'tsignature.' Most of his inventive o o mm.u. D o
tricks involve making an object
perform a double task - one of
which is unusual for that object. So, MISFORV8C
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a lifesaver from the boat BEDA (Beda means Misfortune) becomes a yoke
while its individual copper letters, B-E-D-A, become horseshoes. Similarly,
a fire extinguisher becomes a fwn to fight a python. And squirrels can even
repiace an engine. . ..

Forcing one object to do the work of
two - a powerful inventive principle
-  is a very widely used method of

'-' invention. Near its tinal stage of
b?'' '' ' ' development, the Soviet spaceship

/ t f ./ 7 '', Venice-lz required the addition of
' 
. . . one extra device weighing 6 kg.1 . .

11 L. ' $ '' Xcz,r0 - Engineers did not want to hear
- about this because every gram of

- ..- the vehîcle's weight had already
been carefully calculated and

accounted for in the design of the ship. Nevertheless, a solution t() the
problem was found utilizing a Grecipe'' once used by Captain Vroongel:
Empty cargfl ships are stabilized by loading them with sand or water as
ballast. Vroongel used dirt. His ballast also became soil to grow a palm
tree used as the ship's mast. Venice-l.? also needed ballast - a weight to
provide required orientation of the spherical spaceship while landing. The
above-mentioned 6 kg device was inserted instead - performing both its
own function as well as that of the ship's ballast.

''Place head on fence.''

Doyou mmemlx)r whenAlice met the . . '
strange Knight in the world tlmatlgh the *
loolting glass? '

''l invented a new methtxl for going
over afence,''the Knight said.'Vuuldyou .
lilte me to tell it f.o your

ççMeluqes'' said Alice yxllitely . > ($. *
'çllere's how l came-upwiththe idea,'' ' .

, % . '

the Knight contirmed.q thought thatthe .
main diëculty is in lifking-up one's legs.

, $.$ 
*

Alter all, one s head is alrexady over the u , *

Ifwe stand on the fence wiua ourhead. ) ) ' ' . 'top.
otzr legs will now lx? on top, corzvu? And -- . .
the next thing you know, you're over tbe ' '
j' !p %enCe....
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Alice did not believe the Knight because she knew he was full of cracy ideas.
Yet, this strange way of going over a fence is also a vel'y interesting invention.
Soviet inventors G. Ka tis and 1. Melnichenko built an all-terrain vehicle that
used this same principle. 'rhis vehicle consisted of two carts connected with a
frame. One cart rests over the other. When the vehicle reaches an obstacle it
places its upper cal-t on it. As the Knight mentioned, this is not diëcult to do.
The cargo is now moved through the frame from the lower cazi to upper cart.
The lower cart tips to the top of the frame, and the vehicle travels forward.

Does an inventor need science fiction?

0ne day a letter came to the pub-
* lisher of the maguzine Pioneer Ti-ul/è

- b%*q%--.. saying that there was a debate in theI ' # %% '*6696'J. '?'. lassroom as to whether or not stu-'2is c
N-''V - dents should read science fction sto-&

- ries. Many students said it was a waste
''lklqshhhhsix of time because such stories were not

. real. This opinion is veza- common -
v j '' '' and is a mistake. Science fiction writ-

@
's f ' z' ''- ers are trying to see the future evenz tt . -: 'r.'lk' Vwî h h when it is so remote it is n0t realistic., . . qy ,.t ' - They have described airplanes, subma-' qff

tlké . rines, television, and more when noth-'-'%'' ing like them had as yet existed onû
earth. Writers have written stories
aboutjourneys 114t,0 solar systems, about

robots, about the reconstruction of the human body. Today, mmly of these ideas
have become reality. Science fiction is a searchlight into the future. Those who go
to school today will live in that future. There is tmreal faritasyk too, of course. But
even that is veoe useful because it helps to develop imagination and teaches us
to think freely. lt is impossible to go to the moon inside a gun shell. However,
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky wrote that the first ideas about rockets came to him
aler reading a novel by Jules Verne called tdlprom Cannon to the Moon.'' Fantasy
is needed in order t() make real inventions and discoveries.

The power of mind

Fantasy is mobility of thought. The contemporary inventor should read sci-
ence fiction because it reduces psychological inertia while increasing the
strength of imagination. Fantasy can even be extended using the methods
described in this book: Operator STC MMD and IFR.
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We live in an REra of Technical Revolution.'' The point of this revolution is
not the appearance of new machines - that has happened before. This revo-
lutïon lies in the method for developing new machines. Organized ways of
thinking are replacing the old chaotic ones. Every step in the thinking pro-
cess should be as prccise as the movements of a pilot flying an airplane.

At the dawn of the human race mankind conquered
the illuminating power of fire.

Now we are learning to conquer something much more
powerful, the power of mind, to penetrate

and illuminate an unknown future.

.û=
'V.$.
X

v .-j.r

'PWith thanks tcl Zinovy Royzen
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Appendix 1
Answers to Problems
In the original Russian publication tbe author did not provide answer: to all problems.
Answers to somtr prublems were referenced i n di/erent Russian magazines. It was the
Publisher's decision t.o ofrer reader.s 1ts many potential antlwers as possible

1. To break or not to break?
Apply a Corona Discharge effect to
measure the pressure of the gas
inside the light bulb.

2. Tbere is a Gtrick'' involved ...
Freeze the liquor syrup and dip the
syrup icicle into melted chocolate

3. What place sllould we choose?
Use a waterlevelingdevice.

4. *6.A7 and TTB'' were sitting on a
fence.Apply a different charge to
droplets A(+) and B(-) so they can be
attracted mutually.

1.3. Thick and thinvTemporarily
glue a number of glass sheets to-
gether and grind them as a stack.

10.To make water softenAdd air
into the water - gassifywater.

11. Everlasting paint. Waterthe
plant with dye additives that will
bring the colorinside the plantcells.

12. Dmplets on tbe screen- Turn
the light on and offwith the fre-
quency of 24 times per second.

5. It can disappear by itself. Use
dry ice. After it cleans the parts,
then it will evaporate.

6. There is a patent. Freeze the
rubber, then drill the holes.

7. What klnd of detectives are
they? Suspend a bucket inside the
tank before filling the tank with oil.

8. Vebicle for planet Mar's. Fill
the tires with stones or steel balls.

9. One as good as many. Divide
the 9ow into 2 streams and charge one
stream msitive the other megative.
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l4. How to get out of dead end.
Heat sheets of metal in the induction
chamber. Inner layer will be hotter
than the surface.

l5. Stubborn spring. Freeze the
spring in dry ice, place it in the de-
vice, and Iet the ice evaporate.

l6.M ter an emergeney lantling.
Install rubber bags underneath the
wings and fill them up with light gas.

17. A thermometer for weevils.
Place many weevils inside the glass
and use a regular thermometer.



18. rrhe otherway around-Make a 28. There is no fountain like that.
lassElteroutofthin glass rods. Unification of the system. Union
g with emptiness. Fountains with a

' it without telem thy. mist Or bubbles. We must be able to
1:- Izet s do control the bubble development.
Drop a smallbuoy inside the gas tank.

29. lt is going to work forever!
z(). rrhere is a catamaran; there I tan a magnet on the outside of thens
is no catamaran. Two floats of a elbow develop a protective layer out of
catamaran are connected with ex- steel balls.
pandable rods.

30. Super precision valve. Use
21. The 1aw is the law. It is pos- the heat expansion effect for preci-
sible to create different variants. One sion flow control.
is te have two pendulums that could
generate complex oscillations that :.31. Let's look into the future.
are not predictable. 1. Piezoeleet; 2. Magnetostrictionietc.

22. n e tmiversal field. Mix metal c lceontheele cmwaM a plw
powder with the soil and control it magnetic rings overthe wire thatwill
with a magnetic field. develop anelectromagnetic induction.

23. Wait, Itabbit, I will g'et you! 33. n e tank reported politely.
Use a fbrromagnetîc powder and Place a propane tank in tile cradle
control it with a magnetic 5e1d, with an offset balance.

24. In spite of a1l stovms. Lower 34. Where the wind blows from.
the pipelines underneath the water Use soap bubbles.
surface.

J'Wlnventionby Use the
25. Propeller for Carlson. Make Corona dîscharge eff'ectto control the
the propeller out of thin, flexible diameterandthe shapeofthewire.
wound up strips.

36. An accuracy within one
26. Ten thousands pyramids. degreevMix the grain with magnetic
Use a ferromagnetic powder and a powderthathas tl7e needed Cuzie
magnetic field. point of 65F.

27.%  almost excellent macbine. 37. Let's throw the screw out.
Place light balls with internal metal Heat Expansion, Magnetostriction.
plate into the canon.

38. Something simpler. Mix iron
powder with tlle polm er.
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39. Powder on the conveyor. 49. The train will leave in five
Use heavy oil or foam. minutes.rlaake a photo of the logs

from the back of the car and measure
40. Stop guessing. Use water over the diameterof the timber according
the hot clinker to develop a fbam to scale.
Cfnrer.

50.A pound of gold. Build the
41. Let us discuss the situation. testing sample as hollow cubes and
A tray with melted tin is used to pour the acid inside the sample.
suppori the hot glass ribbon.

51. The secret of the sleuth dog.
42. llain is not a hindrance. Two Use a magnet inside of one of the
air sacks are used to cover the opening sticks.
C)f the compal-tment.

sz.làangerolzs planet. Thez.e is no
43. lnvestigation is done by experx defsnit.e answer except to studyhow the
Use the magnetic memory of steel. existang' envimriment proteds itxseltè

44. A fresh idea is needed.A 53. Icicles in a roof gutter.
petroleum liquid separator can be To build up S-lpield we need a tfrlaool':
Inade out of aqua ammonia. At the stringinside the spout.
reservoîr of the last station ammonia
will evaporate by itself 54. The drop of paint is the main

hero. Magnetic liquid added to
45. A capricious seesaw. Make the complete F-Field (ferromagnetic
batcher more dynamic, design a field).
moveable counterbalance in the form
of a steel ball. 55. We can manage the drops. Add

magnetic liquid and apply a mag-
46. Contrary to physics. Use twt) netic field.
substances, one that is heavierthan
the other. 56.N0 answer.

47. Like in a faiov tale. Use a 57. The hunter and the dog.
bimetallic spring to control the Hunter needs the second dog that
degree of the opening of the roof will pull him towards the sound of
window the barlking dog.

48. Ships of the XVT Centuryk 58. No answer.
Make a flexible skin like a water bed
filled with a magnetic liquid and 59. The arrow of Robin Hood. We
control it with a magnetic field. have to complete S-Field. The arrow

is made bollow inside for a nylon
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string, one end of which is attached to 69. No answer.
the wooden target on the stuntman
the other end - to the bow string. 7t). Help the Sheriff. Use an iron

knife. lf you place an iron knife on the
Cxl.'l'he ftagof GasconGuantsmen. dïamond crystal, the knife will sink
The flag mast is hollow with holes on into the crystal because iron will
the side for a small fan to blow air absorb carbon rnolecules.
through the mast at the flag.

71.No answer.
61. I am going to the toy store.
Use modeling clay. 72. Finish constructing the

S-Field. Heat the pipe and see the
62. Lazurite for SsRunning on direction of heat transfer.
WavesA'. Submerge each stcme in
water before working with a torch. 73. Let's call the firemen. The foam

is an ideal blanket.
63. An ideal solution. ln order to
weld two long pipes we have to take a 74. It turns off by itself. Use
short piece ofpipe and insert it ferromagnetic material wfth the Curie
between two longones. Rotate the point as a temperature control switch.
sht)rt pipe while pressingall pipes
togetller until theyweld. 75. It is going to be inexpencive.

instead of mechanical movement,
Cel. A device that never fails. use thermal expantion of metal rod.
Memsttre the resonance frequency of
the air above the aeid level in the 76. GI saw a funny picture . . .>
tank. Apply an electrostatic charge to the

fur in order to separate bairs for
65. How to help the workers. drying purposes.
lnstall magnet inserts.

77. The seeond half of the secret.
66. Microbe hunters. The liquid Apply an electrolysis process. One of
should be heated to create bubbles the electrodes is the parachute
that will work as magnifying model. Bubbles will come out of the
glasses, then take a picture and mode'l showing the flow of water.
count the microbes.

78. Petals execute the command.
67. Grease with a secret. Use a The petals should have a similar
paper roll covered with grease. charge, like that which creates the

repulsive force.
68. The treasure of pirate Flint.
Freeze the contxezctmg' suzfaces between
the pontoon and the wooden chest.
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Appendix 2
Methods, Effects and Tricks

1. Do it inversely
2. Change the state of the physical property.
3. Do it in advance.
4. Do a little less.
5. Matreshka.
6. Conflicting requirements are separated in time or in space.
7. A1l special terms must be replaced with simple words.
8. Incorporation of similar or different objects into one system.
9. Fragmentation Consolidation.
10. Dynamization.
11. Add magnetic m wder to the substance and apply a magnetic field.
12. S-Field modeling.
13. Self-service.
14. Heat expansion.
15. Transition from macrostnlcture to microstructure.
16. Eflbct nf tho Corona discharge.
17. Curie mint offerromagnetic materials.
18. Combination of various efrecf-s.
19. Cveometrical efrect of the Moebius Ribbon.
zo.Geometrical eflbct of the Rotating Hyperboloid.
21. Ideal Final Result (1FR).
22. Introduction of a second substance.
23. Utilization of soap bubbles and foam.
24. Operator STC (Size, Time, Cost).
25. Model with Miniature Dwaz'fs (MMD).
26. Make a copy and work with it.
27. Build a model of the problem.
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1:An astonishing piece of work...
ln a word, TRIZ is a treasure.''
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